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1. Karakia
2. Apologies
3. Conflicts Of Interest
4. Deputations And Petitions
Two requests have been received to make deputations:
Mr Gavin Barclay to make a deputation on behalf of Yaldhurst Residents about quarries.
Associate Professor Bronwyn Hayward on some of the key issues and opportunities that the
Climate Agreement presents for regional government, particularly governments charged with
significant water and land management responsibilities.
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5. Minutes
5.1. Council
5.1. Council minutes - 29 June 2017

Council Report
Date of Meeting
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2017
Louise McDonald
Committee Advisor
Katherine Harbrow
Chief Financial Officer
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Purpose
To consider and adopt the minutes of the meeting held on 29 June 2017, with an
amendment to the rates resolution.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

Corrects the resolution in item 8.2 clause kkk of the meeting of 29 June 2017
relating to the Kaikoura Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate by
deleting and replacing the table below that resolution with the attached
value; and

2.

Confirms and adopts the amended minutes of the meeting held on 29 June
2017.

Proposal
Background
At the meeting held on 29 June 2017 the Council resolved to set the rates for the 2017/18
financial year as per the unconfirmed minutes (attached).
Following the meeting staff identified an error in clause kkk) the Kaikoura Drainage
Catchment Works targeted rate. The figures attached in clause kkk) are a repeat of clause
nn) the Kaikoura River Catchment Works targeted rate. Attached is the proposed correction
to the resolution.
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Financial implications
There are no financial implications.

Legal compliance and risk assessment
Independent rating advice was provided that confirmed that due to this Kaikoura targeted
rate error being very minor and inconsequential that including the amendment within the
resolution is correct.

Attachments
1.
2.

Unconfirmed minutes from the Council meeting held on 29 June 2017
The proposed correction to the figures under clause kkk) Kaikoura Drainage
Catchment Works targeted rate.
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DELETED
kkk) That a Kaikoura Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
DIFFERENTIAL
RATEABLE LAND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
Subcategorised as the
CATEGORIES
following targeted rates:
Kaikoura River Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
Class B
location of the rating unit
Class C
location of the rating unit
Class D
location of the rating unit
Class E
location of the rating unit
Class F
location of the rating unit
Class U1
location of the rating unit
Class U2
location of the rating unit
Class U3
location of the rating unit
Class U4
location of the rating unit

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$78.46
$47.08
$31.38
$19.62
$15.69
$7.85
$78.46
$19.62
$11.77
$7.85

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

197,504
2,920
1,420
1,510
7,167
9,157
35,166
1,573
14,851
27,424

REPLACED
kkk)

That a Kaikoura Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kaikoura Drainage Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C

$30.79
$15.40
$9.24

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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Minutes of 473nd meeting of the Canterbury Regional
Council held in the Council Chamber, 200 Tuam Street,
Christchurch on Thursday, 29 June 2017 at 11.00 a.m.
Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Opening Karakia
Apologies
Conflicts of Interest
Deputations and Petitions
Minutes
Matters Arising
Committee Reports
Matters for Council Decision
8.1 2017/18 Annual Plan adoption
8.2 Setting the Rate for 2017/18 Financial Year
Extraordinary and Urgent Business
Notices of Motion
Questions
Next Meeting
Closing Karakia

Present
Councillors Steve Lowndes (Deputy Chair), David Caygill, Rod Cullinane, Elizabeth
Cunningham, Tom Lambie, Claire McKay, Lan Pham, Dr Cynthia Roberts, Peter Scott, and
John Sunckell.

Management and officers present
Bill Bayfield (Chief Executive), Stefanie Rixecker (Director Science), Catherine Schache
(Acting Director Finance and Corporate Services), Katherine Trought (Director
Communications and External Relations), Katherine Harbrow (Chief Financial Officer) and
Louise McDonald (Senior Administration Officer)
Report writers and other staff were also in attendance.

Welcome
Cr Lowndes welcomed everyone to the meeting and confirmed that the following document
circulated separately from the agenda had been received:
 Item 8.1 – attachment 1 the Annual Plan document

1.

Opening karakia
Cr Caygill opened the meeting with a karakia.

2.

Apologies
Apologies were received from Chairman David Bedford, Councillors Iaean Cranwell
and Peter Skelton
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3.

Conflicts of interest
Cr McKay confirmed that she was a holder of the resource consent CR122256 (item
7.1 - Regulation Hearing Committee).

4.

Deputations and petitions
Christchurch Youth Action Plan
Kendra Burgess-Naude and Tei Driver of the Christchurch Youth Council were
welcomed to the meeting.
Kendra Burgess-Naude tabled notes with information about the Christchurch Youth
Initiative. About 50 to 60 young peoples from various youth sector groups came
together to create a youth action plan. The Plan was developed through consultation
and workshops. There are a number of good things happen for youth, but there could
be more.
Tei Driver explained that the object of the Plan is to engage with stakeholders to
further the conversations to get the best outcomes for youth and the stakeholders.
Councillors thanked Ms Burgess-Naude and Driver for their presentation and their
initiative. The nature of the engaging with Environment Canterbury was discussed
and it was suggested that one key person be the contact for issues as they arise and
for regular catch-ups. This relationship would assist the Council to obtain ideas and
input from young people.
Engaging with the committees like the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint
Committee and Canterbury Water Management Strategy zone committees would be
a good opportunity for young people to be able to contribute to issues that they are
interested in.
It was agreed that the requests from the deputation would be referred to staff to report
back to the Council on:

Environment Canterbury staff to consider what the organisation’s response to
the document can be.

Environment Canterbury to consider the document in principle when working on
future planning.

A Councillor to become a liaison to the Christchurch Youth Council.

Environment Canterbury to further develop their youth engagement.

5.

Minutes
5.1 Council
5.1.1 Council meeting held 15 June 2017
Refer pages 6 to 13 of the agenda
Resolved
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That the Council:
1. Confirms as a true and correct record and adopts the minutes of the
meeting held on 15 June 2017 subject to the word ‘amount’ be added to
the second paragraph of item 8.1 – “There was a tremendous amount of
hard work…”
Cr Lowndes / Cr McKay
CARRIED

5.

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising from the minutes.

7.

Committee Reports

7.1

Standing Committees

7.1.1

Regulation Hearing Committee
Refer pages 15 to 18 of the agenda
Cr Lambie presented this report and advised that the minutes of the meeting held
on 15 June 2017 had been confirmed at the meeting of the committee held on 29
June with a minor amendment to item 7.2.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

Receives the report of the meeting of the Regulation Hearing Committee
meeting held on 15 June 2017; and

2.

Notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated
authority.
Cr Lambie / Cr Pham
CARRIED

8.

Matters for Council decision

8.1

2017/18 Annual Plan adoption
Refer pages 19 to 22 of the agenda and attachment that was circulated separately.
Cr Lowndes introduced this item and explained a proposed change to page 11 of the
Annual Plan to retain ‘improved water quality’ as one of the measures/targets in
Programme 1 – Canterbury Water Management Strategy facilitation.
Appreciation was expressed for the people and organisations that took the time to
provide feedback on the draft plan.
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The Chief Executive and staff were thanked for their work in preparing the Annual
Plan.

Resolved
That the Council

8.2

1.

adopts the 2017/18 Annual Plan as amended:
Services measures and targets: Programme 1 – Canterbury Water
Management Strategy facilitation target:
11 reports that demonstrate progress on:
Environmental restoration
Improved water quality
Water quality initiatives
Improved water use efficiency and land management
Infrastructure for reliable water supply

2.

Delegates authority to the Council’s Chief Executive to make alterations
of minor effect or to correct any minor errors to the approved 2017/18
Annual Plan.
Cr Roberts / Cr Cunningham
CARRIED

Setting the rates for the 2017/18 Financial Year
Refer pages 23 to 54 of the agenda
Bill Bayfield presented this item.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

Resolves: to
a.
Appoint under Section 53(1) of the Local Government (Rating) Act
2002 those territorial authorities set out in resolutions 3 www, 3
xxx and 3 zzz to collect those instalments of rates on the due dates
and to apply those penalties on unpaid rates set out alongside
their names in those resolutions. Noting that the rates collected by
Mackenzie District Council include the rates in relation to that part
of the Waitaki District that is in the Canterbury Regional Council
boundary); and
b.
Delegate under Section 27 of the Local Government (Rating) Act
2002 to those territorial authorities the function of keeping and
maintaining a rating information database and rates records.

2.

Delegates authority pursuant to the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
to the Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services and the
Chief Financial Officer (any one of them acting alone) to:
a.
apply penalties (stated under resolution 3 xxx and 3 zzz) on unpaid
rates in accordance with Sections 57 and 58, and
b.
approve applications for rates postponement and rates remissions
in accordance with Council’s policy, and
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c.
3.

a)

carry out all other functions permissible under the Act that are not
required to be a Council responsibility:

Resolves the setting of the rates for the 2017/18 financial year and sets
the following rates (including GST), due dates for payment, and
penalties under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002, on rating units
in the region for the financial year commencing on 1 July 2017 and
ending on 30 June 2018. These rates are set in accordance with
Canterbury Regional Council’s 2015-25 Long Term Plan and the Funding
Impact Statement which forms part of the 2017/18 Annual Plan as
follows:

That a Uniform Annual General Charge (Fixed Rate) be set, for all rateable land at
$23.83 per rating unit.

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Uniform Annual General Charge
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri

$23.83
$23.83
$23.83

fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit

66,897
180,814
588,939

Christchurch
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Mackenzie
Waimate
Waitaki

$23.83
$23.83
$23.83
$23.83
$23.83
$23.83
$23.83

fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit

3,804,318
558,148
350,427
493,610
105,433
79,909
43,684

b)

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

That a general rate be set for all rateable land based on capital value at different
rates in the dollar under section 131 Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 as set out
in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
General Rate
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Mackenzie
Waimate
Waitaki
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

$17.80
$17.25
$17.09
$17.39
$17.47
$17.93
$18.36
$19.39
$17.12
$18.07

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

261,329
1,164,548
2,601,316
16,476,567
3,509,854
2,965,649
2,180,953
623,933
798,814
353,621
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c)

That Passenger Transport Services targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar or at
a fixed rate amount per rating unit as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted Public Passenger Transport Services Rate
Kaikōura (Kaikōura Vehicle Trust)
$0.86
Christchurch – City
$25.02
Christchurch – Kainga
$8.76
Christchurch (Governors Bay Vehicle Trust)
$2.51
Selwyn (Ellesmere Vehicle Trust)
$0.25
Ashburton (Total Mobility only)
$1.08
Timaru – City
$14.43
Timaru (Geraldine Vehicle Trust)
$1.96
Timaru –Temuka
$5.23
Mackenzie – Twizel (Twizel-Tekapo Vehicle Trust)
$1.44
Mackenzie – Tekapo (Twizel-Tekapo Vehicle Trust)
$0.51
Mackenzie (Fairlie Vehicle Trust)
$4.79
Waimate (Total Mobility only)
$2.54
Uniform Targeted Public Passenger Transport Services Rate
Hurunui (Cheviot Vehicle Trust)
$5.28
Waimakariri - Urban
$51.29
Waimakariri - Rural
$6.12
Selwyn – Urban
$65.77
Selwyn – Rural
$8.33
Selwyn (Malvern Community Vehicle Trust)
$0.98
Timaru (Pleasant Point Vehicle Trust)
$3.77
Waimate (Waitaki Vehicle Trust)
$3.25
Waitaki (Waitaki Vehicle Trust)
$3.25

d)

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

5,009
22,348,936
85,250
6,011
6,512
31,893
624,813
9,318
27,974
5,306
1,707
4,984
9,688

fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit

5,009
781,624
57,843
689,092
96,057
5,009
5,009
475
4,509

That Air Quality targeted rates be set for a rate in the dollar as set out in the table
below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Targeted Air Quality Rate
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Ashburton
Timaru
Waimate

e)

CALCULATION BASIS

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

$2.06
$2.09
$2.17
$2.22
$2.07

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

137,816
1,901,125
73,424
112,345
9,839

That Air Quality Heating Assistance targeted rates be set for at a rate in the dollar
as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Targeted Air Quality Heating Assistance Rate
Rangiora
nil
Kaiapoi
nil
Christchurch
nil
Ashburton
nil
Timaru
$4.80
Geraldine
$3.88
Waimate
$4.99
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2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

213,354
23,693
23,693
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f)

That a Clean Heat Loan targeted rate be set differentially for different categories of
land at different fixed amounts as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
RELATIONSHIP
Subcategorised as the
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
following targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Clean Heat Loan Rate
Loan Advanced - Band AD: 1000 to
the provision of service
1200
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band AC: 1200 to
the provision of service
1400
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band AB: 1400 to
the provision of service
1600
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band AA: 1600 to
the provision of service
1800
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band A: 1800 to
the provision of service
2000
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band B: 2000 to
the provision of service
2200
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band C: 2200 to
the provision of service
2400
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band D: 2400 to
the provision of service
2600
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band E: 2600 to
the provision of service
2800
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band F: 2800 to
the provision of service
3000
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band G: 3000 to
the provision of service
3200
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band H: 3200 to
the provision of service
3400
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band I: 3400 to
the provision of service
3600
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band J: 3600 to
the provision of service
3800
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band K: 3800 to
the provision of service
4000
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band L: 4000 to
the provision of service
4200
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band M: 4200 to
the provision of service
4400
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band N: 4400 to
the provision of service
4600
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band O: 4600 to
the provision of service
4800
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band P: 4800 to
the provision of service
5000
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band Q: 5000 to
the provision of service
5200
to the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band R: 5200
the provision of service
to the rating unit
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$100.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

$120.00
$140.00
$160.00
$180.00
$200.00
$220.00
$240.00
$260.00
$280.00
$300.00
$320.00
$340.00
$360.00
$380.00
$400.00
$420.00
$440.00
$460.00
$480.00
$500.00
$520.00

2017/18 REVENUE
SOUGHT $

100
240
700
1,280
1,620
2,400
2,860
14,880
16,640
25,760
28,200
32,320
57,800
43,920
52,060
44,400
84,840
29,480
33,580
43,200
37,000
169,520
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g)

That Civil Defence Emergency Management targeted rates be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CALCULATION BASIS
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Targeted Civil Defence Emergency Management Rate
Kaikōura
$1.35
per $100,000 Capital Value
Hurunui
$1.31
per $100,000 Capital Value
Waimakariri
$1.30
per $100,000 Capital Value
Christchurch
$1.32
per $100,000 Capital Value
Selwyn
$1.33
per $100,000 Capital Value
Ashburton
$1.36
per $100,000 Capital Value
Timaru
$1.40
per $100,000 Capital Value
Mackenzie
$1.48
per $100,000 Capital Value
Waimate
$1.30
per $100,000 Capital Value

h)

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

19,887
88,623
197,962
1,253,876
267,102
225,688
165,972
47,482
60,790

That Canterbury Water Management Strategy Environmental Infrastructure Local
targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CALCULATION BASIS
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following
targeted rates:
Targeted CWMS Environmental Infrastructure Local Rate
Selwyn
$0.06
per $100,000 Capital Value
Ashburton
$0.06
per $100,000 Capital Value

i)

11,825
9,987

That Canterbury Water Management Strategy targeted rates be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following
targeted rates:
Targeted Canterbury Water Management Strategy Rate
Kaikōura
$17.05
Hurunui
$16.53
Waimakariri
$16.37
Christchurch
$16.67
Selwyn
$16.74
Ashburton
$17.18
Timaru
$17.59
Mackenzie
$18.57
Waimate
$16.40
Waitaki
$17.32

j)

2017/18
R
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

250,427
1,115,968
2,492,800
15,789,233
3,363,438
2,841,934
2,089,973
597,905
765,490
338,870

That Waimakariri River Regional Park targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar as
set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following
targeted rates:
Targeted Waimakariri River Regional Park Rate
Waimakariri
$0.86

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Capital Value

130,557

Christchurch
Selwyn

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

792,259
176,155
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$0.87
$0.88

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
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k)

That Ashley / Rakahuri River Regional Park targeted rates be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following
targeted rates:
Targeted Ashley/Rakahuri River
Regional Park Rate
Waimakariri
Christchurch

l)

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$0.13
$0.14

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

20,274
123,030

That a Tekapo Regional Park targeted rate be set at a uniform fixed amount per
rating unit as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Uniform Targeted Tekapo Regional Park Rate
Mackenzie
$0.86
Timaru
$0.86

m)

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
-

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

fixed amount per rating Unit
fixed amount per rating Unit

17,791
3,800

That a Rabbit Pest Control targeted rate be set differentially for different categories
of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Rabbit Pest Control Rate
Banks Peninsula Rabbit Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS
TYPE OF RATE

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Negligible

location of the rating unit

$0.32

per Hectare of Land

3,864

Low Plains
Moderate

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$0.40
$1.31

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

15,456
19,320

n)

That Possum Pest Control targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar or a rate per
hectare of land as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Possum Pest Control Rate
Banks Peninsula Pest Rating District (Christchurch)

$0.83

per Hectare of Land

51,064

Banks Peninsula Pest Rating District (Christchurch)

$7.42

per $100,000 Land Value

51,064

o)

That Animal & Plant Inspection Targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar as set
out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted Animal & Plant Inspection Rate
Kaikōura Pest Rating District (Kaikōura)

$16.94

per $100,000 Land Value

Kaikōura Pest Rating District (Hurunui)

$16.38

per $100,000 Land Value

11,810

Amuri Pest Rating District (Hurunui)

$5.07

per $100,000 Land Value

103,129

Waikari Pest Rating District (Hurunui)

$5.60

per $100,000 Land Value

65,010

Ashley Pest Rating District (Hurunui)

$1.58

per $100,000 Land Value

7,053

Ashley Pest Rating District (Waimakariri)

$1.73

per $100,000 Land Value

74,748

Selwyn Pest Rating District (Christchurch)

$1.32

per $100,000 Land Value

39,988
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
85,875
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Selwyn Pest Rating District (Selwyn)

$1.41

per $100,000 Land Value

Banks Peninsula Pest Rating District (Christchurch)

$11.99

per $100,000 Land Value

91,240

Ashburton Pest Rating District (Ashburton)

$0.60

per $100,000 Land Value

57,037

Mackenzie Pest Rating District (Mackenzie)

$11.63

per $100,000 Land Value

35,302

Mackenzie Pest Rating District (Waimate)

$10.43

per $100,000 Land Value

680

Mackenzie Pest Rating District (Waitaki)

$11.10

per $100,000 Land Value

706

South Canterbury Pest Rating District (Timaru)

$1.42

per $100,000 Land Value

52,078

South Canterbury Pest Rating District (Mackenzie)

$1.49

per $100,000 Land Value

13,572

South Canterbury Pest Rating District (Waimate)

$1.33

per $100,000 Land Value

34,991

Omarama Pest Rating District (Waitaki)

$6.29

per $100,000 Land Value

17,298

Kurow Pest Rating District (Mackenzie)

$6.72

per $100,000 Land Value

111

Kurow Pest Rating District (Waimate)
Kurow Pest Rating District (Waitaki)

$6.03
$6.42

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

20,458
24,895

Hurunui (Nassella) Pest Rating District

$5.68

per $100,000 Land Value

206,903

p)

That Animal & Plant Monitoring targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar as set out
in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Targeted Animal & Plant Monitoring Rate
Kaikōura
$1.20
Hurunui
$1.16
Waimakariri
$1.16
Christchurch
$1.15
Selwyn
$1.23
Ashburton
$1.26
Timaru
$1.23
Mackenzie
$1.29
Waimate
$1.16
Waitaki
$1.24

q)

102,728

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

6,096
43,162
50,241
43,554
89,395
119,331
45,304
15,758
34,456
8,274

That Catchment Works and Services targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar as
set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Targeted Catchment Works and Services Rate
Kaikoura
$4.89
Hurunui
$0.72
Waimakariri
$1.21
Christchurch
$0.64
Selwyn
$1.21
Ashburton
$1.54
Timaru
$2.26
Mackenzie
$2.13
Waimate
$1.83
Waitaki
$0.32
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CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

71,868
48,289
184,257
609,253
242,848
254,367
268,455
68,577
85,565
6,233
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r)

That a Little River Wairewa Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a uniform fixed
amount per rating unit as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Little River Wairewa Rating District
Class A

s)

RATE

$82.97

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

fixed amount per rating Unit

35,429

That a Waimakariri Eyre Cust Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waimakariri Eyre Cust Rating District
Class A (Waimakariri)
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class A (Christchurch)
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class B (Selwyn)
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F

t)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$8.31
$5.54
$2.22
$1.66
$1.11
$0.55
$8.45
$5.64
$2.25
$1.69
$1.13
$0.56
$5.67
$2.27
$1.70
$1.13
$0.57

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

204,396
138,049
10,488
9,143
13,781
15,561
31,845
86,032
99,784
1,298,893
3,792
41,479
1,440
2,266
4,685
23,615
18,456

That a Waimakariri Flood Protection Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the
table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waimakariri Flood Protection Project

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Class A (Waimakariri)

location of the rating unit

$0.91

per $100,000 Capital Value

23,712

Class B
Class A (Christchurch)
Class B
Class A (Selwyn)
Class B

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$0.18
$0.92
$0.18
$0.93
$0.19

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

12,566
765,891
11,872
23,478
5,963
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u)

That an Ashley River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashley River Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class U1
Class U2
Class U3

v)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

CALCULATION BASIS

$21.26
$14.17
$10.63
$5.67
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

125,112
23,806
43,425
417
295,682
41,790
48,882

That a Selwyn River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Selwyn River Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2

w)

RATE

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$63.97
$57.58
$51.18
$38.38
$25.59
$9.60
$57.58
$25.59

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

39,760
67,998
18,035
25,928
18,389
8,738
4,314
684

That a Lake Ellesmere Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lake Ellesmere Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
(Christchurch)
Class B
location of the rating unit
Class C
location of the rating unit
Class D
location of the rating unit
Class E
location of the rating unit
Class A (Selwyn)
location of the rating unit
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

$86.50

per $100,000 Capital Value

10,941

$72.08
$46.13
$11.53
$5.77
$86.94

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

1,535
2,470
1,176
471
43,600
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Class B
Class C
Class E

x)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

13,418
67,095
8,663

That an Ashburton Rivers 1999 Stopbank Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the
table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
DIFFERENTIAL
Subcategorised
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
as the
CATEGORIES
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashburton Rivers 1999 Stopbank Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C

y)

$72.45
$46.37
$5.80

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$6.97
$3.48
$1.74

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

214,236
8,960
6,427

That a Ashburton Rivers Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashburton Rivers Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class AA
Class AB
Class AL
Class BL
Class CL
Class DL
Class EL
Class FL
Class U1
Class AU
Class BU
Class CU
Class DU

$44.65
$41.91
$39.17
$27.62
$20.76
$13.91
$6.85
$2.35
$3.72
$237.11
$142.32
$94.78
$71.02

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

27,261
24,901
180,726
11,747
58,013
33,752
11,210
3,528
103,360
14,702
103,141
2,283
181
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z)

That a North Rakaia Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
North Rakaia River Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit

aa)

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$266.30

per $100,000 Land Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

99,566

That a Prices Valley Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:

DIFFERENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Prices Valley Drainage District
Class A
Class C
Class D
Class E

bb)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$235.23
$62.73
$31.36
$15.68

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

That a Sefton Ashley Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP RATE
CALCULATION BASIS
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Class A
location of the rating unit
$18.06
per $100,000 Capital Value
Class B
location of the rating unit
$9.03
per $100,000 Capital Value

cc)

953
380
194
194

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

10,565
3,208

That a Lower Hinds River Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Hinds River Rating District
Class Main

location of the rating unit
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RATE

$10.79

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value

57,441
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dd)

That a Upper Hinds River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Upper Hinds River Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
Class B
location of the rating unit
Class C
location of the rating unit

ee)

CALCULATION BASIS

$55.29
$49.76
$11.06

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

29,622
40,298
2,455

That a Orari –Waihi – Temuka Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Orari-Waihi-Temuka Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F

ff)

RATE

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$81.65
$57.16
$38.11
$19.05
$8.17
$2.72

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

34,386
86,195
189,832
181,721
56,550
15,067

That a Waihao –Wainono Flood and Drainage Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the
table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waihao-Wainono Flood & Drainage District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B

$104.58
$13.60

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

85,977
7,649
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gg)

That a Opihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:

DIFFERENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Opihi River Rating District
Class A (Timaru)
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2
Class U3
Class U4
Class U4A
Class B
(Mackenzie)
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U3

hh)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$74.55
$70.82
$55.91
$41.00
$14.91
$5.22
$74.55
$29.82
$14.91
$5.22
$10.44

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

29,742
80,438
101,240
11,031
27,853
22,701
5,878
11,721
3,239
2,518
6,337

location of the rating unit

$74.78

per $100,000 Capital Value

8,156

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$59.04
$43.29
$15.74
$5.51
$15.74

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

83,949
1,514
8,143
53,172
14,756

That a Lower Pareora River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$139.37
$104.52
$69.68
$41.81
$20.90
$6.97
$83.62
$13.94
$97.49
$64.99
$39.00
$19.50
$6.50

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Pareora River Rating District
Class A (Timaru)
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2
Class B (Waimate)
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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1,232
3,507
18,136
2,869
970
674
25,264
4,520
17,457
9,427
7,567
5,028
771
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ii)

That a Kapua Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kapua Drainage District
Class A

location of the rating unit

$335.43

per $100,000 Capital Value

Class C

location of the rating unit

$167.72

per $100,000 Capital Value

jj)

That a Lower Waitaki River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Waitaki River Rating District
Class A (Waimate)
Class B
Class A (Waitaki)
Class B
Class U1

kk)

537
612

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$57.49
$28.75
$60.78
$30.39
$30.39

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

53,637
23,975
23,754
6,064
740

That a Waiau River – Bourne Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River-Bourne Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A

$2,975.72

per $100,000 Capital Value

location of the rating unit
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2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
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17,259

ll)

That a Waiau River – Rotherham Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a uniform rate in the dollar as set out
in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River-Rotherham Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B

$314.91
$204.69

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

2,236
29,391

mm) That a Waiau Township Area Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau Township Area Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A

$59.23

per $100,000 Capital Value

nn)

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

42,550

That a Kaikoura River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kaikoura River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2
Class U3
Class U4

$78.46
$47.08
$31.38
$19.62
$15.69
$7.85
$78.46
$19.62
$11.77
$7.85

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

197,504
2,920
1,420
1,510
7,167
9,157
35,166
1,573
14,851
27,424
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oo)

That a Kowai River - Leithfield Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kowai River - Leithfield Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A

$5.20

per $100,000 Capital Value

pp)

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

5,745

That a North Kowai Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
North Kowai Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B

$23.65
$11.83

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

qq)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

That a Conway River Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the dollar as
set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Conway River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A

$480.60

per $100,000 Capital Value

rr)

3,594
2,150

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT
$

5,168

That a Sefton Town Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the dollar as
set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Sefton Town Rating District
Class A

location of the rating unit
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RATE

$34.90

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital Value

2,300
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ss)

That a Washdyke Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Washdyke Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
Class B
location of the rating unit

tt)

CALCULATION BASIS

$63.72
$38.23

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

45,397
19,869

That a Halswell River Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Halswell River Drainage District
Class B (Christchurch)
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class A (Selwyn)
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2

uu)

RATE

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$61.60
$43.49
$28.99
$4.35
$10.87
$75.94
$64.55
$45.56
$30.37
$4.56
$11.39
$75.94
$15.19

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

144,919
38,486
19,328
8,305
12,085
14,161
168,756
89,556
17,473
24,501
10,706
31,760
8,361

That a Halswell Earthquake Recovery Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the
table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Halswell Earthquake Recovery District
Class B (Christchurch)
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class A (Selwyn)
Class B

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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$4.52
$3.19
$2.13
$0.32
$0.80
$5.57
$4.73

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

10,631
2,823
1,418
609
887
1,039
12,380
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Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1
Class U2

vv)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

$3.34
$2.23
$0.33
$0.84
$5.57
$1.11

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

6,570
1,282
1,797
785
2,330
613

That a Rangitata River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Rangitata River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class AA

$96.23
$57.74
$38.49
$19.25
$1,145.16

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

163,087
41,585
13,983
5,120
5,153

ww) That a Staveley Storm Channel Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Staveley Storm Channel Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C

xx)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$2.29
$1.83
$0.69

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

179
111
35

That an Upper Chatterton & Hanmer West Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the
table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Upper Chatterton & Hanmer West Rating District

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class U

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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$36.68
$23.58
$15.72
$44.54
$72.05

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

2,353
1,364
3,573
15,554
7,056
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yy)

That a Makikihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Makikihi River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C

$84.19
$33.67
$8.42

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

zz)

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,490
113
36

That a Dry Creek Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate in the dollar as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Dry Creek Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C

$34.97
$24.48
$5.25

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

5,122
4,402
37

aaa) That a Lower Pahau River Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate in the
dollar as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND CATEGORIES
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Pahau River Rating District
Class A

location of the rating unit

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$332.28

per $100,000 Land Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

10,328

bbb) That a Lower Hurunui Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a rate per hectare of
land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Hurunui Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A

$8.85

per Hectare of Land

location of the rating unit

Council Meeting - 20 July 2017

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

3,457
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ccc) That a Lower Flats Groyne Waiau Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in
the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORIES OF
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Flats Groyne Waiau Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
Class B
location of the rating unit
Class C
location of the rating unit

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$21.09
$14.76
$10.54

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

154
1,231
2,074

ddd) That a Lyndon Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lyndon Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C

$24.41
$14.64
$10.74

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

439
659
60

eee) That a Waiau River Spotswood Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT
$

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River Spotswood Rating District
Class A

location of the rating unit

$15.25

per Hectare of Land

Class B

location of the rating unit

$13.73

per Hectare of Land

Council Meeting - 20 July 2017

3,661
364
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fff)

That a Pahau River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Pahau River Rating District
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

RATE

$3.76
$3.44
$2.24
$1.42
$1.34

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

937
954
459
318
250

ggg) That a Lower Rakaia River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised
as the
following
targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Rakaia River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F

$341.54
$17.08
$13.66
$10.25
$6.83
$3.42

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

5,079
39,723
10,033
7,020
5,811
307

hhh) That an Ashburton-Hinds Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in
the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashburton-Hinds Drainage District
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F
Class U1

location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
location of the rating unit
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$7.30
$5.11
$3.65
$2.19
$1.46
$0.73
$30.26

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

106,526
25,891
21,842
3,497
5,156
4,045
5,626
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iii)

That a Seadown Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table
below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES OF
CATEGORIES
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as
the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT
$

Seadown Drainage District
Class A

location of the rating unit

$44.70

per Hectare of Land

16,881

Class B

location of the rating unit

$26.82

per Hectare of Land

12,322

Class C

location of the rating unit

$8.94

per Hectare of Land

4,810

Class D

location of the rating unit

$4.47

per Hectare of Land

401

jjj)

That an Otaio River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Otaio River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Class A

location of the rating unit

$67.38

per Hectare of Land

26,206

Class B

location of the rating unit

$26.95

per Hectare of Land

3,215

kkk) That a Kaikoura Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for
different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
DIFFERENTIAL
RATEABLE LAND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
Subcategorised as the
CATEGORIES
following targeted rates:
Kaikoura River Rating District
Class A
location of the rating unit
Class B
location of the rating unit
Class C
location of the rating unit
Class D
location of the rating unit
Class E
location of the rating unit
Class F
location of the rating unit
Class U1
location of the rating unit
Class U2
location of the rating unit
Class U3
location of the rating unit
Class U4
location of the rating unit

Council Meeting - 20 July 2017

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$78.46
$47.08
$31.38
$19.62
$15.69
$7.85
$78.46
$19.62
$11.77
$7.85

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

197,504
2,920
1,420
1,510
7,167
9,157
35,166
1,573
14,851
27,424
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lll)

That a Cleardale Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially for different
categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
Nil

mmm) That a Rakaia Double Hill Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Rakaia Double Hill Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Class A

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class B

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class C

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class D

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class E

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class F

location of the rating unit

$459.47

Class H

location of the rating unit

$459.47

the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit
the extent of provision of service to
the rating unit

22,882
5,803
6,823
6,823
2,012
1,002
602

nnn) That a Buttericks Road Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the
table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Buttericks Ratine District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

2.31

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

231
-

ooo) That a Chertsey Road Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:

DIFFERENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$2.30

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Chertsey Road Drainage District
Class A (prorated)

location of the rating unit
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229
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ppp) That a Lower Makikihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Makikihi River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

$18.04

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,804

qqq) That an Esk Valley Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP
RATEABLE LAND
BETWEEN CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Esk Valley Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

$11.52

the extent of provision of service
to the rating unit

rrr)

location of the rating
unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,152

That a Mount Harding Creek Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Mount Harding Creek Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

$18.37

the extent of provision
of service to the rating
unit

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,837

sss) That a Omarama Stream Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Omarama Stream Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

nil

the extent of provision
of service to the rating
unit

location of the rating
unit

Council Meeting - 20 July 2017

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

-
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ttt)

That a Penticotico River Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Penticotico River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

nil

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

-

uuu) That a Twizel River Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
DIFFERENTIAL
CATEGORIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
RATEABLE LAND
CATEGORIES
Subcategorised as the
following targeted
rates:
Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Twizel River Rating District

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Class A (prorated)

nil

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

location of the rating unit

2017/18
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

-

vvv) That in the 2017/18 financial year the rates be due in instalments as set out in the
table below
Due Dates
Territorial Authority
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch - Area 1
Christchurch - Area 2
Christchurch - Area 3
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Waimate
Mackenzie
Waitaki

Instalment
No. 1
20-Sep-17
21-Aug-17
20-Aug-17
15-Aug-17
15-Sep-17
31-Aug-17
19-Aug-17
20-Aug-17
20-Sep-17
25-Aug-17
20-Sep-17
31-Jan-18

Instalment
No. 2
20-Dec-17
20-Nov-17
20-Nov-17
15-Nov-17
15-Dec-17
30-Nov-17
18-Nov-17
20-Oct-17
20-Dec-17
24-Nov-17
20-Dec-17

Instalment
No. 3
20 Mar-18
20-Feb-18
20-Feb-18
15-Feb-18
15-Mar-18
28-Feb-18
17-Feb-18
20-Dec-17
20-Mar-18
23-Feb-18
20-Mar-18

Instalment
No. 4
20-Jun-18
21-May-18
20-May-18
15-May-18
15-Jun-18
31-May-18
19-May-18
20-Feb-18
20-Jun-18
25-May-18
20-Jun-18

Instalment
No. 5

Instalment
No. 6

20-Apr-18

20-Jun-18

www) That further penalties of 10% shall be added to any portion of rates assessed in the
2017/18 financial year that are not paid by the due date as set out in the table
below.
Penalty Dates
Territorial Authority
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch - Area 1

Instalment
No. 1
21-Sep-17
22-Aug-17
27-Aug-17
18-Aug-17
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Instalment
No. 2
21-Dec-17
21-Nov-17
27-Nov-17
21-Nov-17

Instalment
No. 3
21-Mar-18
21-Feb-18
27-Feb-18
20-Feb-18

Instalment
No. 4
21-Jun-18
22-May-18
27-May-18
18-May-18

Instalment
No. 5

Instalment
No. 6
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Christchurch - Area 2
Christchurch - Area 3
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Waimate
Mackenzie
Waitaki

20-Sep-17
5-Sep-17
2-Sep-17
21-Aug-17
21-Sep-17
28-Aug-17
22-Sep-17
1-Feb-18

20-Dec-17
5-Dec-17
2-Dec-17
21-Oct-17
21-Dec-17
27-Nov-17
22-Dec-17

20-Mar-18
5-Mar-18
2-Mar-18
21-Dec-17
21-Mar-18
26-Feb-18
22-Mar-18

20-Jun-18
6-Jun-18
2-June-18
21 Feb 18
21-Jun-18
28-May-18
22-Jun-18

21-Aug-17

Territorial Authority

Additional penalty dates

Further Additional Penalties

Kaikōura

prior years o/s 20/07 following

then 20/01 following

Hurunui

prior years o/s 1/7 following

then 1/01 following

Waimakariri

prior years o/s 1/7 following

then 1/01 following

Christchurch - Area 1

prior years o/s 1/10 following

then 1/04 following

Christchurch - Area 2

prior years o/s 1/10 following

then 1/04 following

Christchurch - Area 3

prior years o/s 1/10 following

then 1/04 following

Selwyn

prior years o/s 1/7 following

Ashburton

prior years o/s 31/8 following

continuing annually

Timaru

prior years o/s 20/09 following

then 20/03 following

Waimate

prior years o/s 1/1 following

continuing 6 mths following

Mackenzie

prior years o/s 1/7 following

then 1/01 following

Waitaki

prior years o/s 1/1 following

21-Oct-17

xxx) That penalties of 10% shall be added to the balance of rates levied in any previous
financial year, including any additional charges previously imposed which remain
unpaid, and an additional 10% shall continue thereafter to all arrears and additional
charges that remain unpaid (with the exception of current instalments) at six
monthly intervals, by the date fixed for that purpose by the territorial authority
collecting rates on behalf of the Canterbury Regional Council for that district.
yyy) That the discount for the early payment of rates be set in accordance with the policy
of the territorial authority collecting the rates on behalf of the Canterbury Regional
Council.
zzz) The following schemes have Targeted Catchment Rates applied by Canterbury
Regional Council:
Group No.1

Group No.2

Buttericks Rd
Chertsey Rd
Esk Valley
Twizel River
Rakaia Double Hill

Green Street Creek
Lower Makikihi River
Mount Harding Creek
Omarama Stream

Group No.1

Group No.2

20-Nov-17

20-Feb-18

Penticotico River
Seadown Rd Drain

Regional Authority Due Date
Group No.1
On the following dates
Regional Authority Penalty Date

Group No.1
Group No.2
All Targeted Rates issued directly by Canterbury Regional Council and outstanding
On the following dates
21-Nov-17
21-Feb-18

Cr Sunckell / Cr Cullinane
CARRIED
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9.

Public Excluded
Refer page 55 of the agenda
Resolved
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings
of this meeting, namely:
a)
Six Monthly Report to Ministers

The general subject of the matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
Item
No.

Report

1

Six Monthly report to
Ministers

General subject
matter

Reason for
passing this
resolution in
relation to each
matter
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for
the passing of
this resolution
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by section
6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or relevant
part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
Item
No.
1

That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the
meeting would be likely to result in the disclosure of information the public disclosure of
which would be contrary to the provisions of a specified enactment (Section 48(1)(b)(i))
Protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person
has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment, where
the making available of the information would be likely otherwise to damage the public
interest; (Section 7(2)(c)(ii))

2.

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
Cr Scott /Cr McKay
CARRIED

The meeting went into public session from 11.30 to 11.34 am

10.

Extraordinary and Urgent Business
There was no urgent business.
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11.

Notices of motion
There were no notices of motion.

12.

Questions
There were no questions

13.

Next meeting
Thursday 20 July 2017

13.

Closing karakia
Cr Caygill closed the meeting with a karakia at 11.35 am.

Confirmed

Date ________________
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6. Matters Arising
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7. Committee Reports
7.1. Standing Committees
7.1.1. Performance Audit and Risk Committee - 6 July 2017

Council Report
Meeting Date
Councillor
Author
Endorsed by

20 July 2017
Cullinane
Vivienne Ong
Committee Advisor
Catherine Schache
Acting Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
For the Council to receive the minutes from the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
meeting held on 6 July 2017 and to receive the summary of the financial reports for the year
to 31 May 2017.
There are two recommendations from the Committee to the Council regarding:



Changes to the Policy on Reserve Funds
Local Government Act, Section 17A, Science Service Delivery review

Attachments
1.

Minutes of the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 6 July 2017.

2.

Updated policy on Reserve Funds

3.

Service Delivery Review - Science

4.

Summary of the financial reports for the year to 31 May 2017.

Recommendations
THAT the Council:
1.
2.
3.

Receives and confirms as a correct record the minutes of the Performance, Audit
and Risk Committee meeting held on 6 July 2017.
Resolves that the updated policy on Reserve Funds be approved.
Resolves that the Science, Service Delivery Review (Section 17A Local
Government Act) be approved.

4.

Receives the summary of the financial reports for the year to 31 May 2017.

5.

Notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated authority.
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Unconfirmed

Minutes of the 133rd meeting of the Performance, Audit and
Risk Committee held in the Council Chamber, 200 Tuam
Street, Christchurch on Thursday, 6 July 2017 at 2.30pm
Contents
1.

Apologies

2.

Conflicts Of Interest

3.

Deputations and Petitions

4.

Risk
4.1 Health and Safety

5.

6.

Performance
5.1

Action List

5.2

Changes to the policy on Reserve Funds

5.3

Operations Report May 2017

5.3

Financial Health Report May 2017

5.4

Greater Christchurch Metro Financial Update

Audit
6.1

Audit NZ 2016/17 Arrangements Letter

6.2

LGA s17A Science Service Review

7.

Public Excluded

8.

Notices of Motion

9.

Extraordinary and Urgent Business

10.

Questions

11.

Next Meeting

12.

Closure

Present
Cr Rod Cullinane (Chair)
Cr Peter Scott

Cr Claire McKay
Cr John Sunckell

Cr Lan Pham

In Attendance
Cr Steve Lowndes
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Unconfirmed

Management and officers present
Bill Bayfield (Chief Executive), Catherine Schache (Acting Director Finance and Corporate
Service) (General Counsel), Stefanie Rixecker (Director Science), Katherine Harbrow (Chief
Financial Officer), and Vivienne Ong (Senior Administration Officer)
Report writers and supporting staff were also in attendance.

Welcome
Cr Cullinane welcomed everybody to this meeting.
1.

Apologies
There were no apologies.

2.

Conflicts of interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3.

Deputations and petitions
There were no petitions or requests for deputations received.

4.

Risk

4.1

Health and Safety Report
Refer page 8 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Matthew Bennett presented this report advising the past three months had
concentrated on three areas:
a) Health and safety training through the My ECan (ME) portal.
b) Hazard register using the new ArcGIS mapping system.
c) Incident rates, which are tracking below previous years. Two medical incidents
were investigated thoroughly but there were no concerns of any shortcomings
regarding the overall performance of ECan.
It was questioned how effective staff flu vaccinations were. In reply, Matthew advised
that there was no simple answer as it was dependant whether the vaccination
contained the correct strand of flu. Last year’s vaccination was 90% effective against
the particular strand of flu that hit. Usually there is a direct correlation between staff
absences and flu jabs.

Resolved
THAT the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee receives the Health and
Safety report.
Cr McKay / Cr Pham
CARRIED
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Unconfirmed
5.

Performance

5.1

Action List
Refer page 12 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Katherine Harbrow presented this report.

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee receives the Action List – 6
July 2017.
Cr Scott / Cr Sunckell
CARRIED
5.2

Changes to the policy on reserve funds
Refer page 14 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Katherine Harbrow presented this report. Attention was drawn to an error in Appendix
1 where the figures for Canterbury Water Management Strategy Water Reserve should
read $0, and Clean Heat Programme Delivery Reserve should read $1,500

Resolved
That the Performance Audit and Risk Committee:
1. Approves the updated Policy on Reserve Funds; and
2. RECOMMENDS TO COUNCIL that it adopts the updated Policy on Reserve
Funds with the amendment in Appendix 1
Cr McKay / Cr Sunckell
CARRIED
5.3

Operational Performance Report
Refer page 33 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Chantel Mills and Katherine Harbrow presented this report for the year to 31 May 2017.

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee receives the Operational
Performance report for the year to 31 May 2017.
Cr Pham / Cr McKay
CARRIED
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Unconfirmed

5.4

Financial Health Report
Refer page 59 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Chantel Mills and Katherine Harbrow presented this report. It was confirmed that the
first Kaikōura earthquake claim for $178k had been submitted to Ministry of Civil
Defence Emergency Management (MCDEM).

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee receives the monthly financial
health report for the year to 31 May 2017.
Cr Scott / Cr McKay
CARRIED
5.5

Greater Christchurch Metro Financial Update
Refer page 66 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Stewart Gibbon presented this report.

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee receives the financial update
on the Greater Christchurch Metro Programme.
Cr Sunckell / Cr Pham
CARRIED
6.

Audit

6.1

Audit NZ 2016/17 arrangement letter report
Refer page 71 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Katherine Harbrow presented this report.

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1. Acknowledge the arrangement of the audit being undertaken by Audit
New Zealand for the year ended 30 June 2017
2. Recommend the signing of the audit arrangements letter by Cr Cullinane
as the Chair of the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee of
Environment Canterbury
Cr Sunckell / Cr McKay
CARRIED
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Unconfirmed

6.2

LGA s17A science and service review
Refer page 84 – Performance, Audit and Risk Committee Agenda
Cam Smith presented this report.

Resolved
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee RECOMMENDS TO COUNCIL
That the Science Service Delivery Review (Local Government Act, Section 17A)
be approved
Cr McKay / Cr Sunckell
CARRIED
7.

Public excluded
Resolved
1.

THAT the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of
this meeting, namely:
1.1

Internal Audit Report: Grants aligned with our strategic priorities

1.2

Risk Standing Report – 6 July 2017

1.3

Tag-On Tag-Off Update

The general subject of the matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:

Item
No.
1

2
3

Report

General
subject
matter

Risk
Internal audit report:
grants aligned with our management
strategic priorities
Risk
Risk Standing Report
management
– 6 July 2017

Tag-on Tag-off
Update

Technology
investment

Reason for
passing this
resolution in
relation to each
matter
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Ground(s)
under section
48(1) for the
passing of
this resolution
Section
48(1)(a)

Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Section
48(1)(a)
Section
48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole
or relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
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Unconfirmed
Item
No.
1,2, 3

2.

Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations) –
Section 7(2)(i)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
Cr Scott / Cr Sunckell
CARRIED

The meeting went into public excluded session from 3.12pm to 3.21pm.
8.

Notices of motion
There were no notices of motion.

9.

Extraordinary and urgent business
There was no urgent business.

10.

Questions
There were no questions.

11.

Next meeting
Thursday, 10 August 2017.

12.

Closure
The meeting closed at 3.22pm

Confirmed

Date
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SUMMARY - POLICY ON RESERVE FUNDS

1. Build - up of financial reserves
Policy:
The financial capability provided by reserves held for contingencies should generally
be for commitments from 0 – 3 years.
2. Setting the required target level of reserves
Policy:
Each year appropriate levels of reserve holdings will be reviewed through the annual
plan process and budget setting. A risk scan will identify the likelihood of new and
existing risks and decide whether they should be met by:
a) building the risk into budgeted funding commitments via rates
b) building the risk into budgeted funding commitments via reserves
c) not building the risk into budgeted funding but covering any shortfall in a reactive
way from the reserves
The target minimum reserve levels resulting from this annual review will be recorded
in Appendix I of this policy each year.
3. Liquidity of Reserves
Policy:
The council will aim to hold no less than 60% of the minimum level of cash flow and
emergency reserves in a liquid form on average over the course of the financial year.
This liquidity is represented by cash, cash equivalent assets such as short term
investments and unused committed loan facilities. This objective will need to be
considered and balanced against any financial impact it puts on rate payers.
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4. Maintenance and replenishment of reserves
Policy:
In the event of reserves dipping below the minimum target level, ECan will aim to
restore the reserve to its minimum level over the next 3 years. This replenishment
objective will need to be considered and balanced against the financial impact it puts
on rate payers.

5. Approval mechanism for proposed used of Reserves
Policy:
Anticipated and planned use of reserves must be approved as part of the Annual
Planning process, having regard to this policy. As such, proposals for reserve funds
usage will be guided by the financial delegations of the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services, the Chief Executive, Council and the provisions of this policy.
The proposals are to be accompanied by relevant information supporting the request.
Proposals for unanticipated or unbudgeted use of reserves within the financial year
are required to be advised to the relevant Director and the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services who will consider these having regard to this policy. Proposals for
reserve funds usage will therefore be guided by the financial delegations of the
Director of Finance and Corporate Services, the Chief Executive, Council and the
provisions of this policy. The proposals are to be accompanied by relevant
information supporting the request.
6. Monitoring and review of policy
Policy:
The Director of Finance and Corporate Services will, as part of the annual budgeting
process, examine and review the level of reserves.
This reserves policy will be reviewed at least every two years by the Performance
Audit and Risk Committee.
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POLICY ON RESERVE FUNDS
June 2017

1. PURPOSE OF POLICY
This policy provides guidance on the amount, maintenance and use of financial reserves
held by the Council.

2. DEFINITION
For the purposes of this policy “Reserves” are defined as
Part of retained earnings, set aside for either a general or specific purpose with special rules
for their use which are typically represented by cash or cash equivalents.

3. BACKGROUND
Purpose of and requirement for reserves
Prudence is seen to be especially important for financial management and underscores the
importance of maintaining healthy reserves. More cash enables ECan to keep paying its
technical staff and creditors when unexpected shocks arrive so that programmes delivering
benefits to the community can continue to be supplied.
Reserves protect the organisation in times of financial need, making it less reliant on banks,
other lenders and insurance. Essentially reserves provide a form of self-insurance and
reduce financial risk for the organisation. During the financial crisis, bank financing tightened
up and money was only lent at considerably increased margin spreads. The benefit of
immediate access to funds means that the organisation can respond quickly to any
opportunity presenting itself which benefits the community.
Less reliance on banks and other lenders is also consistent with current Central Government
thinking regarding its concerns about the level and trend of Local Government Debt.
However as we are now a guarantor and borrower of LGFA we are able to access funds at
short notice due to the bespoke lending offered to councils. This borrowing is also at lower
than traditional bank market rates.
Our transactional banker has also indicated should we need to drawdown on any facility this
would be available within 48 hours.
Reserves also contribute an amount of around $0.5m annually in interest income
representing a return of 2.5% after tax which exceeds that achievable by the rate payer on
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an individual basis. This in turn helps reduce the overall ongoing level of funding required
from the community.
In light of the above it can be stated that reserves represented by cash or cash equivalent
are required to:







Provide advance financing of expenditure should there be a temporary liquidity
shortfall, i.e. provide a source of working capital
to meet unexpected costs imposed on the organisation, such as those arising from a
natural disaster or other unforeseen event
to replace equipment as it wears out
To ensure that ECan maintains agility to respond to opportunities relating to the
provision of a stable and quality service beneficial to the community.
Enable a smoothing of peaks and troughs in rate demands.
Reduce external borrowings in order to avoid the negative spread on interest rates
between borrowed and invested money

In essence, establishment of these reserves enables the organisation to manage short term
crises and unexpected developments while also focusing on the long-term achievement of
its goals.
The purpose of reserves represented by physical fixed asset is simply to report the amount
of equity the regional community holds in the assets managed by the organisation on its
behalf.

4. ECAN FINANCIAL RESERVE POLICY
4.1 Build-up of reserves
Commentary:
The Council is required under the Local Government Act 2002 to ensure that revenues are
set a level that is at least equal to operational expenditure unless it is prudent to do
otherwise. The purpose of a balanced budget requirement is to ensure there is access to
enough funding to enable services and assets of the local authority to be sustainably funded
over the long term in a manner consistent with prudent financial management. The Act
presumes that showing a small surplus is financially prudent.
Council must make a formal decision to run either an operational surplus or deficit having
regard to estimated expenditure requirements, projected revenue available, impact on
service levels, and equity between the current and future ratepayers. Therefore a build-up of
reserves can result from a conscious policy decision by elected members.
Reserves can also build up as a result of non-occurrence or deferral of planned expenditure.
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Policy:
The financial capability provided by reserves held for contingencies should generally
be for commitments from 0 – 3 years.

4.2 Setting the required target level of reserves
Commentary:
The reserve funds serve to minimise the risk of deficits or liquidity problems exercising a
negative effect on program delivery, to maximise the probability that the organisation can
meet its obligations and to provide financial stability.
Policy:
Each year appropriate levels of reserve holdings will be reviewed through the annual
plan process and budget setting. A risk scan will identify the likelihood of new and
existing risks and decide whether they should be met by:
d) Building the risk into budgeted funding commitments via rates
e) Building the risk into budgeted funding commitments via reserves
f) Not building the risk into budgeted funding but covering any shortfall in a reactive
way from the reserves
The target minimum reserve levels resulting from this annual review will be recorded
in Appendix I of this policy each year.

4.3 Liquidity of reserves
Commentary:
The cash flow and contingency reserves should be maintained in a form that places primary
emphasis on minimising the risk to principal funds while ensuring the liquidity necessary to
meet the organisations cash requirements.
The overall target reserve level has been ascertained considering each contingency in
isolation and aggregating the amounts. The probability of an event leading to a drawdown on
all reserves to their maximum simultaneously is highly unlikely. Therefore, even though the
overall reserve should be close to the targets as per the table, there is no necessity to hold
100% of these reserves in liquid assets.
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Policy:
The council will aim to hold no less than 60% of the minimum level of cash flow and
emergency reserves in a liquid form on average over the course of the financial year.
This liquidity is represented by cash, cash equivalent assets such as short term
investments and unused committed loan facilities. This objective will need to be
considered and balanced against any financial impact it puts on rate payers.

4.4 Maintenance and replenishment of reserves
Commentary:
An active use of reserves implies that there is a deliberate plan to replenish the reserve.
The source of replenishment will be rates and / or profits from business units and the
simplest way for ECan to provide for this would be to add a margin on to the appropriate rate
with the intention that this is banked into the reserve. Reserves collected via targeted rates
can only be used for the purpose the rate was collected for.
The operation and maintenance of a reserve is akin to operating an insurance or savings
policy – by banking small, regular payments, at some future time much larger withdrawals
can be made without disrupting normal cash flow.
Policy:
In the event of reserves dipping below the minimum target level, ECan will aim to
restore the reserve to its minimum level over the next 3 years. This replenishment
objective will need to be considered and balanced against the financial impact it puts
on rate payers.

4.5 Principles Underlying the Proposals for Use of Reserves
PRINCIPLE 1: Maintenance of reserves at levels close to the minimum targets, where
possible, is considered fundamental to this policy. Therefore proposals for the use of
reserves relating to recurring operational activities should not significantly reduce the reserve
below the recommended minimum level. This is applicable both at the level of the individual
reserve as well as at the level of the organisation as a whole.
The reserves, while they may be required to finance a deficit in a given year if actual
expenditure exceeds income, should not be used to inflate the funding available for
operational and recurring expenditure. Planned deficits instil a false sense of long term
resource availability, and may result in the undertaking of longer term commitments with
short term funding. Accordingly the second principle for the proposals for the use of reserve
funding is set out below.
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PRINCIPLE 2: Proposals for the use of reserves which would cause the reserve to fall
significantly below the minimum target level should be for extraordinary, one time
expenditures such as strategic initiatives or response to an unforeseen event, and not for
recurring, operational activities of the organisation.
Unlike appropriations under a regular budget, reserves provide a funding source which can
cut across several years and remain available for spending for the duration of the approved
initiative. Accordingly, the third principle for the proposals for the use of reserves is set out
below
PRINCIPLE 3: Proposals for the use of Reserves may be for initiatives and responses which
are outside the annual financial period of the organisation and may cut across, or last for,
several years
PRINCIPLE 4: Each reserve will have a range either side of the target minimum level of plus
or minus 10%. Utilisation of the reserve below the 10% range will require specific approval of
the Director of Finance and Corporate Services up to his /her level of delegated authority
and beyond that the Chief Executive or Council.

5. APPROVAL MECHANISM FOR THE PROPOSALS FOR USE OF RESERVES
Commentary:
Reserve management requires protocols in order that reactive expenditure is accountable.
Policy:
Anticipated and planned use of reserves must be approved as part of the Annual
Planning process, having regard to this policy. As such, proposals for reserve funds
usage will be guided by the financial delegations of the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services, the Chief Executive, Council and the provisions of this policy.
The proposals are to be accompanied by relevant information supporting the request.
Proposals for unanticipated or unbudgeted use of reserves within the financial year
are required to be advised to the relevant Director and the Director of Finance and
Corporate Services who will consider these having regard to this policy. Proposals for
reserve funds usage will therefore be guided by the financial delegations of the
Director of Finance and Corporate Services, the Chief Executive, Council and the
provisions of this policy. The proposals are to be accompanied by relevant
information supporting the request.
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6. MONITORING AND REVIEW OF POLICY
Policy:
The Director of Finance and Corporate Services will, as part of the annual budgeting
process, examine and review the level of reserves.
This reserves policy will be reviewed at least every two years by the Performance
Audit and Risk Committee.
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APPENDIX I – POLICY ON RESERVE FUNDS
Summary of target minimum reserve levels
Cash flow and contingency reserves
Description

Biosecurity Threat Response Reserve
Flood Protection Reserve (excluding WFPP)
Flood Protection: Waimakariri Flood Projection
Project (WFPP) Reserve

Emergency Management Response Reserve

Target
Level

Comments

$0

Minimum level required.

$8,100k

Minimum level required

$0

$250k

Negative reserve balance approx. $20m
17/18. Secondary stopbank construction
is nearing completion, repayment will
occur across 20+ years
Minimum level required per SLA

Clean Heat Programme Delivery Reserve

$1,500k

Required to run programme to Nil over
remaining life

Passenger Transport Continuous Service Reserve

$3,640k

Minimum level required

Public Transport Capital Reserve

Pest Management Reserve
CWMS Water Reserve
Regional Park Funding Reserve
Asset Replacement Reserve

$0

Negative reserve balance approx. $3m
17/18, representing borrowing for PT
technology investment. Repayment will
occur over a period of time.

$500k

Minimum level required

$0k

Minimum level required

$0

Minimum level required.

$400k

Self-determining balance through robust
methodology

General Operations and Contingency Reserve

$3,000k

Minimum level required

Accommodation and Fleet Services Reserve

$1,000k

Minimum level required.

Chatham Island Contract Reserve

$250k

As required by contract

Building Insurance Proceeds

$0k

No longer required

Property Development Reserve

$0k

No longer required

Total
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Equity Reserves
Description

Target
Level

Comments

Capital Assets Reserve

$170m

Forecast Value

Asset Revaluation Reserve

$800m

Forecast Value

Total

$970m

RATIONALE FOR RESERVE TARGET LEVELS
TARGETED RATE RESERVES
Biosecurity Threat Response Reserve
Purpose: A temporary fund to assist with initial response to pest incursion
This reserve represents the balance of funds received but not yet spent on
responding to pest incursion. These funds are to be used if necessary to assist with
initial response to pest incursions having an effect on Biosecurity. This fund is
therefore a residual fund which will likely run down over time. Funds to address these
threats are and will be maintained as part of the Pest Management reserve.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0k

Flood Protection Reserve, excluding Waimakariri Flood Projection Project (WFPP)
Purpose: To provide funding for planned and unplanned maintenance and repair of
stop banks
The financial reserve target levels are determined by risk of damage, the need for unprogrammed work, and the practical level of funding needed to allow immediate start
on damage repairs. The catchments areas are considered individually in terms of the
size of potential issues and reserve levels are set a between 50% and 100% of
annual maintenance expenditure. The overall weighted average is 70% as
summarised below.
Annual Maintenance Yr 2018
Dollars
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$11,500k

$8,050k

70%

Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $8,100k
Flood Protection: Waimakariri Flood Projection Project (WFPP) Reserve
Purpose: To manage the debt funding of the Secondary Stopbank

Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0

Emergency Management Response Reserve
Purpose: To hold sufficient funds to provide emergency management operations
The purpose of this reserve is to ensure that we can respond quickly to the need to
provide co-ordinated emergency management operations and has the support of the
CDEM governance body.
There is a Emergency Management Service Level Agreement (SLA) between ECan
and the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group (CDEM Group)
which is for the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2018. This agreement in clause 4.5
states that a Financial Reserve of $250k to be used to cover unbudgeted expenditure
incurred when the Group Emergency Coordination Centre is activated in any mode in
support of local or agency responses on behalf of the CDEM Group.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $250k

Clean Heat Programme Delivery Reserve
Purpose: To provide funding for planned future clean heat initiatives
The purpose of this reserve is to fund the future costs associated with the clean heat
program. These future costs fall into two categories namely a) interest and
administration costs associated with the rundown of the interest free loans advanced
under the clean heat program and b) any new initiatives on which funds already
collected and held could be spent.
The appropriate level of reserve is self-determining and is the amount required to
cover both the unavoidable future costs as well as the more discretionary costs
associated with the program.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $1,500k
This sum will meet all committed and planned costs of the program through to its
cessation

Passenger Transport Continuous Service Reserve
Purpose: To ensure funding is available to provide an uninterrupted transport service
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Passenger Transport is subject to risk that income which is estimated to be secured
during the year and which is required to fund the proposed annual expenditure does
not materialise. It is also subject to the risk that an adverse unforeseen event will
impose an unanticipated financial burden on the organisation.
Factors to consider in establishing the reserve amount
1. Central Government funding
NZTA provides a standardised 51% funding assistance rate. The Total
Mobility funding rate is set at 60%. These arrangements are due to stay in
place until 2025, it is unlikely there would be any significant reductions during
this time.
The greater “certainty” of funding means this risk is low
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0
2. Sudden exit of an operator
The market has some vulnerability to the exit of any one of the current
operators which would see short term or expedited contracts being let to
ensure continuity of service. This would result in a higher $ loading of up to
75% in the short term
a) Cost of an expedited tender
Contract value of an average operator

$10,000k

Increased loading factor for expedited tender

75%

Extra cost for 6 months pending full tender

$3,750k

Assumed Central Government contribution

25%

Extra Cost to Ecan

$2,813k

Potential call on reserve expressed in 2018 Dollars

$2,813k

b) Increase in pricing resulting from subsequent full tender assuming a 3 year
period of readjustment to a different rating base
Assume an increase in contract prices of 10% per annum
Contract Value at risk

$10,000k

Extra Cost 3 years

$3,000k

Assumed Central Government contribution

25%
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Extra Cost to Ecan

$2,250k

Potential call on reserve expressed in 2018 Dollars for 3 years $2,250k
Recommended reserve level to cover operator issues $5,063k
As 2017/18 is not a tendering year the risk of sudden exit of an operator is
considered very low and this provision is deemed unnecessary. It will be
reinstated in the 2018/19 reserve limits.
3. Unforeseen price increases
Historically fuel prices proved extremely volatile and difficult to predict. A
repeat of this volatility means that Ecan could underestimate the indexation
for fuel costs
Contract Costs

$52m

% of contract cost represented by fuel

15%

Price variation in fuel

20%

Possible fuel increase

$1.6m

Govt contribution

$0.0m

Call on reserves for 2 years

$3.2m

Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $3,200k
4. Reduction in patronage
Any reduction in patronage will result in a reduction of fare revenue to which
Ecan is exposed by nature of contracts being on a gross basis. The level of
forecast fare revenue is conservative but a possibility remains that patronage
may not hold at these levels or even fall short. Because of the very
conservative estimate of patronage it is considered that the risk is small.
Accordingly an allowance to cover a 2% reduction in patronage is considered
appropriate. With fare revenue at $22m a 2% reduction in patronage equates
to $440k
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $440k
Target overall Passenger Transport operating reserve level $3,640k
Public Transport Capital Reserve
Purpose: To support the investment into the latest Public Transport technology it is
proposed that a new reserve be created to separate capital from operational spend.
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Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0

Pest Management Reserve
Purpose: To ensure funding is available to quickly respond to obligations under the
Regional Pest Management Strategy.
The bulk of the pest management program is animal control and plant control.
The animal and plant control operation has significant input from pest liaison
committees for each of the districts covered by this programme. Although no specific
level for reserves is set by the committees it is incorporated into the overall financial
considerations.
After considering the individual risk factors for each district, total district’ reserves of
$500k would be sufficient to provide immediate funding to deal with issues arising
such as explosion in rabbit population and our obligations to deliver on the Regional
Pest Management Strategy.
This is a user pays function so the cost would ultimately be recovered and the
reserve is only required to provide bridging funds.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $500k

Canterbury Water Management Strategy Reserve
Purpose: To enable Ecan to contribute to water strategy initiatives
There is sufficient under spends from previous years budget and therefore we have
not rated to build up this reserve. During the Long Term Plan discussions a decision
may be made to reinstate a reserve.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0k

Regional Park Funding Reserve
Purpose: To ring fence funds that are to be used to fund regional park operating and
capital expenditure
The major risk associated with the regional park is the possible occurrence of flood or
other natural hazard.
There are no other critical infrastructural assets that would need to be immediately
addressed. Any fluctuation in the level of reserve would be available to smooth interyear rating levels.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $0
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OTHER RESERVES
Asset Replacement Reserve
Purpose: To provide sufficient funding to maintain service level capability of existing
assets.
This reserve is in place to ensure funds are available to replace operational assets.
The Asset replacement reserve is funded from sales of assets and depreciation.
Given that depreciation approximates the true decline in value of the asset, the level
of this reserve will be self-determining and will theoretically represent an adequate
level to replace existing assets.
To the extent the depreciation is based on historical cost, the reserve would fall short
of being sufficient for full replacement of the assets because of the increased cost of
replacement because of inflation. To address this, the reserve is also credited with an
interest component on the book value of the assets being depreciated. The interest
rate is in excess of the rate of inflation so this ensures that any erosion in the
reserve’s purchasing power is avoided.
Recommend that the Asset Replacement Reserve balance be maintained at the level
determined by applying the methodology as it is based on a sound underlying
financial premise.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $400k

General Operations and Contingency Reserve
Purpose: To provide working capital for day to day operations and a contingency fund
to accommodate unexpected events.
There are two motives for maintaining this reserve
1. Transaction Motive
This is to address the need, in the ordinary course of business, to make payments for
ongoing costs. The requirement to hold cash for this purpose arises from the fact that
inwards and outwards cash flows are not synchronised and so a “float” is required to
address this.
A review of recent 12 month period covering actual and forecast cash flows shows
that overall an amount of $35m was required to cover the cyclical fluctuations in the
operating and capital expenditure cycle of the organisation. It is highly unlikely that all
these funds would be needed at the same time and hence a portion of these will be
available to provide a liquidity bridge to cover the transaction motive. Due to the
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availability of debt funding from both LGFA and ASB there is no requirement for any
funds to be held for this reason as funds can be accessed with 48 hours notice.
Recommend that the General Reserve to meet transactional motive $0
2. Precautionary Motive
This is to maintain a buffer of liquid resources to provide for unexpected
contingencies requiring sudden expenditure. In addition it is also to provide business
agility to respond to unforeseen advantageous opportunities. This motive covers
tactical responsiveness to react and respond to unforeseen events.
Due to the inherent uncertainty in the very nature of this requirement the level at
which this should be set is somewhat subjective.
It is possible that we could be required to provide up to $500k to meet initial costs of
and oil spill before we could claim money back from the oil pollution fund. There is
also the possibility of having to deal with a derelict or abandoned ship which could
cost up to $250k. A further allowance for unforeseen events, based on historic
unforeseen issues arising of $2,250k is suggested.
Recommend that the General Reserve to meet precautionary motive $3,000k
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $3,000k

Accommodation and Fleet Services Reserve
Purpose: To provide funds for development and maintenance of Tuam Street with any
surplus available to be paid as a “dividend” to the organisation
This reserve has seen a reduction due to transition to the new building at Tuam and
the payment of legacy leases, however the reserve level will rise from 2017/18 year
onwards.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $1,000k

Chatham Islands Contract Reserve
Purpose: To ring fence funds collected specifically for meeting our obligations under
our contract with the Chatham Islands.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $250k

EQUITY RESERVES
Capital Assets Reserve
Purpose: To identify the original costs of capital assets
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This reserve reflects the council’s investment in fixed and infrastructural assets.
The reserve value is based on the historical cost of the asset and represents equity
of the regional community.
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $170m

Asset Revaluation Reserve
Purpose: To identify the value of assets in excess of the cost of those assets
This reserve reflects the accretion in value of appreciating assets owned by the
organisation to more truly represent the equity of the regional community.
The value of the reserve is based on the most recent valuation of the council’s major
assets
Target reserve level expressed in 2018 Dollars $800m
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Present arrangements

Service Delivery Review
(Prepared under section 17A of the Local Government Act 2002)

Environment Canterbury
Science

July 2017
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Executive Summary
This report is a service delivery review for Environment Canterbury’s science service. It has
been prepared because of, and in line with, the requirements of section 17A of the Local
Government Act 2002. The purpose of the review is to evaluate at least nine ways in which
the service could be governed, funded and delivered. Currently the service is governed,
funded and delivered by Environment Canterbury.
Sustainably managing Canterbury’s natural and physical resources relies on deep
understanding of the natural environment and the complex relationships between ecological
systems. Science is a key contributor to this understanding, and the science service is core
to Environment Canterbury discharging its statutory and non-statutory responsibilities to the
region.
The findings of this review are that the status quo, where Environment Canterbury retains
governance, funding and delivery, is the most cost-effective mode of delivery for the science
service. Having the service centralised is the most cost effective way to achieve the critical
mass of specialist skills needed for the tasks the service delivers. While the group of skills
could be moved into another organisation, this would disconnect it from its major internal
clients, introducing additional management, financial and transaction costs, risks to business
integration and continuity, and potential loss of governance alignment.
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Introduction
This document has been prepared in response to the service delivery review requirements of
the Local Government Act 2002. Section 17A requires all Councils to review the governance,
funding and delivery of all their services1 by August 2017.
Following an evaluation of all services to identify exclusions from these requirements in
August 2016, the science service, along with four others, was identified as a service that
does require review in line with the Act. Environment Canterbury (ECan) considered that the
potential benefits of the review outweigh the likely costs.
A science strategy completed in 2014 and currently being refreshed provides useful
information on consideration already given to the delivery of the service. This review
supplements that work with consideration of governance and funding options.
This review has evaluated each option required in the Act. The nine options are shown
below.
OPTION

governance

funding

delivery

1

ECan - status quo

2

Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) owned by
ECan

3

CCO owned by ECan and 1 or more other council
ECan

4

another council

5

another agency

6

CCO owned by ECan

7

CCO owned by ECan and 1 or more other council
Joint Committee of ECan and 1 or
more other Council / entity

1

8

another council

9

another agency

Subject to certain exceptions set out in the Act.
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Name of the service and scope
This service delivery review is for the Science service (the service) at ECan. The service
contributes scientific knowledge, understanding, information and advice to several portfolios
and council activities described in the 2015-25 Long Term Plan. These portfolios comprise
Canterbury Water Management Strategy, Air, Biodiversity and Biosecurity, Hazards, Risk
and Safety, and Regional Leadership.
The Science Strategy notes the objective of the service is to provide an expertise based
service to inform how the functions of ECan are discharged.
The science service essentially provides four services to ECan which are directly linked to
ECan’s statutory functions:

• Understanding of the status and trends in the natural capital of the region, achieved
through State of the Environment monitoring, and investigations.

• Provides information and advice across ECan to inform RMA policy (including National
Environmental Standards and National Policy Statements), consenting and compliance,
as well as other statutory and non-statutory functions

• Providing sound science to justify the decisions and initiatives of ECan, such as through
expert evidence and community engagement e.g. through the Canterbury water zone
committees.

• Evaluating the impact and efficacy of ECan’s work programmes primarily through state of
the environment monitoring and reporting, including use of scientific information to report
on outcomes.
The science service also delivers non-statutory services to ECan and the wider Canterbury
community:

• Improving the relevance and responsiveness of science to the community, partners,
stakeholders and end users;

• Strengthening the unique position of Environment Canterbury as a regional anchor and
facilitator for local/region based scientific knowledge;

• Identifying opportunities for collaborative delivery of science for the region to increase total
investment and identify efficiencies for Environment Canterbury;

• Connecting with the regional council sector to deliver the Ministry for the Environment’s
required standards and enable a cohesive approach to science delivery and data
standards; and

• Valuing the role of science within the organisation.
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Rationale for service provision
The Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) has the purpose of promoting “the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources” (s5(1)). To achieve this the Act
recognises a key role for Regional Councils and sets out their functions under the Act. The
first such function is “to establish, implement, and review objectives, policies and methods to
achieve integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region”
(s30(1)(a)). Section 35 of the Act also requires that local authority’s “gather such information,
and undertake or commission such research, as is necessary to carry out effectively its
functions” under the Act, and that they monitor the state of the environment, and the
efficiency and effectiveness of policies, rules, or other methods in regional policy statements
or regional plans.
Sustainably managing Canterbury’s natural and physical resources and carrying out these
functions relies on deep understanding of the natural environment and the complex
relationships between ecological systems, multiple factors impacting on the natural
environment and management approaches to protect and enhance ecological well-being. In
many instances these complex relationships are region-specific. Science is a key contributor
to this understanding, which positions science as core to ECan discharging its statutory and
non-statutory responsibilities to the region. Alongside cost-efficiency, the service needs to
enable the following:

• strong integration across the organisation;
• responsive to the day-to-day needs of ECan;
• relevant and responsive to the community, partners, stakeholders and end users;
• Lends credibility to ECan and adds to community confidence in ECan decision making;
• Provides consistency and continuity over time.

Present arrangements
Governance
Governance of the service sits within ECan, and uses existing ECan governance structures.
ECan has a governing body of 13 councillors, and the service reports to Councillors through
the various portfolios that the service supports e.g. Canterbury Water Management Strategy,
Air, Biodiversity and Biosecurity, Hazards, Risk and Safety, and Regional Leadership.
Councillors set the work programmes and levels of service of various portfolios through Long
Term Plan and Annual Plan processes, and progress against these is reported monthly.
Overall consideration of the strategic direction of the service is captured in the ECan Science
Strategy. This was last published in 2014, and is completing its refresh process.
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Funding
ECan funds the service through general rates, fees, and charges. For 2015/16 this was
comprised of rates (96%), grants (2%), and other (2%). The service is funded through the
portfolios and programmes it supports. It is not funded as a standalone activity.
Delivery
The service is delivered by ECan. It is an expertise based service shared across the
organisation- the service informs how the functions and responsibilities of ECan are
discharged. Many of ECan’s functional groups are reliant on scientific understanding and
advice, which positions science as a cross organisational service. This drives the critical
need for the service to be integrated across, and aligned with the priorities of, the
organisation.
ECan has 91.25 FTE staff assigned to the service. These staff provide advice on and deliver
those activities described in the 2015-25 Long Term Plan, along with responding to day-today requests from ECan staff and unplanned work. The Science service is delivered by the
ECan Science Group. The Science Group is led by a Science Director, and a Chief Scientist
provides scientific oversight and leadership for the Group’s work programmes. Science
Group management is structured as follows:

Director Science

Groundwater
Science Manager

Surface Water
Science

Environmental
Science &
Hazards Manager

Chief Scientist

Officers within the Science Group spend time monitoring and investigating natural and
physical resources within Canterbury, liaising with regional staff to assist with plan and large
consent development, liaising with central government to assist with national policy
development, evaluating and assessing the effectiveness of interventions, and engaging with
and communicating science to the public.
ECan currently has contractual arrangements with external science providers. External
providers are used where ECan does not have the capabilities or capacity in-house. This
includes complex modelling required on an intermittent basis and laboratory testing. 2015/16
expenditure on external providers was:
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15/16

15/16

$

%

Total
Other Councils
CRI's

$3,469,729

100%

$40,231

1%

$1,198,508

35%

Laboratories

$126,161

4%

Universities

$170,053

5%

$1,934,775

56%

Other e.g. consultants

Performance
The Science Service has targets that sit within relevant activities listed in the LTP (e.g.
Canterbury Water Management Strategy, Air, Biodiversity and Biosecurity and Hazards, Risk
and Safety). The Environment Canterbury Long Term Plan 2015-25 and Annual Plans set
out the following measures and targets under these activities which are delivered by the
science service:
Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Measure

Target

Detailed table in LTP including:

Detailed table in LTP that includes:

Rainfall - river flows - river/stream water quality -

Number of sites - frequency of measure -

lake water quality - marine water quality -

availability of information.

estuary water quality - ecosystem health groundwater levels - groundwater quality - land recreational swimming - water use.

Air quality
Measure

Target

Air quality monitoring and reporting occurs

Airshed monitoring and reporting capability is

across Canterbury airsheds.

maintained as required by the National
Environmental Standard for Air Quality.
Outcomes-focused reporting frameworks, e.g.
polluted airshed graphs of PM10 showing
concentration reductions, are made public.

Biodiversity and biosecurity
Measure
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State of the Environment reporting information is

State of the Environment reporting data and

published annually for biodiversity/ecosystem

information are accessible on the Environment

health environmental domain

Canterbury website.
State of the Environment reporting is published
each year in accordance with Ministry for the
Environment frameworks.

Hazards, risks and safety
Measure

Target

Ensuring natural hazard information is available

A total of 90% of advice regarding natural
hazard information, in relation to private
property, is provided within ten working days.
New technical reports and information are
available on Environment Canterbury's website
within six months and are available at all times.

Providing advice to partner organisations on

Investigations undertaken and reports produced

implementing hazard risk reduction measures

as scheduled and formally delivered to territorial
authorities, with table of reports displayed
annually.

Flood prediction information and river flood

Police, Civil Defence management, media,

warnings are provided to key agencies when

KiwiRail, New Zealand Transport Agency and

agreed trigger levels are exceeded

territorial authorities will receive flood warnings
in accordance with established flood protocols.

Accurate region-wide warnings are issued in

Flood warning protocols will be reviewed after

accordance with established flood protocols

each significant flood event.

Up-to-date and timely river flow, rainfall and

Appropriate flood warning advice is available on

flood warning advice is available through

Environment Canterbury’s website during flood

Environment Canterbury's website

events.

Coastal areas susceptible to coastal erosion

A total of 100% of coastal erosion areas

and sea water flooding identified and mapped

mapped.

Priority regional and national waste projects are

Two projects are co-ordinated across the region.

supported in partnership with territorial
authorities, industry and other agencies
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Project milestones are achieved and signed off
by funding partners (Ministry for the
Environment).
100% of all enquiries on waste and hazardous
substances from industry, other agencies and
territorial authorities are responded to.
Environment Canterbury undertakes

Information on the Listed Land Use Register is

investigations for the purposes of identifying and

up to date, and 100% of technical enquiries are

monitoring contaminated land

responded to.
One joint contaminated land identification
project is carried out with a territorial authority
partner.

Reviews of annual reports for 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and 2015/16 show that in general
the service has achieved performance targets and objectives that sit within relevant activities
listed in the LTP

Cost
The service has both operational (opex) and capital (capex) expenditure. Operational
expenditure is primarily associated with payments to operators for contracted services e.g.
CRIs etc. Capital expenditure is associated with the purchase of scientific equipment such
as monitoring equipment and drilling wells.
Opex and capex costs for the three years preceding, and the ten years commencing
2015/16 are shown below.
Values for years denoted with “(a)” are actuals. Values for 2016/17 and 2017/18 are from the
annual plan of that year and the remainder are projections from the Long Term Plan 201525. Note: LTP figures include inflation.
Year

opex ($000)

capex ($000)

2012/13 (a)

14,561

835

2013/14 (a)

16,006

554

2014/15 (a)

16,554

550

2015/16 (a)

16,721

948

2016/17

18,047

932
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2017/18

19,982

921

2018/19

18,149

898

2019/20

18,614

872

2020/21

19,099

839

2021/22

19,563

912

2022/23

20,108

893

2023/24

20,705

974

2024/25

21,384

958

Analysis of options
This section considers each of the options prescribed in section 17A of the Local
Government Act 2002. Option 1 is the status quo.
1. Governance, funding and delivery by Environment Canterbury.
This is the status quo option for the service. A critical mass of specialist skills sits within the
Science Group at Environment Canterbury, and this enables delivery of the service that
underpins many of the activities ECan undertakes. Delivery of the service by ECan provides
confidence that the organisation holds, has ready access to, and can deliver the information
and expertise necessary to discharge ECan’s statutory functions and responsibilities. These
functions and responsibilities are not shared by other organisations in the region, limiting the
rationale for having the service delivered by another organisation. This option allows strong
integration of the service with its primary clients and ECan activities (e.g. implementation of
the Canterbury Water Management Strategy), and increases the ability with which
Environment Canterbury can respond to issues facing the organisation and Canterbury
communities.
Having the service delivered by Environment Canterbury enables cost efficiencies through
drawing from existing ECan administrative and business support functions, including
financial services, IT, HR and external relations, along with existing ECan governance
arrangements.
Not all expertise can, nor should be provided by Environment Canterbury, especially highly
specialized areas where advice is only required on occasions or where additional expertise
is needed (e.g. complex modelling work). In these instances, external service providers are
contracted, and collaborative partnerships are in place to facilitate this. External contractors
are also used when evidence and advice provided by the service requires independent
quality assurance or where there are potential conflicts of interest.
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For the above reasons, the status quo remains the most cost-effective service delivery
model.
2. Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with delivery by a CCO wholly
owned by Environment Canterbury.
A CCO would bring additional costs such as Board fees, compliance costs and reporting and
monitoring costs that would be of a size unlikely to be recouped through cost-efficiency gains
because of a more commercially disciplined approach to service delivery. While the group of
skills could be moved into another organisation, this would disconnect the service from
internal clients, introducing additional management and transaction costs and potential loss
of governance alignment.
Financial services, IT, HR and external relations are current shared service functions that
would likely need to be replicated within a standalone CCO, further increasing costs. In the
context of a service that needs to be integrated across the organisation, the cost of creating
and operating the CCO, as well as the risks associated with a loss of integration and a
reduction in priority alignment, seem unlikely to be compensated for in operational costeffectiveness.
For these reasons, there is no compelling case for creating a CCO to deliver the service.
3. Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with delivery by a CCO partly
owned by Environment Canterbury and partly owned by other local authorities.
A multiply owned CCO is no more likely to be cost-effective than option 2, and the same cost
and risk factors apply. In addition, the CCO ownership model with multiple shareholders
setting objectives could potentially create misalignment with the councils own objectives for
the service, and might further remove it from responding to the needs of the community.
4. Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with delivery by another local
authority.
Dispersing the service to one or more local authorities will likely create considerable cost
inefficiencies. The most likely form that this option might take would be the transfer of the
science service to each territorial local authority on a geographical basis. This would require
each of Canterbury’s 10 territorial local authorities (TLAs) to deliver a science service, for
this to be duplicated across the region, and for them to provide ECan with the information
necessary to achieve the unique statutory responsibilities of a regional council, e.g.,
integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region. This would
require these TLAs to undertake tasks not required of them by the Local Government Act
(LGA) or Resource Management Act (RMA), and require them to develop the capabilities for
undertaking these tasks.
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In the context of a service that needs to be integrated across an organisation with a regional
focus, dispersal of the service to multiple district authorities will likely result in: a loss of
ability for ECan to understand the natural and physical resources of and across the region;
losing the critical mass of specialist skills required to deliver regional council tasks; and
create cost inefficiencies through having a centrally located, expertise-based service
fragmented across Canterbury. Transferring delivery to one TLA within the region would not
be any more cost effective than the status quo, but would introduce distance and
governance conflict between the service and ECan’s statutory functions.
There are unlikely to be any cost-effectiveness gains by pursuing this option.
5. Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with delivery by a person or
agency not listed above.
This option would involve outsourcing to one or more external entities (e.g. multiple CRIs,
universities etc.) almost all the work currently performed by staff employed at ECan to
deliver the service. This would include monitoring work, analysis of data, interpreting
implications for ECan (planning, consents etc.) and the Canterbury region, and monitoring
effectiveness of current policies and plans. Whilst some management roles and institutional
knowledge would need to the retained by ECan for planning, commissioning, quality
assurance and reporting purposes, technical and in-field tasks would be delivered by the
external agency/agencies. This approach would create a considerable risk that integration
with other areas of the organisation is diminished or lost.
While the group of skills could be moved into another agency, this would disconnect the
service from internal clients, introducing additional management and transaction costs and
potential loss of governance alignment. These costs and risks seem unlikely to be offset by
any improvements in operational cost-effectiveness.
6. Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared governance with
delivery by a CCO wholly owned by Environment Canterbury.
Like other CCO options, a jointly governed and funded CCO is no more likely to be costeffective and the same costs and risks apply. In addition, the CCO governance model where
several agencies are represented, could potentially compromise ECan’s objectives for the
service, meaning other ECan services and activities are not provided with the science advice
they require.
7. Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared governance with
delivery by a CCO partly owned by Environment Canterbury and partly owned by
other parties.
The analysis of option 6 also applies to this option.
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8. Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared governance with
delivery by another local authority.
As in option 4, dispersing the service to one or more local authorities will likely create
considerable cost inefficiencies. In the context of a service that needs to be integrated
across an organisation with a regional focus, dispersal of the service to multiple district
authorities will likely result in a loss of ability for ECan to understand the natural and physical
resources of and across the region, and create cost inefficiencies through having a centrally
located, expertise-based service fragmented across Canterbury. Additionally, the CCO
governance model could potentially compromise the council’s own objectives for the service.
9. Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared governance with
delivery by a person or agency not listed above.
As in option 5, this option would create a considerable risk that integration with other areas
of the organisation is diminished or lost, impacting on the ability of ECan to discharge its
statutory functions. Additionally, the joint governance model could potentially compromise
the council’s own objectives for the service, and create additional complexities and costs.
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Conclusion and recommendations
Based on the analysis completed of the nine LGA options it is concluded that the status quo,
where the service is funded, governed and delivered by Environment Canterbury, offers the
best cost-effectiveness of available options. It is recommended that council retain the status
quo.
Sustainably managing Canterbury’s natural and physical resources relies on deep
understanding of the natural environment and the complex relationships between ecological
systems. Science is a key contributor to this understanding, which positions science as core
to Environment Canterbury discharging its statutory and non-statutory responsibilities to the
region. Additionally, the primary clients for the science service are ECan staff. This provides
a strong rationale for the service to sit within ECan. This allows alignment with the objectives
and priorities of ECan, integration of the service across the organisation, and enables the
service to leverage off existing administrative, business support and governance functions.
A loss of integration with ECan work is also a key reason, among others, for rejecting a CCO
model of delivery (in sole or multiple ownership) or delivery by another local authority.
Outsourcing delivery of the service would risk diminishing integration, or would add
considerable transaction costs to other areas of the business if integration was maintained.
To increase cost-effectiveness, the service should seek to further implement actions
identified in the Science strategy, and namely building a partnership based approach to
collaboration to optimise outcomes and efficiencies for the organisation, as well as ensuring
greater co-ordination across the organisation and region. This includes forging multi-year
arrangements with Crown Research Institutes, universities, Crown agencies and industry
bodies to respond to regional science needs.
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APPENDICES
Options analysis evidence base
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Name of the option: 1 - status quo (ECan continues to govern, fund, deliver)
Feasibility
The status quo continues to remain feasible. This option corresponds with section 17A(4)(a)
of the Local Government Act 2002
Community views and preferences
Community views and preferences on whether the current arrangements are preferred are
not to hand; however, there have been no calls to make changes. There is an expectation
that ECan advice and decisions are credible and science-based, and that this science be
publicly communicated and tested with the public. The contribution of the science group to
plan making and implementation of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy has been
recognised by Environment Canterbury Councillors and Zone Committee Chairs. As this is a
shared service and does not provide externally focused activities such as consenting or
public transport, there is likely to be low public awareness of how this service is provided.
Communities can participate in decision making around funding and delivery through LTP
and Annual Plan processes. Council receives their views and uses this to confirm plans.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
Annual reports from 2012/13 onwards demonstrate that measures and targets (that sit within
relevant activities listed in the LTP) are regularly achieved. Importantly, an integrated service
enables immediate access to science advice, which assists with meeting statutory
timeframes (e.g. consent processing) and to progress abatement notices etc.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
Users of the service within ECan are satisfied in the performance of the service. The service
is seen to provide robust information to inform decisions, is well integrated (especially in
CWMS), and effectively monitors environmental indicators that help inform and evaluate
ECan policies and interventions. This is based on informal feedback.
Broader beneficiaries have awareness of the service, and especially those activities which
inform stakeholder business and recreational activities. A 2014 benchmarking study of the
ECan website showed that river flow and rainfall data pages represent 8 of the 10 most
viewed ECan webpages. This indicates awareness of the service, and that ECan is viewed
as an information hub for river flow and rainfall information.
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Continuity in the delivery of the service contributes to the effectiveness of the service and the
benefits users enjoy through the passing on of local and institutional knowledge and knowhow, and enables Environment Canterbury to act as a regional anchor and facilitator for
science knowledge. This arrangement:

• provides in-house expertise and understanding of the natural and physical environment
ECan is responsible for; discharging its statutory and non-statutory responsibilities to the
region.

• allows strong integration of the service with other ECan activities (e.g. delivery of the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy); and

• increases the responsiveness with which ECan can understand and respond to critical
issues facing the organisation and Canterbury communities on an ongoing basis.
Cost of the option
See page 10 above.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There is unlikely to be a more cost-effective way to govern, fund and deliver this service. As
an expertise based shared service, science informs how the functions and responsibilities of
Environment Canterbury are discharged. Its primary customers sit within ECan, and are
those responsible for work programmes managing freshwater quality and quantity, air
quality, biodiversity and biosecurity, hazards etc. As such it is important for the service to
reflect the needs and objectives of these programmes, and that these primary customers
have ready and regular access to the service with minimal transaction costs. Additionally,
this option allows the service to take advantage of existing back office functions and existing
ECan governance arrangements. Ultimately it ensures the service is responsive to the needs
of the organisation, allows strong integration of science across the organisation, and ensures
ECan has the capacity and capabilities required to fulfil its statutory responsibilities.
Enhancements to status quo option
Within the 2014 ECan Science Strategy, the Science group identified several areas where
Environment Canterbury appears to have opportunities to improve its’ effectiveness,
including:

• Responsiveness— deepening a shared understanding of the needs of end users as well
as making changes to how work is prioritised and delivered in a timely way. An enduring
priority for enhanced responsiveness will be to give effect to Environment Canterbury’s
partnership with Ngāi Tahu;
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• Collaboration—build a partnership based approach to collaboration to optimise outcomes
and efficiencies for the organisation, as well as ensuring greater co-ordination across the
organization.

• Engaging with uncertainty—develop new ways of communicating about and working with
these dynamics.
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Name of the option: 2 – Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with
delivery by an Environment Canterbury owned CCO
This option corresponds with section 17A(4)(b)(i) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law however there would need to be a process in line
with Part 6 of the Act to consider the costs and benefits of setting up the CCO, and of public
consultation to establish the views and preferences of affected people.
Community views and preferences
There is no information on the views and preferences of affected people in direct relation to
this option. While some activities are public facing (e.g. providing data on river flow and
rainfall), there is likely to be low public awareness of how this service is provided.
That said, they could potentially be in favour of a delivery option that resulted in reduced
costs (if these were possible under the option) whilst it is also probable that they would see
little practical difference in day to day delivery if delivered through a CCO. On the other
hand, separation of this service from the related programmes of the Council (e.g. Canterbury
Water Management Strategy, Air, Biodiversity and Biosecurity and Hazards, Risk and
Safety) could result in increased governance and reporting costs, differing organisational
priorities, and reduced local influence in planning and funding. Importantly, it may lead to a
loss of integration and additional cost to align decision making and work programmes with
other ECan work.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
One of the benefits promoted for CCOs is the introduction of business disciplines and
commercial tensions so that operational efficiency and effectiveness is enhanced. Business
processes are also often less complex and bureaucratic than those of a council, making
delivery faster and more efficient. In contrast, CCOs have been criticised for being less
community focussed, with the ability of affected and interested people to influence the
delivery of the service diminished. A CCO model could potentially create misalignment with
the council’s own objectives for the service, and might further remove it from responding to
the needs of the community.
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Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This may impact on the
ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from a CCO rather than from in-house. This may increase
administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the integration of
science within other ECan activities.
Those beneficiaries of the service outside ECan may be unlikely to notice much change in
the service they receive. Depending upon the extent of any directive from the council to the
CCO, consultation procedures and asset management practices could be changed by the
CCO to streamline delivery. This could result in a downside for beneficiaries with the real or
perceived level of influence on the annual work programme diminishing if their views run
contrary to professional advice, and ultimately the decision of the CCO. This concern, which
is essentially a tension between community outcomes and commercial approaches to
delivery, should not be overstated; but it is a criticism that has been levelled at CCOs in the
past in New Zealand2.
Additionally, ECan has identified a need to further develop a shared understanding of the
needs of end users of the service, including communities. A CCO approach might not lend
itself well to this.
Cost of the option
The cost of governance would increase due to the special processes that the council would
have to introduce to manage the CCO outside of the established performance, audit and risk
management processes in place for the remainder of council activities. Extra costs would
include councillor time, executive time, administration time and the time of finance team of
reviewing financial information from the CCO finance team, though this could be avoided by
the ECan finance team providing this service to the CCO. This would appear as an expense
on the CCO balance sheet.
One of the rationales for establishing a CCO is operational efficiencies. However, a shared
service needs to be closely integrated with other programmes within the organisation, and
be extremely responsive e.g. in emergencies such as floods and earthquakes. This option
would considerably increase administration and transaction costs faced by other areas of the
organisation when commissioning and accessing science information, and these transaction

2
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costs are likely to impact on the integration of the service with other activities delivered by
ECan. This creates uncertainty about what efficiencies a CCO approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There is no compelling case for creating a CCO to deliver the service. In the context of a
shared service that needs to be integrated across the organisation, the cost of creating and
operating the CCO, as well as the risks associated with a loss of integration and a reduction
in priority alignment, seem unlikely to be compensated for in operational cost-effectiveness.
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Name of the option: 3 – Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with
delivery by a CCO partly owned by Environment Canterbury and partly owned by
other shareholders
This option corresponds with section 17A(4)(b)(ii) of the Local Government Act 2002
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law however there would need to be a process in line
with Part 6 of the Act to consider the costs and benefits of setting up the CCO, and of public
consultation to establish the views and preferences of affected people.
Given the CCO would be owned jointly with other shareholders (probably other councils
within the Canterbury region), a high degree of joint planning would be required and detailed
discussions to ensure the objectives of establishing the CCO are aligned and compatible. It
is unclear, however, the extent to which councils would want to become a shareholder in a
CCO. The science service is focused on providing advice on those matters that pertain to
ECan’s statutory responsibilities, which include: managing air quality, fresh water, coastal
areas, biodiversity and biosecurity, natural hazards, flood protection, and contaminated land.
While some cross over exists with Canterbury’s territorial authorities, this is limited, and
unlikely to warrant those councils funding this form of activity.
Community views and preferences
Same as option 2.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
One of the benefits promoted for CCOs is the introduction of business disciplines and
commercial tensions so that operational efficiency and effectiveness is enhanced. Business
processes are also often less complex and bureaucratic than those of a council, making
delivery faster and more efficient. In contrast, CCOs have been criticised for being less
community focussed, with the ability of affected and interested people to influence the
delivery of the service diminished. The CCO ownership model with multiple shareholders
setting objectives could potentially create misalignment with the councils own objectives for
the service, and might further remove it from responding to the needs of the community.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This would impact on
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the ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective
fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from a CCO rather than from in-house. This may increase
administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the integration of
science within other ECan activities.
Those beneficiaries of the service outside ECan may be unlikely to notice much change in
the service they receive. Depending upon the extent of any directive from the council to the
CCO, consultation procedures and asset management practices could be changed by the
CCO to streamline delivery. This could result in a downside for beneficiaries with the real or
perceived level of influence on the annual work programme diminishing if their views run
contrary to professional advice, and ultimately the decision of the CCO. This concern, which
is essentially a tension between community outcomes and commercial approaches to
delivery, should not be overstated; but it is a criticism that has been levelled at CCOs in the
past in New Zealand3.
Cost of the option
The cost of governance would increase due to the special processes that the council would
have to introduce to manage the CCO outside of the established performance, audit and risk
management processes in place for the remainder of council activities. Extra costs would
include councillor time, executive time, administration time and the time of finance team of
reviewing financial information from the CCO finance team, though this could be avoided by
the ECan finance team providing this service to the CCO. This would appear as an expense
on the CCO balance sheet.
One of the rationales for establishing a CCO is operational efficiencies. However, as a
shared service which needs to be closely integrated with other programmes within the
organisation, this option would considerably increase administration and transaction costs
faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and accessing science
information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the integration of the service
with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty about what efficiencies a
CCO approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
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Like option 2, there is no compelling case for creating a CCO to deliver the service. In the
context of a shared service that needs to be integrated across the organisation, the cost of
creating and operating the CCO, as well as the risks associated with a loss of integration
and a reduction in priority alignment, seem unlikely to be compensated for in operational
cost-effectiveness.
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Name of the option: 4 – Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with
delivery by another local authority
This option corresponds with section 17A(4)(b)(iii) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law. The most likely form that this option might take
would be the transfer of the science service to each territorial local authority on a
geographical basis. This would require each of Canterbury’s 10 territorial authorities to
deliver a science service, providing ECan with the information necessary to achieve
integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region. These transfers
would necessarily require the agreement on both councils to the transfer, and is predicated
upon the assumption that the ‘receiving’ council has the requisite capability to effectively
deliver the service. For smaller councils, this might be unrealistic and result in reduced costeffectiveness.
Community views and preferences
There is no information on the views and preferences of affected people in direct relation to
this option. While some activities are public facing (e.g. providing data on river flow and
rainfall), there is likely to be low public awareness of how this service is provided.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
The dispersal of the delivery of the service to one or more other local authorities is likely to
result in a loss of capability to the region. The capability of ECan to deliver the service has
been developed over decades and it is unlikely this option would result in the council’s
objectives continuing to be achieved. There’s a considerable risk that dispersed delivery will
result in multiple district-specific understandings of natural and physical resources, while a
regional-wide understanding will be lost.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This may impact on the
ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from multiple territorial authorities rather than from in-house. This may
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increase administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the
integration of science within other ECan activities.
Cost of the option
Delivery costs are likely to rise under this option due to a loss of scale. Having multiple
authorities commissioning work and delivering the service will be less cost-effective due to
additional overhead costs and considerable duplication of resources between councils. It is
also very unlikely that 10 territorial authorities would be able to meet capability requirements
without needing to source external expertise on a regular basis.
What’s more, as a shared service which needs to be closely integrated with other
programmes within the organisation, this option would considerably increase administration
and transaction costs faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and
accessing science information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the
integration of the service with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty
about what efficiencies this approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There are unlikely to be any cost-effectiveness gains by pursuing this option. Dispersing the
service to one or more local authorities will likely create considerable cost inefficiencies. In
the context of a shared service that needs to be integrated across an organisation with a
regional focus, dispersal of the service to multiple district authorities will likely result in a loss
of ability for ECan to understand the natural and physical resources of and across the
region, and create cost inefficiencies through having a centrally located, expertise-based
service fragmented across Canterbury.
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Name of the option: 5 – Governance and funding by Environment Canterbury with
delivery by another agency
This option corresponds with section 17A(4)(b)(iv) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible and would involve outsourcing to one or more external entities almost
all work currently performed by staff employed at ECan to deliver the service. Whilst some
management roles and institutional knowledge would need to the retained by ECan for
planning, commissioning, quality assurance and reporting purposes, technical and in-field
tasks would be delivered by the external agency/agencies.
There are several ways this could be achieved. There could be a single agency covering the
whole region, a number focusing on defined geographical sub-regions, or a number focused
on subject areas e.g. one for freshwater, another for air quality, another for biodiversity etc.
In some respects, it is an extension of the status quo, where some tasks are already
delivered by external science providers who carry expertise not in ECan.
Community views and preferences
Same as option 2.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
One of the benefits of delivery by another agency could be the introduction of business
disciplines and commercial tensions so that operational efficiency and effectiveness is
enhanced. Business processes are also often less complex and bureaucratic than those of a
council, making delivery faster and more efficient. In contrast, there is a risk that the agency
is less community focussed, with the ability of affected and interested people to influence the
delivery of the service diminished.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This would impact on
the ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective
fashion. Additionally, most external science providers would find it challenging to address
media enquiries in real-time, and co-ordinate data with the rest of ECan’s groups and
functions.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
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Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from an external agency rather than from in-house. This may increase
administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the integration of
science within other ECan activities.
Those beneficiaries of the service outside ECan may be unlikely to notice much change in
the service they receive. Depending upon the extent of any directive from the council to the
agency, consultation procedures and asset management practices could be changed by the
agency to streamline delivery. This could result in a downside for beneficiaries with the real
or perceived level of influence on the annual work programme diminishing if their views run
contrary to professional advice, and ultimately the decision of the agency.
Cost of the option
The monetary cost of this option could conceivably be on a par with the current cost of
delivery with in-house capability and resources, depending upon the structure of the contract
or contracts. However, no single agency is capable of delivering all the science requested,
and as such it would require multiple contracts with multiple contractors. There would also
need to be a retained in-house “smart buyer” capability at ECan to oversee the contractual
relationship with the providers, monitor the delivery of service and council objectives, and
provide reports to council on performance and achievement of value for money and costeffectiveness. This would probably render the option less cost-effective than the status quo,
given the costs of the additional bureaucracy necessary to provide assurance to council.
One of the rationales for another agency delivering the service might be operational
efficiencies. However, as a shared service which is closely integrated with other
programmes within the organisation, this option would considerably increase administration
and transaction costs faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and
accessing science information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the
integration of the service with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty
about what efficiencies this approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There is a case for contracting some of the service to another or multiple agencies, and this
is current practice where ECan does not have the necessary capabilities or capacity inhouse. However, in the context of a shared service that needs to be integrated across an
organisation, full external provision of the service will likely result in a loss of ability for ECan
to understand the natural and physical resources of and across the region, and create risks
associated with a loss of integration and a reduction in priority alignment. These seem
unlikely to be offset by any improvements in operational cost-effectiveness.
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Name of the option: 6 – Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared
governance with delivery by a CCO wholly owned by Environment Canterbury.
This option corresponds to section 17A(4)(c) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law however there would need to be a process in line
with Part 6 of the Act to consider the costs and benefits of setting up the CCO, and of public
consultation to establish the views and preferences of affected people.
Given there would be shared governance and funding of the CCO, a high degree of joint
planning would be required and detailed discussions to ensure the objectives of establishing
the CCO are aligned and compatible. In its most practical form it would probably involve one
joint committee with members being a mix of ECan, territorial local authorities and other
relevant entities.
Community views and preferences
Same as option 2.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
One of the benefits promoted for CCOs is the introduction of business disciplines and
commercial tensions so that operational efficiency and effectiveness is enhanced. Business
processes are also often less complex and bureaucratic than those of a council, making
delivery faster and more efficient. In contrast, CCOs have been criticised for being less
community focussed, with the ability of affected and interested people to influence the
delivery of the service diminished. The CCO governance model with a joint committee could
potentially create misalignment with the councils own objectives for the service, and might
further remove it from responding to the needs of the community.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This may impact on the
ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
Users of the service are likely to see considerable change. Science advice and information
would need to be sought from a CCO rather than from in-house. This may increase
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administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the integration of
science within other ECan activities.
Those beneficiaries of the service outside ECan may be unlikely to notice much change in
the service they receive. Depending upon the extent of any directive from the council to the
CCO, consultation procedures and asset management practices could be changed by the
CCO to streamline delivery. This could result in a downside for beneficiaries with the real or
perceived level of influence on the annual work programme diminishing if their views run
contrary to professional advice, and ultimately the decision of the CCO. This concern, which
is essentially a tension between community outcomes and commercial approaches to
delivery, should not be overstated; but it is a criticism that has been levelled at CCOs in the
past in New Zealand4.
Additionally, ECan has identified a need to further develop a shared understanding of the
needs of end users of the service, including communities. A CCO approach might not lend
itself well to this.
Cost of the option
The cost of governance would increase due to the special processes that the council would
have to introduce to manage the CCO outside of the established performance, audit and risk
management processes in place for the remainder of council activities. Costs to administer
the governance aspects of this option will be higher than the status quo due to the addition
of joint committees. Extra costs would include councillor time, executive time, administration
time and the time of finance team of reviewing financial information from the CCO finance
team, though this could be avoided by the ECan finance team providing this service to the
CCO. This would appear as an expense on the CCO balance sheet.
One of the rationales for establishing a CCO is operational efficiencies. However, as a
shared service which needs to be closely integrated with other programmes within the
organisation, this option would considerably increase administration and transaction costs
faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and accessing science
information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the integration of the service
with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty about what efficiencies a
CCO approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There is no compelling case for creating a CCO to deliver the service. In the context of a
shared service that needs to be integrated across the organisation, the cost of creating and
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operating the CCO, as well as the risks associated with a loss of integration and a reduction
in priority alignment, seem unlikely to be compensated for in operational cost-effectiveness.
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Name of the option: 7 – Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared
governance with delivery by a CCO partly owned by Environment Canterbury and
partly owned by other parties.
This option corresponds to section 17A(4)(c) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law however there would need to be a process in line
with Part 6 of the Act to consider the costs and benefits of setting up the CCO, and of public
consultation to establish the views and preferences of affected people.
Given there would be shared governance, funding and ownership of the CCO, a high degree
of joint planning would be required and detailed discussions to ensure the objectives of
establishing the CCO are aligned and compatible. In its most practical form it would probably
involve one joint committee with members being a mix of ECan, territorial local authorities
and other relevant entities.
Community views and preferences
Same as option 2.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
As option 6.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
As option 6.
Cost of the option
The cost of the option has the same aspects as noted in option 6 above.
In addition, a multiply owned CCO introduces additional complexity and cost since board
outputs (Statement of Intents, annual reports, interim reports) will go to multiple shareholders
in addition to the joint committee. There will be discussions between these entities and churn
in decision making, occupying resources otherwise dedicated to delivery.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
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There is no compelling case for creating a CCO to deliver the service. In the context of a
shared service that needs to be integrated across the organisation, the cost of creating and
operating the CCO, as well as the risks associated with a loss of integration and a reduction
in priority alignment, seem unlikely to be compensated for in operational cost-effectiveness.
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Name of the option: 8 – Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared
governance with delivery by another local authority.
This option corresponds to section 17A(4)(c) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible under current law. The most likely form that this option might take
would be the transfer of the science service to each territorial local authority on a
geographical basis. This would require each of Canterbury’s 10 territorial authorities to
deliver a science service, providing ECan with the information necessary to achieve
integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region. These transfers
would necessarily require the agreement on both councils to the transfer, and is predicated
upon the assumption that the ‘receiving’ council has the requisite capability to effectively
deliver the service. For smaller councils, this might be unrealistic and result in reduced costeffectiveness.
Community views and preferences
There is no information on the views and preferences of affected people in direct relation to
this option. While some activities are public facing (e.g. providing data on river flow and
rainfall), there is likely to be low public awareness of how this service is provided.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
There would be no guarantee that the joint committee or other shared governance
arrangement would necessarily share the same objectives for the service as the council. The
dispersal of the delivery of the service to one or more other local authorities is likely to result
in a loss of capability to the region. The capability of ECan to deliver the service has been
developed over decades and it is unlikely this option would result in the council’s objectives
continuing to be achieved. There’s a considerable risk that dispersed delivery will result in
multiple district-specific understandings of natural and physical resources, while a regionalwide understanding will be lost.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This may impact on the
ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
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Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from multiple territorial authorities rather than from in-house. This may
increase administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the
integration of science within other ECan activities.
Cost of the option
Delivery costs are likely to rise under this option due to a loss of scale. Having multiple
authorities commissioning work and delivering the service will be less cost-effective due to
additional overhead costs and considerable duplication of resources between councils. It is
also very unlikely that 10 territorial authorities would be able to meet capability requirements
without needing to source external expertise on a regular basis. Costs to administer the
governance aspects of this option will be higher than the status quo due to the addition of
joint committees.
What’s more, as a shared service which needs to be closely integrated with other
programmes within the organisation, this option would considerably increase administration
and transaction costs faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and
accessing science information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the
integration of the service with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty
about what efficiencies this approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
There are unlikely to be any cost-effectiveness gains by pursuing this option. Dispersing the
service to one or more local authorities will likely create considerable cost inefficiencies. In
the context of a shared service that needs to be integrated across an organisation with a
regional focus, dispersal of the service to multiple district authorities will likely result in a loss
of ability for ECan to understand the natural and physical resources of and across the
region, and create cost inefficiencies through having a centrally located, expertise-based
service fragmented across Canterbury.
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Name of the option: 9 – Governance and funding by joint committee or other shared
governance with delivery by a person or agency not listed above.
This option corresponds to section 17A(4)(c) of the Local Government Act 2002.
Feasibility
This option is feasible and would involve outsourcing to one or more external entities almost
all work currently performed by staff employed at ECan to deliver the service. Whilst some
management roles and institutional knowledge would need to the retained by ECan for
planning, commissioning, quality assurance and reporting purposes, technical and in-field
tasks would be delivered by the external agency/agencies.
There are several ways this could be achieved. There could be a single agency covering the
whole region, a number focusing on defined geographical sub-regions, or a number focused
on subject areas e.g. one for freshwater, another for air quality, another for biodiversity etc.
In some respects, it is an extension of the status quo, where some tasks are already
delivered by external science providers who carry expertise not in ECan.
Community views and preferences
Same as option 2.
Assessment of the effectiveness of this option
How would this option impact on:
(i) the achievement of the council’s objective(s) for the service
One of the benefits of delivery by another agency could be the introduction of business
disciplines and commercial tensions so that operational efficiency and effectiveness is
enhanced. Business processes are also often less complex and bureaucratic than those of a
council, making delivery faster and more efficient. In contrast, there is a risk that the agency
is less community focussed, with the ability of affected and interested people to influence the
delivery of the service diminished. Also, there would be no guarantee that the joint
committee or other shared governance arrangement would necessarily share the same
objectives for the service as the council.
Given that science is a shared service, there are considerable risks that integration with the
rest of ECan is diminished, along with responsiveness of the service. This would impact on
the ability of ECan to discharge its statutory responsibilities in a timely or cost effective
fashion.
(ii) the use of, experience of, or benefit received by the users or beneficiaries of the service?
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Users of the service would see considerable change. Science advice and information would
need to be sought from an external agency rather than from in-house. This may increase
administrative/transaction costs to ECan users, and adversely impact on the integration of
science within other ECan activities.
Those beneficiaries of the service outside ECan may be unlikely to notice much change in
the service they receive. Depending upon the extent of any directive from the council to the
agency, consultation procedures and asset management practices could be changed by
agency to streamline delivery. This could result in a downside for beneficiaries with the real
or perceived level of influence on the annual work programme diminishing if their views run
contrary to professional advice, and ultimately the decision of the agency.
Cost of the option
The monetary cost of this option could conceivably be on a par with the current cost of
delivery with in-house capability and resources, depending upon the structure of the contract
or contracts. However, there would need to be a retained in-house “smart buyer” capability
at ECan to oversee the contractual relationship with the provider, monitor the delivery of
service and council objectives, and provide reports to council on performance and
achievement of value for money and cost-effectiveness. Costs to administer the governance
aspects of this option will be higher than the status quo due to the addition of joint
committees. This would probably render the option less cost-effective than the status quo,
given the costs of the additional bureaucracy necessary to provide assurance to council.
One of the rationales for another agency delivering the service might be operational
efficiencies. However, as a shared service which is closely integrated with other
programmes within the organisation, this option would considerably increase administration
and transaction costs faced by other areas of the organisation when commissioning and
accessing science information, and these transaction costs are likely to impact on the
integration of the service with other activities delivered by ECan. This creates uncertainty
about what efficiencies this approach would deliver.
Overall assessment of cost-effectiveness
Due to increased governance and monitoring costs, and the complexities that joint
committees would introduce (including risks associated with objective setting), there is
limited rationale for having this service delivered through a joint governance and funding
approach. There is a case for contracting some of the service to another or multiple
agencies, and this is current practice where ECan does not have the necessary capabilities
or capacity in-house. However, in the context of a shared service that needs to be integrated
across an organisation, full external provision of the service will likely result in a loss of ability
for ECan to understand the natural and physical resources of and across the region, and
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create risks associated with a loss of integration and a reduction in priority alignment. These
seem unlikely to be offset by any improvements in operational cost-effectiveness.
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7.2. Joint Committees
7.2.1. Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee - 21 June 2017

Council Report
Meeting Date
Councillor
Author
Endorsed by

20 July 2017
Lowndes
Vivienne Ong
Committee Advisor
Cindy Butt
Team Leader Governance

Purpose
For the Council to receive, for information, the unconfirmed minutes from the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee meeting held on 21 June 2017.
These minutes will be presented to the next meeting of the Greater Christchurch Public
Transport Joint Committee for adoption.

Attachment
1.

Minutes of the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee meeting held on
21 June 2017.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Greater Christchurch Public Transport
Joint Committee meeting held on 21 June 2017.
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UNCONFIRMED

Minutes of the 8th meeting of the Greater Christchurch Public
Transport Joint Committee held in the Council Chamber,
Environment Canterbury, 200 Tuam Street, Christchurch, on
Wednesday, 21 June 2017 commencing at 3.35pm
Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Welcome
Apologies
Conflicts of Interest
Minutes of Meeting - 17 May 2017
Matters Arising
Correspondence
Deputations and Petitions
Reports
7.1
West End Gap and Bikeshare Report
7.2
Monitoring Report May 2017
Public Excluded section
8.1
Environment Canterbury Technology Investment for Public Transport
Confidential Business to be Transferred into the Open
Re-admit the Public
General Business
Closure

Present
Alister James (Chairperson)
Cr David Bedford (Environment Canterbury)
Cr Steve Lowndes (Environment Canterbury)
Cr Pauline Cotter (Christchurch City Council)
Cr David Caygill (Environment Canterbury)

Cr Kevin Felstead (Deputy Chairperson),
Cr Mark Alexander (Selwyn District Council)
Cr Phil Clearwater (Christchurch City Council)
Mayor Lianne Dalziel (Christchurch City Council)
Dr Anna Stevenson (Canterbury District Health Board)

In attendance
Richard Osborne, Rae-Anne Kurucz, Nick Lovett, Tim Cheesebrough (Christchurch City Council),
Stewart Gibbon, Edward Wright, Len Fleete, Cameron Mair, Vivienne Ong, Rachel Young
(Environment Canterbury), Andrew Mazey (Selwyn District Council), Ken Stevenson (Waimakariri
District Council), Steve Higgs (NZ Transport Agency), Chris Kissling (Chairman, Christchurch Civic
Trust), Janet Begg (Public Transport Advisory Group), Terry Foote (Red Bus), Rob Henderson
(Christchurch Bike Share), and Julie Tobbell (Somerfield Residents Association).

1.

Welcome, introduction and apologies
The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting.
An apology was received from Jim Harland (NZ Transport Agency).
Alister James / Cr Kevin Felstead
CARRIED
Page 1 of 5
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2.

Conflicts of interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3.

Minutes of meeting – 17 May 2017
(Refer pages 4 – 7 of the agenda)
Amendment to minutes on item 9, Metro Monitoring Report to read “… since the February 2011
earthquake.”
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
CONFIRMS the minutes of the meeting held on 17 May 2017 were approved as corrected.
Cr Phil Clearwater / Cr Mark Alexander
CARRIED

4.

Matters arising
There were no matters arising from the minutes.

5.

Correspondence
5.1

Letter received from Central City Business Association (CCBA), dated 16 June 2017,
supporting the proposal of a permanent bike share system in the central city.

5.2

Memo received from Janet Begg, dated 21 June 2017, supporting a shuttle bus system
and two way streets in the central city.

Resolved:
THAT the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee receives the two
items of correspondence
Cr Pauline Cotter / Mayor Lianne Dalziel
CARRIED

6.

Deputations and petitions
There were no deputations or petitions.

Page 2 of 5
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7.

Reports
7.1

West End Gap and Bikeshare Report
(Refer pages 8 - 13 of the agenda)
Tim Cheesebrough presented the paper, which was taken as read. Discussion took
place about extending the bike share area to the west to include Riccarton, Ilam and
Birmingham Drive. It was recognised that a trial may be appropriate and funding
provisions would need to be made in the 2018/2021 Long Term Plans.
The committee considered the staff recommendation in the report and agreed to
clarify the timeframes for the shuttle bus and other possible trial options.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1.

RECEIVES the progress report on the West End Gap business case
analysis and greater Christchurch based Bikeshare scheme;

2.

AGREES that, while there is a likelihood of some form of long term central
city shuttle bus service offering positive benefits for improved access to
public transport services and central city regeneration, such a proposal
should be re-visited when key central city developments are approaching
completion and the central city travel network is more complete;

3.

NOTES that the West End Gap analysis has identified a Bikeshare project
is likely to offer some benefits to addressing the West End Gap problems
and investment objectives by offering a means to improve accessibility
both to public transport services and between key land uses and
activities across the central city;

4.

ENDORSES the early commencement of an Expressions of Interest
process to the marketplace based upon the recommended initial option
of a Christchurch Central City focussed Bikeshare scheme, with a
progress report to the Committee at its August meeting;

5.

ENDORSES staff to maintain close communications with NZTA and
Auckland Transport over this initiative and to report back to the
Committee further at the conclusion of the Expressions of Interest
process and in the light of the parallel Auckland Transport business case
analysis.

6.

AGREES that the central city shuttle, including possible short term trial
options, along with bike share scheme options be considered as part of
the current public transport network review, and that appropriate funding
provisions be made in the 2018-2021 Long Term Plans for Environment
Canterbury and Christchurch City Council.

7.

THAT staff report back on the trial option indicated in resolution 6 in
September 2017.
Alister James / Cr David Caygill
CARRIED
Page 3 of 5
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7.2

Metro Monitoring Report
(Refer pages 14 - 17 of the agenda)
Edward Wright spoke to the report. Patronage for May 2017 on the Purple and
Orange lines experienced good growth, and some of the connector routes
experienced an increase as well; however, the Orbiter and Blue line experienced
minimal growth.
There was no statistical data available regarding whether the changes to services in
the Waimakariri District had led to a change in congestion levels. Edward said he
would check with the Christchurch Transport Operations Centre (CTOC) and report
back next month.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
Receives the report “Metro Monitoring Report” for information.
Cr Phil Clearwater / Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED

8.

Public Excluded
Resolved:
THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this
meeting.
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds
under section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act
1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
Grounds
That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the
meeting would be likely to result in the disclosure of information for which good
reason for withholding would exist.
Reason
That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the
meeting would be likely to result in the disclosure of information where the
withholding of the information is necessary to enable the Council holding the
information to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations).
That appropriate officers and advisors remain to provide advice to the Committee.
Alister James / Cr Kevin Felstead
CARRIED
The meeting went into Public excluded session from 4.05pm – 4.12pm.
Page 4 of 5
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9.

Confidential Business to be Transferred into the Open
No business was transferred into the open meeting.

10.

Questions / General Business
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 19 July 2017.

11.

Closure
The meeting closed at 4.13pm.

CONFIRMED

Date

Chairperson

Page 5 of 5
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8. Matters For Council Decision
8.1. Submission on National Planning Standards

Council Report

Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Portfolio Councillors
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2017
Planning, Consents and Compliance
Skelton, Pham, Roberts, Cranwell, Lambie
Cameron Smith
Principal Strategy Advisor
Andrew Parish
Planning Manager
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Purpose
1.

This paper seeks Council’s approval to the attached Environment Canterbury
submission on National Planning Standards.

Value proposition
2.

An Environment Canterbury submission provides an opportunity to shape and influence
the Ministry for the Environment’s (MfE) proposals.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

approves the attached Environment Canterbury submission on National
Planning Standards.

2.

notes the submission questions the wider benefit of the Ministry for the
Environment’s proposals, and seeks flexibility for implementing any changes in
order to promote cost-efficiency and to protect existing planning priorities.
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Proposal
Background
3.

A new type of national direction (‘National Planning Standards’) was introduced through
recent amendments to the Resource Management Act 1991. These will form a
standardised national framework for RMA plans and policy statements. National
Planning Standards must give effect to National Policy Statements and be consistent
with any NES, RMA regulations, and water conservation orders.

4.

The due date for submissions is 31 July 2017. An outline of the submission was
provided to the Planning, Consents and Compliance Portfolio Briefing on 30 June, and
the draft submission was discussed by the Executive Leadership Team on 10 July and
at Council Briefing on 13 July 2017.

The submission
5.

The submission acknowledges the intent of the proposals, but questions what value
increased consistency on some matters will deliver to Canterbury (e.g. plan structure
and format). The submission notes that Environment Canterbury is already advancing
several projects being proposed e.g. eDelivery of plans, GIS Mapping.

6.

The central focus of the submission is around implementation. We consider that
decisions on how and when to implement National Planning Standards should be
guided by the need to do so cost effectively, with minimal disruption to existing planning
priorities, and should balance the need for public participation. This is especially
important given the benefits to Canterbury of implementing any National Planning
Standards are unclear.

7.

The submission recommends that where substantive changes to plans are needed, that
these can be implemented when a plan or plan provision is reviewed. The submission
makes the case that implementation outside of a review process could delay or stall
existing high-priority planning work.

8.

The submission also highlights the experiences gained by Environment Canterbury over
the past 6 years of significant planning work, and seeks that the Ministry for the
Environment discuss these further with us as the National Planning Standards are
developed and refined.

Financial implications
9.

There are no financial implications from the submission, but the eventual shape and
scope of the National Planning Standards may have significant cost implications for
council.
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Legal compliance and risk assessment
10. There are no legal or risk implications from the submission. It should be noted that this
is the first of two formal submission processes ahead of Gazettal.

Significance and engagement
11. Other councils are interested in the MfE proposals from a district plan-making
perspective, especially as much of the consultation material applies to district plans.
Canterbury Planning Managers are likely to discuss whether there is value in a regional
submission.

Communication
12. No communication plan is required.

Attachments
1. Environment Canterbury submission on National Planning Standards.
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SUBMISSION to the MINISTRY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
NATIONAL PLANNING STANDARDS CONSULTATION 2017
20 July 2017

Summary
1.

Environment Canterbury’s key submission points are:
 Environment Canterbury acknowledges the intent of the National Planning
Standards, but questions whether the benefits of greater consistency in the core
structural elements of RMA plans will outweigh implementation costs to councils
and ratepayers.
 Environment Canterbury recommends that implementation of substantive
changes, at least in respect of regional plans, be at the point of plan or plan
provision review, so that changes are made efficiently and current planning
priorities are not disrupted.
 Environment Canterbury recommends that the Ministry further engage with
Environment Canterbury to discuss experiences gained through the ongoing rollout of a significant body of planning work.

2.

Environment Canterbury appreciates the opportunity to comment on the key elements of
the proposed first set of National Planning Standards.

3.

This submission is presented in relation to Environment Canterbury’s roles, functions
and responsibilities under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA).

4.

Environment Canterbury acknowledges the intent of the proposed National Planning
Standards. In the absence of clear national direction on the core structural elements of
RMA plans there are considerable variations across councils. Environment Canterbury
is, however, unclear on what benefits greater consistency will deliver, or whether these
benefits will outweigh implementation costs.

5.

Environment Canterbury wishes to highlight the complexities of making existing plans
consistent with new National Planning Standards, and the impact this may have on
existing planning priorities. Depending on required implementation timeframes, the
extent to which new Standards differ from existing plans, and the process for adjusting
existing plans, implementation of the National Planning Standards has the potential to
slow or even stall existing work.
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6.

The size of this task and the complexities involved should not be understated. In the
case of Environment Canterbury, this may mean delaying or stalling the significant body
of work implementing the National Policy Statement (NPS) for Freshwater Management.

7.

Environment Canterbury considers that decisions on how and when to implement
National Planning Standards should be guided by the need to do so cost effectively, with
minimal disruption to existing planning priorities, and should balance the need for public
participation. Consistent with this, Environment Canterbury recommends that
substantive changes to plans e.g., plan restructuring or substantive definition changes,
can be implemented when a plan or plan provision is reviewed.

8.

Environment Canterbury is well placed to speak to some of the experiences gained
through significant planning work over the past 6 years, and we are already progressing
several key elements being proposed within the discussion papers. As such, we can
provide the Ministry with experiences gained through this work. For example,
Environment Canterbury is in the process of deploying eDelivery of RMA plans, and
ePlans will be integrated with our Geographic Information System (GIS) based
Canterbury Maps.

9.

Environment Canterbury’s analysis of the discussion papers for our region has identified
several key areas of interest. The submission will focus on these issues:








Timeframes for implementing National Planning Standards
Process for implementing National Planning Standards
Structure of regional plans and policy statements
Formatting plans and policy statements
Zones, Overlays and Mapping standards
Definitions
Electronic functionality and accessibility of plans

Timeframes for implementing National Planning Standards
10. Environment Canterbury acknowledges the intention for greater national consistency of
the core structural elements of RMA plans. Environment Canterbury is not, however,
convinced that greater national consistency will deliver material benefits to the
Canterbury community, nor whether any benefits will outweigh the costs to councils and
ratepayers of adjusting existing plans. Environment Canterbury wishes to draw the
Ministry’s attention to the implications of adjusting existing plans, and especially the
implications if strict implementation timeframes are set for substantive changes.
11. Environment Canterbury is part way through a significant phase of planning work, and,
consistent with Government priorities, is focusing primarily on implementation of the
NPS for Freshwater Management to improve the health of Canterbury’s freshwater
resource.
12. The Canterbury Land & Water Regional Plan (LWRP) sets the framework to implement
community aspirations for the management of freshwater through the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy, a community led, collaborative approach to improving water
outcomes throughout the region. The LWRP became operative in September 2015.
13. The LWRP operates at two levels – a region-wide section and 10 sub-region sections.
The policies and rules in the sub-region sections can apply instead of, or in addition to,
policies and rules in the region-wide section. The sub-region sections implement the
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region-wide objectives in the plan in the most appropriate way for particular catchments.
In some cases they are effectively new plans, in others they incorporate and update
older plans which are still operative. The work programme for incorporating more subregion sections to the LWRP continues.
14. This planning process began in 2011, and is expected to run through to 2025.
Environment Canterbury and Canterbury ratepayers have invested approximately $30
million (including staff costs) over the past 6 years in plan making and plan changes,
and another $20 million is budgeted for the next four years. This is a significant
investment in a collaborative plan-making process that is seeing results, such as the
newly adopted Plan Change 5 which has established a comprehensive nutrient
management framework for the region. Environment Canterbury is committed to seeing
this work through to completion in 2025.
15. Any requirement to implement substantive National Planning Standards in the near term
may delay or stall this work, as implementation will require reallocating planning
resource, and in some cases public participation processes. While Environment
Canterbury does not oppose the move to more standardisation in plans, this should not
be at the expense of existing high priority planning work. In the case of Canterbury, our
current priority is having appropriate planning documents in place to better manage
freshwater.
16. The costs of restructuring our regional plans, in terms of community commitment and
council’s budgets, should not be under-emphasised. While we are unable at this point to
provide estimates, we can look at past experiences. Reviewing, reformatting and
updating the Canterbury Natural Resources Regional Plan (NRRP) provisions into the
LWRP cost $6 million. The updating and reformatting was driven directly out of
community and stakeholder consultation which demanded a more user-friendly and
approachable format. The potential cost of repeating this exercise to align with National
Planning Standards is likely to be higher than this, as coastal and air plans would also
be included, as would the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS).
17. We note that where a mandatory direction for a Planning Standard is issued, the
timeframes for amending plans can be specified in the Planning Standard. Environment
Canterbury recommends that this flexibility be provided for where substantive changes
are required. At this stage, Environment Canterbury sees changes to structure and form,
and some definitional changes, as substantive. Introducing a suite of standard regional
overlays also has the potential to require substantive changes.
18. Environment Canterbury recommends an approach where implementation of
substantive changes can be aligned with existing work programmes and priorities i.e.
when a plan or plan provision is reviewed. This would be a more efficient means by
which to implement Planning Standards, reduce costs to ratepayers, and importantly
would allow critical environmental planning to be delivered within existing timeframes.

Process for implementing National Planning Standards
19. The new RMA provisions regarding National Planning Standards require that, for
mandatory directions, councils must include specific provisions into their policy
statements and plans, and that these changes must be made without using any of the
processes set out in Schedule 1 of the RMA. Environment Canterbury also notes that
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decisions about which Planning Standards are mandatory will be made as part of
developing the Planning Standards.
20. Environment Canterbury considers it unlikely that substantive changes can be
implemented without using any of the processes set out in Schedule 1. Implementing a
new structure, and rewriting rules to fit within this, will likely be a complex task if existing
plans differ significantly from those proposed by the Ministry (as Environment
Canterbury’s do with regard to plan structure and form). Less substantive changes or
restructuring some district plans may not require Schedule 1 processes, however this is
very unlikely for Environment Canterbury’s complex suite of planning documents.
21. Where a Schedule 1 process is required, Environment Canterbury recommends that
the Ministry develop a streamlined planning process (or processes) for councils to use
to modify their plans. That process should include an element of public participation
where aligning the existing plan with the National Planning Standards will significantly
change the application of a plan provision, or where significant rewriting of provisions is
necessary to achieve consistency with the National Planning Standards.
22. Environment Canterbury would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further with the
Ministry, in order to develop a plan that best and most efficiently implements Planning
Standards, while also delivering on existing planning priorities.

Structure of regional plans and policy statements
23. Environment Canterbury notes the proposal to combine regional policy statements and
regional plans into one document with the intention to assist with the integrated
management of resources. Environment Canterbury supports the integration of regional
plans, but recommends that regional policy statements (RPS) are able to remain as
standalone documents.
24. The CRPS sets the direction for resource management in Canterbury. Environment
Canterbury and territorial authorities have an equal obligation to give effect to the CRPS
through their regional and district plans. It is for this reason that, while the preparation of
the CRPS was led by Environment Canterbury, territorial authorities had significant
collaborative and consultative input into its development.
25. Environment Canterbury does not view the CRPS as a purely regional council
document, but rather as a document providing an overarching framework for the
integration of land use and infrastructure across the region – it is maintained by the
Regional Council but applies to, influences and directs planning processes in the
districts as much as for the regional council. Maintaining a RPS that sits outside of
regional plans is important to underscore this point.
26. Given that the RPS is as relevant to district plans as it is to the regional plan or plans,
Environment Canterbury recommends that regional councils be able to choose whether
or not to combine RPSs and regional plans into one document. Our preference is that
the CRPS remains completely self-contained. There needs to be an ability for an RPS
as a document to be considered alongside district plans, which is essential for hearings
on a district plan, and in Environment Court hearings. While we acknowledge that this
rationale may not apply in a unitary council setting, it is very relevant in a regional/district
council setting.
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27. We would also note that having the RPS as a self-contained document does not in any
way prevent well integrated regional planning documents – structure and format and
terminology could all be consistent across the RPS and combined regional plan (and
indeed the district plan).

Formatting plans and policy statements
28. Environment Canterbury has undertaken a significant restructure of all its regional plans
over the last 6 years. This was, in part, in response to criticism that our earlier regional
plan, the NRRP, was difficult to understand and apply. Objectives and policies in the
NRRP were presented in a narrative text based format, while rules were presented in a
text-table hybrid format.
29. The character of regional plans, where the general presumption is that provision must
be made for an activity, and the desire of Environment Canterbury to manage its water
and land resources in a holistic and integrated manner, means that the task of
reformatting its existing and partially completed plans into a non-narrative format will be
difficult and time consuming. This situation does not apply, at least to the same extent,
to district plans where the founding presumption is that activities are permitted unless
they are controlled by plan provisions. District plan provisions (particularly rules) are
more amenable to a tabular format.
30. The restructure of Environment Canterbury’s regional plans into the present narrative
format is a direct result of some very specific feedback from consultation with
stakeholders and the community at the time the LWRP development process
commenced. That feedback was highly critical of the tabular format used in the NRRP
(the predecessor to the LWRP). While we are not opposed to increased format
consistency across regional and district plans, our communities now have an
expectation and understanding of how our plans are structured, and how they
operate. Broadly speaking, Environment Canterbury now applies a narrative text based
format to plans and policy statements. Objectives are grouped, Policies are grouped
around topic areas, and Rules are grouped around the same topic areas. This has
proved to be a simple structure for our community to follow.
31. Critical to the architecture of the LWRP and in accordance with the collaboration
principles within the CWMS, this narrative format has enabled Environment Canterbury
to develop its LWRP in a two-tier format – region-wide provisions and sub-region or
catchment specific provisions. This has fostered appropriate solutions for water
management and has enabled integration and consistency across the region and
between the sub-region sections without diminishing local solutions. Any required
reformatting of the LWRP may undo that collaborative work, along with the community
buy-in critical to the successful implementation of the plans.
32. Should the National Planning Standards direct a different plan format than that used by
Environment Canterbury, transitioning to this would require significant resourcing.
Because of the degree of community involvement in regional planning, the change risks
losing community engagement if the community are then required to learn and
familiarise themselves with a new structure and format. In addition, restructuring our
plans may lead to unintended consequences – we need to ensure amendments do not
unintentionally change the way provisions function.
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33. Environment Canterbury recommends that National Planning Standards for formatting
of plans and policy statements should be implemented at the time a plan is reviewed.
This would enable new formats to be implemented cost-effectively, with minimal
disruption to existing planning priorities, and enable public input into the process.

Zones, Overlays and Mapping Standards
34. Environment Canterbury supports the concept of standardising spatial zones and their
display/mapping. Environment Canterbury uses a number of different zones and
overlays within plans. As is likely typical of all regional plans, our zones tend to be
designed to manage the protection or allocation of a particular resource within a spatial
area specific to that resource (e.g. water catchment, airshed).
35. This is different to district plan zones which tend towards spatially defining areas where
a particular type of development is anticipated to occur (e.g. residential or industrial
zones). The overlays we use assist in the identification of areas or features that exist in
specific locations but occur across the region (e.g. wāhi tapu, soil erosion risk areas,
salmon spawning sites).
36. Environment Canterbury offers Canterbury Maps as a benchmark for standardised
mapping and display of spatial zones and overlays (https://canterburymaps.govt.nz).
Environment Canterbury and the ten Canterbury territorial authorities have
collaboratively built and invested significant resource in Canterbury Maps, and
Canterbury Maps is considered to be the leading source of locally developed geospatial
information in the Canterbury region.
37. Environment Canterbury also recommends that for regional plans the Ministry restricts
standardisation to resource allocation and protection zones (e.g. clean air, nutrient
discharge, groundwater, surface water, soil conservation), and provides for flexibility
beyond a standard list of overlays. Environment Canterbury needs to retain the ability to
introduce a new zone or overlay to respond to local issues as they arise (e.g. crop
residue burning buffer area overlays are unique to Canterbury).
38. Environment Canterbury notes that, like other elements, there may be implementation
issues for zone, overlay and mapping standards. In particular, the process for adopting
a new zones and overlays National Planning Standard has potential to require renotification of fundamental components of our plans, which may lead to re-litigation of
the size and shape of the zones and layers that exist. For example, our nutrient
allocation zones are assigned colours to indicate where freshwater outcomes are being
achieved or not. Our rules then correspond to the zone colours – there are limits on
winter grazing that apply in red and orange zones – should those zone colours change,
the expression of the rules would also need to be changed.

Definitions
39. Environment Canterbury acknowledges the intention of greater consistency in definitions
across RMA plans. We note the majority of terms within the discussion paper relate to
district plans, and also that through subsequent discussions the Ministry has received
feedback that more consistency across regional plans would be welcomed.
40. There are a number of terms identified in the discussion paper that are used and/or
defined within Environment Canterbury’s regional plans and the CRPS. We also note
that it is likely that terms used widely in regional plans will be included in a final list of
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standard definitions. Consistent with our comments on other papers, Environment
Canterbury’s main concern is around implementation timing and process for making any
required changes.
41. Should National Planning Standards impose a different meaning to terms used in
Environment Canterbury plans, the way our plan provisions apply will be changed. For
some terms, this change could be significant. For example, the Proposed Canterbury Air
Regional Plan defines the term ‘sensitive activities’ and applies setbacks to activities
occurring near sensitive activities. If the definition of ‘sensitive activities’ changes, some
permitted activities may require consent or vice versa.
42. We also note that “noise sensitive activities” is a term likely to be defined. In the CRPS
“sensitive activities” includes “noise sensitive activities”, and consequential changes that
will result from standardisation of the two definitions will occur throughout regional and
district plans in Canterbury. There is a risk that the applications of these definitions may
become inconsistent across Canterbury if those consequential changes lead to local
authorities applying the terms in a manner that is inconsistent with the intent of the
CRPS.
43. The RMA has, at its core, a participatory system for the development of regulation at the
district and regional level. In terms of process, the imposition of new definitions to be
adopted through this participatory process would be onerous and costly without
delivering an obvious benefit to affected communities except in the very long term.
However, the imposition of new definitions within existing plans without the participatory
process would be contrary to the spirit of the RMA and would undermine the integrity of
those plan provisions that use the terms for which definitions have been imposed. This
is especially the case where revised definitions change policy intent of existing
definitions.
44. Environment Canterbury recommends that if National Planning Standards impose
standardised definitions, that it is specified that standard definitions can be implemented
at the time when a plan or plan provision is reviewed. However, to ensure regional
consistency in the application of definitions, there should be opportunity for regional
policy statements to be updated before definitions are implemented in regional and
district plans. This would ensure a more efficient process, but also better enable
councils to test the practical implications of definitional changes.

Electronic functionality and accessibility of plans
45. Environment Canterbury supports the electronic delivery of policy statements and plans,
and is in the process of developing and deploying an eDelivery system for our plans. To
date, we have invested a significant amount of time, money and resource into this
programme. The system being developed is integrated with Canterbury Maps and will
eventually integrate with other Council systems.
46. A number of Canterbury territorial authorities have also invested in eDelivery and have
worked together with Environment Canterbury to ensure consistency. Of the Canterbury
local authorities who have or intend to have eDelivery, all but one are using the same
supplier and are seeking integration with Environment Canterbury-led systems such as
Canterbury Maps.
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47. Environment Canterbury is on track for eDelivery by June 2018. This will include an
interactive GIS presentation of our plans, and we expect that this would meet the
Ministry’s mature eDelivery standard.
48. Environment Canterbury invites the Ministry to discuss further the challenges we have
faced in deploying eDelivery, including resource requirements and how the concept of
property scale searching can be problematic at the regional scale.
49. As we work towards eDelivery, Environment Canterbury intends that ePlans will simplify
the decisions and hearing process (ePlans will become the ‘single truth’ for those
seeking to identify planning provisions). This will be problematic, however, while Courts
expect plans to be provided in hard copy. We recommend the Ministry considers
including some guidance with the National Planning Standards to indicate the legal
status of ePlans.

For further enquiries:
Please contact:

Cam Smith, Principal Strategy Advisor – Policy
Phone: 027-429-2739
Email: cam.smith@ecan.govt.nz
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8.2. Havelock North Drinking Water Inquiry: Stage Two Submission

Council Report

Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Portfolio Councillors
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2107
Canterbury Water Management Strategy
McKay, Caygill, Cranwell, Pham, Scott, Lowndes
Maree Willetts
Principal Strategy Advisor
Tim Davie
Chief Scientist
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Purpose
1.

This paper outlines the content of two proposed submissions to the Havelock North
Drinking Water Inquiry: Stage Two that require your approval:
 Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group Joint submission; and
 Environment Canterbury submission.

Value proposition
2.

Canterbury’s significant untreated groundwater-sourced water supplies means we
are the region potentially most affected by any change to roles, responsibilities and
regulation issues identified by the Inquiry. There are potential structural, financial and
regulatory changes which could impact upon Environment Canterbury and our
region.

Recommendations
That the Council:
a. Notes the content of the Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group
(CDWRG) submission to be submitted on behalf of the CDWRG; and
b. Approves the Environment Canterbury submission.
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Proposal
Background
3.

The progress of the Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group (CDWRG) was
reviewed on 26 May 2017 by the Chief Executives Forum. On the basis that Stage
Two recommendations will inform future policy options across Councils throughout
New Zealand, the Chief Executive Forum agreed that the CDWRG review, and if
appropriate, draft a submission to the Stage Two of the Government’s Havelock
North Drinking Water Inquiry.
4.
The CDWRG has considered the 24 issues identified by the Inquiry, triaged the
issues amongst the CDWRG and collated a submission (Attachment 1).
5.
In keeping with the policy and process for joint advocacy approved by the Chief
Executives Forum in February 2017, Environment Canterbury has also drafted an
individual submission (Attachment 2).

Submission Issues
6.

The Joint CDWRG submission is high level and focusses on areas of shared
agreement. There are few substantive issues addressed in this submission. Its main
focus is to reiterate that collaboration is required and that the creation of the CDWRG
has enhanced relationships, improved understanding and accelerated some actions
while focusing on key priorities in both a robust and agile manner.
7.
The submission contains some examples of successful CDWRG collaboration and
action e.g., a contingency planning workshop, the development of a draft set of
principles and clarity on the continuum of plans including Emergency Response
Plans.
8.
There were some differing points of view on dedicated drinking water supply
entities and the roles of agencies and regulators. Territorial Authority views varied
and the Christchurch City Council draft submission made suggestions on institutional
change, including specialist water regulators and regional water service entities.
9.
These issues have not been discussed in any detail in the joint submission.
However, the import of collaboration and the value of the CDWRG was affirmed and
is highlighted in the submission.
10. The submission is in draft until 20 July 2017 when councils will have completed
their approval processes.
11. The Environment Canterbury submission has focussed on the issues most
relevant to our roles and responsibilities, particularly issues 7-10. In summary we
have said that:
a. the current division of responsibilities for drinking water provides important
checks and balances;
b. collaboration and co-operation amongst entities is important;
c. the National Environmental Standards (NES) require improvement in scope,
content and most importantly, implementation; and
d. change is required to existing tools and frameworks rather than institutions.
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12.

We have provided examples of these matters from our experience and practice
e.g., the use of Source Protection Zones and suggested improvements in consenting
and monitoring water quality.

Legal compliance and risk assessment
13.

The Environment Canterbury submission was drafted by Wynn Williams. Catherine
Schache has provided guidance.
14. There are reputational risks involved in making these submissions. Environment
Canterbury is likely to be the only Regional Council submitting to the Inquiry and will
therefore have a high profile (Hawke's Bay Regional Council is involved as a core
participant). The Inquiry has expressed an interest in our views and they are
particularly interested in the CDWRG and its progress. The CDWRG was referenced
positively at the Inquiry's hearings in July.
15. These risks can be mitigated by participating and being open about the strengths
and challenges of the current system. Our submission contains suggestions and
solutions to issues. We will also reiterate that our focus on relationships and
collaboration is key and is resulting in improved performance.
16. We have also engaged with Local Government New Zealand and Regional Sector
(via RMG) by contributing to discussions and sharing our draft submissions.

Attachments



Attachment 1 - Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group Joint Submission to
the Havelock North Drinking Water Inquiry: Stage Two
Attachment 2 – Environment Canterbury Submission to the Havelock North
Drinking Water Inquiry: Stage Two
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20 July 2017
Government Inquiry into Havelock North Drinking Water
c/- Department of Internal Affairs
havelocknorth.water@dia.govt.nz
Submission on Stage 2 Issues 3-24
1.

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Inquiry on these matters.

2.

Canterbury is the largest geographical region in New Zealand. Canterbury has an
estimated 586,500 residents (at 30 June 2015), or 13% of the national population,
making it the second most populous region in New Zealand after Auckland.

3.

In Canterbury fresh water management is coordinated under the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy (CWMS). The CWMS establishes targets over a 30-year
timeframe encompassing ten target areas. Drinking water is included in the first level
of significance.

4.

The Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group (the CDWRG) was established
following the contamination incident in Havelock North and is reporting to the
Canterbury Mayoral Forum.

5.

The CDWRG includes representatives from the following organisations:

all 10 Canterbury territorial authorities

Environment Canterbury

Canterbury District Health Board Medical Officer of Health and Drinking Water
Assessors.

6.

The CDWRG was directed to report to the Chief Executives Forum and Canterbury
Mayoral Forum on public drinking water supplies in Canterbury, co-ordinate
contingency planning and implement any amendments to current practices that may
be required as a result of Stages 1 and 2 of the Havelock North Drinking Water
Government Inquiry.

7.

The CDWRG has met five times since its formation and has reported back to the Chief
Executives Forum and Canterbury Mayoral Forum on its collaborative work across the
region, including:
 reviewing compliance in the Canterbury region with current regulation;
 identifying high-risk drinking water supplies, alongside current measures and
plans to mitigate or eliminate these risks;
 reviewing contingency planning and preparedness for contamination response;
 sharing of contingency plans and identifying best practice;
 reviewing and developing recommendations on any other measures required to
ensure the security of drinking water supplies, including any associated costs of
these measures; and
 implementing lessons learnt from Stage 1 of the Inquiry.
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8.

Stage Two of the Inquiry is significant to Canterbury. Environment Canterbury has a
range of roles in the provision of drinking water. The Christchurch City Council
operates the largest secure groundwater water supply in New Zealand, serving
approximately 255,000 people. Christchurch City and the majority of Waimakariri and
Selwyn Districts’ residents highly value the fact that none of their groundwater
supplies currently have a disinfection residual in the network. Any proposed changes
to the current regulations will have impacts in Canterbury and we wish to participate
in this review to provide an understanding of these.

9.

This submission responds to the issues the Inquiry identified and includes the
matters we have considered, discussed and agreed on as a group. We had differing
views on some issues but significant common purpose exists. Some or all of our
members will make individual submissions to articulate their views on specific
matters.

10.

We reiterate the comments from our previous submission that partnerships and
working collaboratively on these issues enhances relationships and effective action.
The CDWRG has developed a work programme and has met to progress a number
of issues:
 reviewing Health Act regulations and compliance by councils and authorities with
some improvements identified;
 sharing contingency plans across the region to encourage best practice;
 holding a contingency planning workshop and developing draft principles; and
 sharing a Drinking Water Advisory Communication Toolbox with the Group to
establish a protocol for communicating to partners and public

11.

The CDWRG has further actions for scheduled workshops this calendar year:
 update CDWRG Terms of Reference;
 generate a final best practice contingency plan including agreed set of principles;
 agree a shared definition of high risk drinking water supplies, and then prioritise
next steps;
 determine priority next steps from Stage 1 findings; taking lessons to give
practical effect including consideration of financial implications;
 consistency in dealing with resource consents in drinking water protection zones;
 monitoring of water quality in shallow private wells; and
 refining necessary improvements in regulatory compliance actions across
councils.

12.

We welcome an opportunity to speak to you on our submission content if you
consider this appropriate.
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Issue

Scope and Elements of Issue

Proposed agreed joint submission point

High Level issues
4

Should the
“secure”
category in
DWSNZ 4.5 and
definitions
remain

a) Is the concept of “secure” water supply (which does not need to be treated)
acceptable. What difficulties or deficiencies exist in the current basic concept
of a secure supply.
b) What difficulties or deficiencies exist in the criteria for security currently in
DWSNZ 4.5.
c) If divorced from the question of treating water, is there still a legitimate role
for classifying water as “secure”
d) Is there a role for the “secure” rating in respect of smaller supplies which may
not treat to the same level as large or medium supplies
e) If the classification as “secure” remains acceptable, should the criteria for
security be changed or added to; can they be substantially simplified
f)

If the classification is to remain, who is to confer secure status and also
downgrade status when needed

g) Does water age testing have a useful role in classifying bore water; if so, what.
Are there risks of over-reliance on water aging?
5

Should all
drinking water be
treated

a) What are the arguments in favour of mandatory treatment all drinking water
b) What arguments against, including the wishes of communities
c) How should treatment be mandated? (Health Act, DWSNZ, other)
d) Should the need to treat water be determined on grounds other than the
existing “secure” classification; If so, on what grounds

The CDWRG considers that in regions where the
groundwater system is well understood, well researched
and investigated on an ongoing basis, there is a legitimate
role for classifying water as ‘secure’. The challenge lies in
defining ‘secure’ groundwater in various contexts as
groundwater and the associated water supply systems
differ greatly across NZ. It is therefore difficult to
determine a set of criteria which covers all the different
scenarios.
The CDWRG would like to be involved in any ongoing
discussions of DWSNZ 4.5 (Bore water security and
compliance) as we can contribute Canterbury’s knowledge
and insights as a group of water suppliers operating a
significant number of groundwater supplies.
CDWRG are supportive of a review of the need for
treatment of drinking water. We agree with the need for
multiple barriers to contamination and a risk based
assessment approach to determine the need for, and the
level of, treatment. This should not necessarily lead to a
requirement for chlorine residual.

e) If the default position is that drinking water should be treated, what
exceptions or carve-outs (if any) should exist; Should any mandating of
treatment apply to supplies of only certain types or sizes
f)

Should all network supplies include a residual disinfectant to provide a barrier
against contamination post source/treatment
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Issue
6

Treatments of
drinking water

Scope and Elements of Issue

Proposed agreed joint submission point

a) Is there a need to change or review the DWSNZ regulation and prescription of
treatments; should the DWS address the minimum type and level of treatment
required for various sources

The DWSNZ should continue to provide a toolbox approach
for adequate treatment types and levels of treatment.

b) Is there adequate provision for reviewing the treatment provisions in the
DWSNZ periodically. See 19 c below.

The CDWRG supports the Inquiry reviewing the concept of
DWSNZ regulation.

c) (If not required by regulation) who should make the decision whether to treat
or not, and what treatment to apply
d) Should there be further regulation of treatment plants or methods; Should
expert engineering certification be required
e) Should treatment plant performance be regulated; should specified records be
kept
7

Should there be a
dedicated
drinking water
supply entity or
entities

a) What options exist for the management and delivery of drinking water;
benefits of existing models
b) Arguments in favour of, or against, a dedicated supply entity; is there a role for
such an entity in the case of a single supplier or only on a joint basis for several
suppliers
c) What role could or should such an entity have; what ambit of activities should
it have
d) What governance and structure should it have

The CDWRG agrees that collaboration amongst those
entities responsible for managing water supplies is of
primary importance.
The creation of the CDWRG has enhanced relationships,
improved understanding and accelerated some actions
while focusing on key priorities in both a robust and agile
manner.

e) What accountability would such an entity have; to whom
f)

Consider success or otherwise of examples of dedicated supply entities
including Watercare and Wellington Water and, if useful, overseas entities

[NB excluded from this issue are the structural arrangements for local government]
Operational
8

NES Regulations

a) Does the nature and extent of regional councils’ responsibility for drinking
water need to be reviewed/extended

The CDWRG agrees that it is a priority to work together to
protect ground and surface water quality.

b) If so, are the NES Regulations the appropriate vehicle for achieving that
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Issue

Scope and Elements of Issue
c) Issues arising out of the application of the NES in practice; have the NES
Regulations served their intended purpose

The NES regulations can enhance that collaboration
through:

d) What should be the scope and effect of the NES Regulations; are they too
narrowly cast

a) Greater clarity;
b) Timely guidelines from MfE;
c) A refreshed ‘roadshow’ outlining the NES requirements
and expectations.

e) Is the current trigger for engagement of NES protections (activity likely to
affect water in specified ways) workable and appropriate; should it be
replaced, or complimented by a spatial criterion such as the stipulation of a
“source protection zone” [ see 10 f below re delineation of “catchment”]
f)

What changes, if any, should be made to regulations 7/8

g) What changes, if any, should be made to regulation 10
h) What changes, if any, should be made to regulation 12
i)

Should the definition of “upstream” be amended

j)

Should the definition of “abstraction point” be amended

k) Should the NES regulations apply to an application by a drinking water supplier
for a water permit. If so, what changes are needed to make this clear.
l)

Is there sufficient awareness of the NES Regulations by regional and district
councils; if not what steps by MfE or others should be taken

m) What changes, if any, should be made to the current draft NES User’s Guide
(CB75); should any of its contents be codified in the regulations
n) Role of collaboration/consultation/monitoring in relation to NES Regulations;
do these need to be regulated. Relationship between s69U Health Act and
regional councils’ responsibilities
9

Consenting by
Regional Council.
NB this issue will
overlap with the

Proposed agreed joint submission point

a) What changes in approach, if any, should be made to a regional council’s
assessment of a drinking water supplier’s application for a water permit
b) What changes, if any, should be made to regional councils’ approach to
imposing conditions on such permits

Such actions delivered to an entity such as the CDWRG
would mean a shared, coherent approach is not only
understood, but implemented in a co-ordinated manner.
The NES only refers to water supplies registered by the
Ministry of Health (MoH). This currently excludes some
self-suppliers. The CDWRG considers all water suppliers
that supply over 25 people (for more than 60 days a year)
should be registered.
‘Upstream’ - A water abstraction can contain water
sourced from multiple directions not just the upstream
direction which will have the most influence. Rather than
referring to ‘upstream’ the regulations should refer to
activities located within a “source protection zone”.

The CDWRG agrees that it is a priority to work together to
protect ground water quality.

c) In relation to permit conditions, what compliance monitoring approach should
regional councils be required to undertake or provide for
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Issue

Scope and Elements of Issue

NES Regs issue 8
above

d) Should Regional Councils consider the potential for increased risks for drinking
water when granting resource consents for controlled activities
e) Should Regional Councils notify the DHB and DWAs of all resource consent
applications with the potential to impact upon drinking water sources

10

Regional
Councils’
approach to first
barrier
protection for
drinking water other than under
NES Regulations

a) Should first barrier protection be accorded greater recognition and
endorsement
b) Should regional councils have responsibilities for drinking water in addition to
those in the NES Regulations
c) Should the current indirect or co-incidental responsibility under the RMA be
made more direct in respect of drinking water (this will overlap with the NES
Regs issues, but may not be limited to the NES Regs regime)
d) Should regional councils’ responsibility for the protection of drinking water
sources extend to collaboration and consultation with other relevant parties in
the drinking water supply system
e) Should the regulatory regime provide for a catchment protection plan and, if
so, how should such a plan be prepared and administered
f)

Proposed agreed joint submission point
The CDWRG agrees that activities considered to pose
greater risk to a water supply should be monitored more
regularly and compliance robustly enforced.

The CDWRG agrees that collaboration is required to ensure
collective understanding of roles and responsibilities and
ways to work to achieve agreed water supply outcomes.
Source Protection Zones can provide valuable protection
for drinking water quality. Zone Plans would require input
from all agencies and facilitate more comprehensive
solutions.
SOE monitoring is not adequate to address the risks
inherent in monitoring drinking water. Increased
monitoring and compliance is likely required.

In relation to the responsibilities of all agencies for catchment protection, how
should “catchment” be delineated or defined

g) Should any changes be made to regional councils’ knowledge and
management of potentially risky bores and other risk activities in the
catchment area
h) Is it sufficient that regional councils’ knowledge and management is carried
out through their SOE monitoring or is more specific action required
i)

Are any changes desirable in relation to the involvement of, and responsibility
by, the Ministry for the Environment in respect of drinking water

j)

Should there be greater guidance and/or education of regional councils in
respect of their role in drinking water
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Issue
11

DW Suppliers

Scope and Elements of Issue
a) Should there be a system of licensing water suppliers i.e. a system more
rigorous and effective than the current ss69 J, and K Health Act (registration)
b) should any licensing system extend to individuals acting in key roles
c) What levels of resource and support should a supplier have; is there a critical
size

Proposed agreed joint submission point
The CDWRG considers that good quality management
frameworks that align with ISO 9001 deal with e, f and g,
should be a priority. Water is an essential food product and
should have an appropriate level of QA.

d) What training, qualifications, certification and competence should water
supply personnel have; what recurrent training and ongoing competence
review
e) What risk-assessment expertise is needed
f)

Is there a need to define more clearly roles and responsibilities within a
supplier

g) Should there be a mandatory QA function (possibly independent QA)
h) Are local government water suppliers sufficiently accountable; are the LGA
provisions in ss 67-81, 82-87, 93-99 effective and sufficient in the context of
drinking water

13

i)

How should suppliers retain important safety information in their institutional
memories; how should consultants’ knowledge be transferred to suppliers.

j)

What is the role of external advice and assistance to suppliers; should the
competence and expertise of external advisors be regulated.

Roles of agencies
in relation to
drinking water

a) Should there be a single drinking water regulator

[NB DWA and
Regional Council
roles dealt with
separately
above]

c) Are the resources applied by DHBs to drinking water adequate

b) Is there a problem with fragmentation of responsibility between agencies for
drinking water

The CDWRG agrees that the issues need to be defined and
clarified before any decisions on a mechanism / process or
institutional / entity change is considered.

d) Are the resources applied by MOH to drinking water adequate
e) Is there a need for clarification and/or guidance in relation to the roles and
responsibilities of various agencies
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Issue
14

Water Safety
Plan

Scope and Elements of Issue
a) What changes, if any, are needed to the identification and assessment of risks
in WSPs
b) Should a WSP be part of a supplier’s corporate risk management process and
also recognised at senior management and governance levels
c) Are changes needed to the process of updating and renewing WSPs
d) Is any change needed in the extent to which suppliers devolve WSP
responsibilities to consultants
e) Are changes needed to the enforceability of WSP promises or obligations, and
the assessment of implementation of WSPs
f)

What sanctions or consequences should follow a failure to implement a WSP

g) What changes, if any, should be made to the WSP Guidelines document or the
use of it
h) Should a ERP be part of a WSP
i)

Are any changes needed to CB158, 159 DWA Manual; should WSPs be
prepared according to a template or should they be entirely bespoke

j)

Are any changes needed to sections 69Z-ZC Health Act.

Proposed agreed joint submission point
The CDWRG agrees that Water Safety Plans (WSP) need to
be part of the water supplier’s corporate risk management
framework.
WSPs include contingency plans for major adverse events
and could be part of a wider ERP. A response exercise
including appropriate staff and testing these specific water
supply related plans could be a useful tool.
The CDWRG agrees there should be minimum mandatory
requirements for a WSP to be approved.
The CDWRG has shared Contingency Plans across the
region to encourage best practice.
A contingency planning workshop was held and draft
principles developed (refer Appendix 1).

Sundry
18

Boreworks &
casings

a) What deficiencies exist in the current system relating to boreworks and casings
(NZS4411, DWS, WSP, Guideline, RC RRMP )

The CDWRG agrees that a Code of Practice and guidelines
are required.

b) Is a single source of specification preferable; is a code of practice needed
c) Should there be a mandatory inspection regime, accountability
d) Should below-ground bore heads be allowed
e) Is an Asset Management Plan adequate to deal with aging reticulation assets
Regulatory
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Issue
19

Health Act

Scope and Elements of Issue
a) Does the regulatory framework need to be strengthened to increase
accountability for drinking water safety to the Government and the
community; or is the present level of regulation sufficient
b) What is the proper relationship between the respective components of the
drinking water regime - is there a need to review some of the aspects that
overlap, to ensure certain obligations are not omitted

Proposed agreed joint submission point
The CDWRG supports the CDHB’s submission that drinking
water is of significant importance to community public
health and the risks associated with water supply matters
are not consistently managed.

c) Is the statutory regime for changing any DWSNZ provisions acceptable (s69Pneed to consult 3 years before any change to DWSNZ; s69R further 2-year
delay unless urgent)
d) Should there be different or further sanctions for failures to comply with any
of the provisions of Part 2A Health Act; are ss69N and 69ZZH effective/useful?
Should the offence provisions in s69ZZR-ZZX be reviewed
e) Should compliance with DWSNZ be discretionary or optional
f)

Should s69U Health Act (duty to protect source) be changed

g) Should the s69V Health Act regime (“all practicable steps”) be changed; see
also s69S. Should the section 69H Health Act definition of “all practicable
steps” be changed
h) Should s69ZF Health Act be changed such that remedial steps are mandatory
i)

Whose responsibility is it to monitor and enforce the s69V obligations on a
water supplier

j)

Health Act does not specifically require an ERP- should it

k) Is there a role for a Water Auditor.
20

DWSNZ

a) Are the DWSNZ comprehensible to users; can they be simplified or clarified
b) Adequacy of remedial actions: Greater sampling, speedier chlorination, longer
chlorination; more than 3 clear results in contamination protocol; (cross refer
s69ZF Health Act)

The CDWRG supports the CDHB’s submission that the
DWSNZ are difficult to understand and therefore
implementation is variable.

c) Does section 5.16 (UV treatment) need to be reviewed
d) Does 5.2(a) table entry re protozoa need review
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Issue

Scope and Elements of Issue

Proposed agreed joint submission point

e) DWSNZ do not specifically require a ERP- should they
f)

Should requirement for annual report to DWA on borehead issues be in
DWSNZ (rather than in Guidelines 3.2.5.5

g) Should DWSNZ have stricter rules about drinking water bores; Minimum
depths; More stringent aquifer stability requirements.
h) Are the turbidity provisions at 5.7 and 4.3.2.1 and elsewhere appropriate; is
change needed
i)

Given its prevalence in documented outbreaks around the world, should heavy
rainfall be accorded better status and prominence in the DWSNZ (or
elsewhere)

j)

Should the DWSNZ address the risks from animal contamination more fully

k) Should the DWSNZ include requirements from qualification, training, ongoing
competence reviews for water supply operators
21

DW Guidelines

a) review concept of a Guideline in addition to the DWSNZ.
b) Could the two be combined

The CDWRG considers the DWSNZ and the Guidelines
should be kept as separate documents.

c) What deficiencies exist in relation to existing Guidelines

OUTBREAK
MANAGEMENT
ISSUES
22

ERPs

a) What regulation should there be for ERPs, both their existence and content

(Emergency
Response Plan)

b) Size and scope: how comprehensive should ERPs be; should they be relatively
short and concise documents?
c) Should drinking water ERPs be multi-agency plans
d) In addition to a ERP, is there a role for a MOU between agencies, or some of
them in relation to emergency response; covering such issues as
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Issue
(a.k.a
Contingency
Plans)

Scope and Elements of Issue
communications, decision-making (an MOU being more directive and
enforceable than a ERP)
e) Should training, including multi-agency joint training, be specifically required
f)

Should periodic reviews and updates of ERPs be required

g) What further guidance is needed, if any, on the issuance of boil water notices:
who, when what consultation

Proposed agreed joint submission point
Although the issue title infers that a drinking water ERP is
the same as a Contingency Plan, there are currently two
levels of plans, and therefore clarification is required on
the definition and content of a drinking water ERP
compared to a Contingency Plan.
Currently, Contingency Plans are relatively concise
summaries of actions to be taken as a result of incidents
identified in Water Safety Plans. Contingency Plans
normally form part of the WSP.
Drinking Water Emergency Response Plans are detailed
plans, with specific duties, actions, protocols and
procedures to be carried out in the event of an incident
through to a declared state of emergency. ERPs provide for
the escalation of response in conjunction with the
magnitude of the event. We believe that drinking water
ERPs are separate documents to WSPs, although
referenced to in WSPs and updated at the time of WSP
review.
It is therefore important to clarify where drinking water
ERPs sit in relation to Civil Defence Emergency
Management plans and responsibilities. Duplication of
regulation and requirements must be avoided.
The issue of compliance, enforcement and audit of the
provision of a drinking water ERP must also be addressed.
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23

Issue

Scope and Elements of Issue

Proposed agreed joint submission point

Communications

a) What changes are needed to communication practices in relation to a drinking
water emergency

The CDWRG supports the CDHB’s submission on this point.
The CDHB has shared a Drinking Water Advisory
Communication Toolbox with the CDWRG to establish a
protocol for communicating to partners and public.

b) Should a messaging system be used

The CDWRG also acknowledges the importance of utilising
well-known or identifiable communication systems to
advise the public.

24

Other outbreak
management
issues

a) What practices should be adopted in relation to use of schools, GPs or others,
as early warnings of an outbreak

The CDWRG supports the CDHB’s submission on this point.

b) Should the Ministry of Education have a role?
c) Should greater emphasis be placed on drinking water emergencies and the
drinking water aspects of other civil defence emergencies? Should drinking
water be recognised in civil defence emergency responses as an essential
lifeline (as opposed to infrastructure to be managed
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Appendix 1
Contingency planning workshop draft set of principles

High level agreement:


The lead agency in response to any public drinking water incident will be the territorial authority responsible for the supply in question.



In the event of an incident, other agencies will provide immediate support.



In the event of an incident, resources will be made available when possible without compromise to another water supply.



In the event of an incident, key internal and external messages will be shared between agencies to ensure consistency.



Environment Canterbury will bring the agencies together at six-monthly intervals to keep inventories, knowledge and relationships up-to-date.
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SUBMISSION to the INQUIRY PANEL for the GOVERNMENT INQUIRY
into HAVELOCK NORTH DRINKING WATER by ENVIRONMENT
CANTERBURY - STAGE TWO
INTRODUCTION
1.

Environment Canterbury thanks the Inquiry Panel for the opportunity to submit on the
issues identified as part of Stage Two in the Government Inquiry into Havelock North
Drinking Water.

2.

The following submission is made in order to give Environment Canterbury's
perspective on the Stage Two issues in relation to its roles, functions and
responsibilities affecting drinking water supply.

CONTEXT
3.

Environment Canterbury is the regional council for the largest geographical region in
New Zealand. Canterbury has an estimated 586,500 residents (at 30 June 2015), or
13% of the national population, making it the second most populated region in New
Zealand after Auckland.

4.

The consenting of drinking water, both through surface and groundwater takes, forms
an important aspect of Environment Canterbury's role in relation to the provision of
drinking water.

5.

In accordance with its functions, Environment Canterbury also monitors and tests the
quality of water at source in/on the ground to further understand the region's water
and enforces consent compliance for those activities that may impact on water
quality. Environment Canterbury also regulates activities that may have an impact on
water quality and must comply with the National Environmental Standards for
Sources of Human Drinking Water 2007 (NES).

6.

Further, Environment Canterbury's planning policies and rules restrict activities in
areas where drinking water is directly extracted or is recharging through the
identification of protection zones. These source protection zones are addressed
further below in the context of some of the specific issues identified by the Inquiry in
its Stage Two investigation.

7.

Environment Canterbury works in close collaboration with the 10 territorial authorities
and two District Health Boards in the Canterbury region, given the interrelated
functions of each entity in relation to drinking water.

8.

In response to the Havelock North campylobacter incident, the Canterbury Drinking
Water Reference Group (CDWRG or Group) was formed through the Canterbury
Mayoral Forum. The Group first met in October 2016. The Group draws together
key staff from district and city councils concerned with drinking water supply, the
Canterbury and South Canterbury District Health Boards and Environment
Canterbury. The Group has lodged a separate submission on Stage Two of the
Inquiry to the extent that the members of the Group have the same views on the
issues. There were differing views on some issues but significant common purpose
exists and is best evidenced by the progress the Group is making.

9.

This submission outlines Environment Canterbury's specific comments on the issues
raised by the Inquiry.

10.

In particular, Environment Canterbury comments on issues 8, 9, and 10 which
specifically relate to regional council consenting and the NES as the issues of
greatest relevance to its functions in relation to drinking water in the Canterbury
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region. The submission also makes some high level comments on issue 7 (water
supply entities) and issue 22 (emergency response plans).
11.

The submission focuses on issues associated with drinking water quality, rather than
allocation of drinking water, as these issues are most pertinent when considering the
protection of public health.

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
12.

The current division of responsibility between the various agencies responsible for
drinking water provides important checks and balances in the system. Environment
Canterbury does not consider that creating dedicated water supply entities would
provide a solution for better managing the risks associated with drinking water
supply. However, Environment Canterbury acknowledges that better collaboration
and co-operation between the existing entities is needed to ensure that incidents like
the Havelock North outbreak do not occur in the future. This was part of the impetus
for forming the CDWRG in the Canterbury region.

13.

While Environment Canterbury considers that the NES is the right vehicle for
outlining regional council responsibility for drinking water, there are some issues with
its scope and content, and also its implementation that need to be addressed.

14.

Environment Canterbury supports the introduction of spatially mapped source
protection zones through the NES in order to address some of the current
uncertainties and complexities associated with applying the NES in practice. It also
considers that its scope needs to be reviewed in relation to what water supplies it
applies to and also how land uses that have the potential to impact on drinking water
supplies are managed, by both regional councils and territorial authorities.

15.

One of the key challenges from Environment Canterbury's perspective relates to how
better collaboration and integration between the various stakeholders can be
achieved. Environment Canterbury considers that formalising arrangements such as
the CDWRG might be one way of achieving this.

16.

Overall, Environment Canterbury recognises the clear need to ensure drinking water
is protected. It considers that changes to the existing tools and framework (including
by extending the scope of the NES and addressing its interaction with the Health Act
1956) can be made which will deliver benefits to the community without incurring the
costs and complexities associated with mandating dedicated water supply entities.

17.

Environment Canterbury's detailed submission on these issues is set out as follows.

ISSUE 7 – SHOULD THERE BE DEDICATED WATER SUPPLY ENTITIES?
18.

Issue 7 identifies the potential for there to be dedicated drinking water supply entities
and asks for arguments in favour of, or against, a dedicated supply entity. While
Environment Canterbury is aware of the use of dedicated water supply entities, both
in New Zealand and overseas, it does not consider that mandating such entities will
have the effect of reducing the risks of similar contamination incidents occurring.

19.

Environment Canterbury considers that the creation of a further entity could result in
implementation and integration issues between those entities with different
responsibilities in relation to the provision of drinking water without addressing the
issues currently faced by drinking water suppliers.

20.

For example, it is unclear how the creation of further entities responsible for drinking
water could address the current funding issues faced by drinking water suppliers.
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21.

In addition, the creation of another entity, responsible for drinking water supply, could
further complicate the ability of councils to plan long term to ensure the quality of
drinking water supplies are protected. One of the key issues associated with
ensuring drinking water quality is protected relates to land use planning for activities
occurring near to drinking water supply sources that have the potential to cause
contamination. It is difficult to see how the mandatory creation of dedicated drinking
water suppliers would address this issue (and if anything could exacerbate the
implementation and integration issues by creating another agency).

22.

If dedicated water supply entities are to be created, then Environment Canterbury
strongly considers that the role of such entities would have to be limited to the supply
functions currently held by drinking water suppliers, rather than incorporating wider
planning and consenting functions of both regional councils and territorial authorities
under the RMA.

23.

If new dedicated water supply entities were created and given wider functions under
the RMA, it would remove the current multi-agency approach and the accountability
that this approach creates. It could also further fragment the approach taking to
planning under the RMA, by both territorial authorities and regional councils.
Environment Canterbury is highly concerned that the mechanisms under the current
system would be removed if there were to be dedicated water supply entities and that
the role of regional councils in relation to water would be significantly altered,
resulting in an increase in costs.

24.

For example if dedicated water supply entities were introduced and subsumed
regional council functions in relation to the allocation of water for drinking water, and
also water quality issues, it could fragment the current approach taken to the
management of water. One of the advantages of the current regulatory approach to
water more generally, is that the issues are considered in an integrated manner, with
issues affecting drinking water being considered alongside other allocation and water
quality issues for other supplies (for example water supply for hydroelectricity
generation, recreation and irrigation).

25.

It is also unclear whether the costs of introducing new dedicated water supply entities
would deliver any benefits in terms of the provision of drinking water, beyond those
benefits that could be achieved by making the improvements to the NES and
regulatory framework and its implementation already under consideration by the
Inquiry.

26.

If dedicated water supply entities are to be created, it is Environment Canterbury's
strong view that all functions and responsibilities in relation to drinking water should
not be subsumed by one entity for the reasons described above. However,
Environment Canterbury also recognises that better integration and collaboration
between the existing entities is required. As the submission below outlines, there is a
need to strengthen and enhance the tools already in existence.

ISSUE 8 – NES REGULATIONS
a) Does the nature and extent of regional councils’ responsibility for drinking water
need to be reviewed/extended?
27.

Generally speaking, Environment Canterbury considers that the nature and extent of
regional council responsibility for drinking water is appropriate and should not be
extended or amended.

28.

Regional council responsibility for drinking water reflects the functions of regional
councils under the RMA. Environment Canterbury does not support the extension of
regional council responsibilities for the same reasons that it does not support
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dedicated water supply entities. If regional council functions in relation to drinking
water were to be extended (for example, so that regional councils became the
suppliers of drinking water) it would have the potential to remove an important check
and balance in the process between the existing regional council functions and the
territorial authority and water supplier functions.
b) If so, are the NES Regulations the appropriate vehicle for achieving that
29.

At a broad level Environment Canterbury considers that the NES is the appropriate
vehicle for outlining regional council responsibilities in relation to drinking water.
However, Environment Canterbury considers that a range of improvements could be
made to both the NES itself and also its implementation by regional councils.

30.

As discussed further below, the scope of the NES needs to be extended in some
instances and it requires further clarity. This will help ensure the respective
responsibilities of regional councils, territorial authorities and District Health Boards
are clear to all stakeholders and ensure greater protection of drinking water for the
public.

31.

For example, the NES could provide further clarity by specifically outlining territorial
authority/supplier responsibilities in relation to drinking water. Environment
Canterbury considers that one of the challenges in relation to the provision of
drinking water is the lack of integration between regional council responsibilities
under the NES, and the responsibilities of suppliers and District Health Boards under
other legislation such as the Health Act. Extending the scope of the NES or creating
new legislation that set out the responsibilities, functions and powers of each agency
in relation to drinking water could help simplify the regulatory framework and also
consequently improve the implementation by the various agencies.

32.

While it is outside the scope of this submission to comment on all possible options for
improving the NES or other legislative change, Environment Canterbury would
welcome consultation on revisions to the NES and/or legislative change and a real
engagement process to enable all affected parties to comment on changes. As is
highlighted below, an issue with the current NES in practice is the cost that it places
on consent applicants undertaking activities that might affect existing drinking water
supplies. It will be important that this perspective is given consideration when
considering any changes to the regulatory framework applying to drinking water.

c) Issues arising out of the application of the NES in practice; have the NES
Regulations served their intended purpose
33.

Environment Canterbury considers that the NES Regulations have gone a
considerable way to serving their intended purpose, although there are some issues
with both the scope of the Regulations and also their implementation. Environment
Canterbury welcomes the Inquiry as providing an opportunity to ensure that the NES
is fit for purpose.

34.

Prior to the introduction of the NES, the potential effects on drinking water supply
associated with surrounding activities was considered on an ad hoc basis and relied
on regional councils having robust planning frameworks in place to address these
issues.

35.

The NES has gone a considerable way to addressing these issues by providing
specific mechanisms both in the consenting (for example, under regulations 7, 8 and
12) and planning context (under regulation 10) for these issues to be assessed at
relevant times (i.e. when a new activity is established near an existing abstraction
point).
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36.

However, it is noted that one of the key challenges Environment Canterbury
experiences in practice is the necessary reliance on modelling to assess whether an
activity is likely to breach a determinand level.

37.

In order to implement the NES, councils must rely on modelling in often uncertain
environments (for example, uncertain aquifer behaviour) resulting in uncertainty and
ambiguity about the nature and likelihood of effects and also greater expense for
applicants and/or councils.

38.

This is contrary to the assumption in the draft NES Implementation Guidance, which
indicates it should not be onerous for applicants to assess these matters (i.e. Steps 4
& 5). The proposed use of source protection zones which is addressed below would
be one way of increasing certainty for councils and the community alike when it
comes to managing surrounding land uses and activities that have the potential to
affect drinking water supplies.

39.

Environment Canterbury also supports changes being made to the NES to clarify the
extent to which surrounding activities can increase concentrations in drinking water
supplies.

d) What should be the scope and effect of the NES Regulations; are they too
narrowly cast?
40.

There are two key aspects of the NES Regulations that Environment Canterbury
consider could be too narrowly cast.

41.

The first aspect is the scope of the NES in relation to the water supplies it applies to.
At present, the NES only refers to water supplies registered by the Ministry of Health.
The type of supplies that are required to be registered by the Ministry of Health
exclude some key supplies. In Canterbury there are a number of supplies that are
not required to be registered because the supplies are self-suppliers (for example,
camping grounds and some marae1).

42.

The supplies that must be registered by the Ministry of Health should be extended to
all water suppliers that supply over 25 people for more than 60 calendar days a year.
Environment Canterbury also considers that the Regulations should apply to all
supplies that are required to be registered, rather than making distinctions in
Regulations 7, 8, 9 and 10 and 11 and 12 depending on the number of people being
supplied.

43.

It is noted that if the water supplies required to be registered were extended to
include all water supplies supplying over 25 people for more than 60 calendar days a
year, this would have consequences (i.e. resources and financial) both for
Environment Canterbury but also other agencies, including suppliers (e.g. there
would be additional compliance obligations for certain suppliers not currently required
to be registered). However, it is considered that the benefit of ensuring a wider level
of protection for the community outweighs these costs. Additional costs on regional
councils would have to be taken into account through long term and annual planning
processes.

44.

As set out below, Environment Canterbury also considers that Regulations 7 and 8
should be broadened to apply to certain land use consents.

Marae fall into various categories of drinking water suppliers, including community supplies,
specified self-supply and network supplies. Each category has different legal requirements.
Registration would assist with consistency
1
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e) Is the current trigger for engagement of NES protections (activity likely to affect
water in specified ways) workable and appropriate; should it be replaced, or
complimented by a spatial criterion such as the stipulation of a "source protection
zone" [see 10 f below re delineation of "catchment"]
45.

The current trigger levels do create some uncertainty. In particular, it is difficult to
establish the impact of an activity on determinand levels, particularly with regard to
diffuse discharges, prior to authorising an activity. This requires applicants and/or
councils to undertake (expensive) modelling which is inherently uncertain.

46.

In Canterbury, Environment Canterbury has sought to overcome some of the
uncertainties by creating source protection zones (called Community Drinking-water
Protection Zones) through the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP).

47.

Under the LWRP, all community drinking water supplies that are for no fewer than 25
people for not less than 60 days each calendar year (and are registered with the
Ministry of Health) or are listed in a schedule to the LWRP are defined as being a
Community Drinking-water Supply.

48.

The extent of the protection zone for the supply is determined either through the
resource consent for the supply, or in the interim through a formula in the LWRP. In
Canterbury the source protection zones have been developed to address pathogens
(as the highest-risk contaminant). The extent of the source protection zone is
designed to ensure any pathogens die in the time taken for water (containing the
pathogens) from outside the source protection zone to reach the drinking water
intake point.

49.

The rules in the LWRP then link back to these zones. For example, discharges of
contaminants to water, or land, where the discharge may impact on the zones, are
not permitted activities and require resource consent. The zones have the benefit of
highlighting where particular scrutiny under the NES is required. This is beneficial for
consents planners when processing applications for resource consent as it ensures
that the effects on existing water supplies are considered when the application is
processed. The source protection zones also help remove some of the scientific
uncertainty as the zones are designed to be developed at the time a supply source is
consented and take into account the particular characteristics for the abstraction
point. For example, shallower bores tend to have larger source protection zones,
given that water (and pathogens) have a shorter path from land to the intake point.
This means that at the time an application for resource consent which may impact on
an existing drinking water supply is processed, there is already readily accessible
scientific knowledge regarding the bore and how it may be affected by the new
activity.

50.

Environment Canterbury considers that there would be some merit in the NES
requiring all community drinking water supplies to have spatial "source protection
zone". This would require all community water supply owners, together with regional
councils, to determine a site specific source protection zone-based on site specific
factors and treatment levels. This would involve a scientific assessment and would
require the assistance of Ministry of Health and other interested stakeholders in
developing the model framework.

51.

While Environment Canterbury considers that source protection zones could provide
some additional protection, it is noted that such zones are not fool proof and the
zones would not necessarily address the existing difficulties around predicting effects
from new activities. There is also the possibility for activities outside protection zones
to continue to affect drinking water supplies. Changes to address the identification
and management of risky bores are also addressed below.
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f) What changes, if any, should be made to regulations 7/8
52.

At present Regulations 7 and 8 require that regional councils do not grant water
permits or discharge permits for activities upstream of an abstraction point where
they have the potential to impact on drinking water quality.

53.

There are two issues with the current regulations that require consideration.

54.

First, the Regulations only apply to water and discharge permits, but not land use
consents granted under section 9 of the RMA or subdivision consents under section
11. Land use activities also have the potential to affect water supply and
consideration should be given to extending Regulations 7 and 8 to include certain
land use consents granted by both regional councils and territorial authorities.

55.

At present the Regulations only apply at the time a discharge consent is sought from
the regional council. In the case of new subdivisions, the regional council can be
faced with the situation where new subdivision and land use consents have already
been granted by a territorial authority and it receives individual discharge consents
for discharges from wastewater systems from each lot. Individually, each discharge
permit is unlikely to trigger Regulations 7 and 8, while the cumulative and combined
effects of the discharges from each lot in the subdivision can be much greater and
have the potential to affect down-stream drinking water sources.

56.

To address this, Environment Canterbury recommends that regulations 7 and 8 could
be extended (potentially in conjunction with the use of source protection zones) to
require that regional councils and territorial authorities not grant land use and
subdivision consents within the source protection zone of an abstraction point if the
activity is going to increase the concentration of determinands in water by a specified
amount.

57.

Secondly, in situations where water is not tested or does not currently meet health
quality criteria, Regulation 8 provides that councils must not grant an upstream water
permit or discharge permit if it is likely to "increase the concentration of any
determinands in the water at the abstraction point by more than a minor amount".

58.

This phrase is not defined in the NES and is therefore open to a variety of
interpretations of what constitutes "more than a minor amount". In practice, and
bearing in mind some of the uncertainties inherent in water quality modelling, it can
be difficult for a regional council to establish whether an upstream discharge or water
permit will increase the concentration of determinands over this threshold.
Consideration should be given to defining what increases are acceptable.

g) What changes, if any, should be made to regulation 10?
59.

Regulation 10 of the NES places certain limitations on permitted activity rules for
activities upstream of abstraction points. In certain circumstances a regional council
must not include a rule in a plan (under sections 9, 13, 14, or 15 of the RMA) as a
permitted activity unless the council is satisfied that the activity is not likely to
increase the concentration of any determinands in water at the abstraction point by
"more than a minor amount".

60.

Again, this phrase is not defined in the NES and it can be difficult for a regional
council to be satisfied whether or not a permitted activity rule is likely to have this
effect.

61.

Environment Canterbury recommends that consideration be given by the Inquiry to
amending the NES to provide clarity regarding the phrase "... more than minor…" to
avoid the potential for different interpretation by different councils and the resulting
uncertainty. Again, the use of source protection zones, within which certain activities
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are not permitted, could be a way of reducing the current uncertainties and could
standardise and better align the current approaches to implementation.
h) What changes, if any, should be made to regulation 12?
62.

Regulation 12 applies to an activity that has the potential to affect a registered
drinking water supply for no fewer than 25 people for not less than 60 days in the
calendar year. It requires consent conditions to be placed on resource consent
applications that may have a significant effect on the quality of water at an
abstraction point. The NES provides that the condition must require the consent
holder to notify the supply operator and consent authority in an event where the
supply is likely to be affected.

63.

Environment Canterbury supports Regulation 12 in its current form in the NES.
However, one issue that the Inquiry may wish to consider further is in relation to the
provision of alternative water sources where an event means that the drinking water
source is rendered unsuitable because of an upstream activity. Environment
Canterbury has in some instances imposed conditions on resource consents for
activities that require not only notice be given to the supply operator, but also that an
alternative supply be provided. If the NES required such a condition, it could avoid
arguments with consent applicants over such conditions. Again, enhancing
Regulation 12 in this way would strengthen the existing tools in the NES and enable
greater drinking water protection.

i)
64.

j)
65.

Should the definition of "upstream" be amended?
A water abstraction can contain water sourced from multiple directions not just the
upstream direction which will have the greatest influence. Rather than referring to
'upstream' the Regulations should refer to activities located within a "source
protection zone", assuming source protection zones are introduced (see above).
Environment Canterbury supports the creation of such protection zones.
Should the definition of "abstraction point" be amended?
Environment Canterbury considers that definition of "abstraction point" does not
require amendment.

k) Should the NES regulations apply to an application by a drinking water supplier
for a water permit. If so, what changes are needed to make this clear.
66.

The NES Regulations could be extended to apply to an application by a drinking
water supplier for a water permit. In particular, if mandatory source protection zones
were created, then it is likely that the NES would need to be amended to ensure that
these are set at the time any new supply water permit is granted.

67.

In addition, if the Ministry for the Environment was minded to introduce regulations
outlining further matters in relation to supply and the supplier's responsibilities, then it
is Environment Canterbury's preference that these are included in the NES, rather
than creating a separate document detailing these.

l)
68.

Is there sufficient awareness of the NES Regulations by regional and district
councils; if not what steps by MfE or others should be taken?
In Environment Canterbury's experience, the issue of awareness does not relate to
the regional or district councils. However, there is sometimes insufficient awareness
by other parties, in particular consent applicants whose activities may impact on an
existing drinking water supply.
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69.

This is particularly relevant as often there is some resistance by consent applicants
to assessing effects of their activities on existing water supplies, particularly due to
the cost associated with the further assessments.

70.

In terms of raising the awareness of the NES and its requirements, Environment
Canterbury does not consider that this is MfE's role alone. Environment Canterbury,
through its CDWRG collaboration, also recognises and supports the need to
communicate drinking water responsibilities to our communities. Environment
Canterbury and the CDWRG intend to create a co-ordinated campaign with key
messages which will lift the awareness across our stakeholders and communities so
that we can better ensure our collective drinking water responsibilities are met.

m) What changes, if any, should be made to the current draft NES User’s Guide
(CB75); should any of its contents be codified in the regulations
71.

The draft NES Users Guide does not adequately consider the potential costs to
resource consent applicants where their activities may impact an existing drinking
water supply. The material should be reviewed and consideration given to providing
applicants and councils with guidance on exactly what is required in terms of
assessment rather than simply leaving it to applicants and councils to determine on a
case by case basis. This would provide all parties with clarity on what is required and
establish likely costs.

n) Role of collaboration/consultation/monitoring in relation to NES Regulations; do
these need to be regulated. Relationship between s69U Health Act and regional
councils’ responsibilities
72.

Environment Canterbury considers that collaboration and successful relationships
between territorial authorities, regional councils and District Health Boards is highly
relevant to ensuring that the NES is met.

73.

There are two particular options that the Inquiry should consider. The first option is
mandatory consultation with District Health Boards, Drinking Water Assessors and
territorial authorities in relation to consent applications lodged that relate to a source
protection zone (assuming that source protection zones are introduced). This is
addressed further below under Issue 9 (e).

74.

As set out in the context to this submission, in response to the Havelock North
Inquiry, Environment Canterbury, along with the territorial authorities and District
Health Boards in the region formed the CDWRG. One of its tasks was to identify
high-risk drinking water supplies, alongside current measures/plans to mitigate or
eliminate risks. While the Group has been created voluntarily, one option the Inquiry
might like to consider is whether councils are required to form joint committees (or
similar working groups) to assess drinking water risks and source protection issues,
including monitoring issues, on an ongoing basis. Obviously this will have funding
implications that will also need to be considered. However, these costs are lesser
compared to other structural or institutional options and would still ensure improved
drinking water outcomes.

ISSUE 9 – CONSENTING BY REGIONAL COUNCIL
a) What changes in approach, if any, should be made to a regional council’s
assessment of a drinking water supplier’s application for a water permit?
75.

Environment Canterbury does not consider that there are any fundamental issues
associated with the way applications for a drinking water supply are assessed.
However, under the current framework a regional council’s assessment of a drinking
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water supplier’s application for a water permit will currently be dependent on the
individual regional council and their planning framework.
76.

If national standardisation was sought, then this could be addressed in the NES (or
potentially in the new National Planning Standards when these are introduced).

b) What changes, if any, should be made to regional councils’ approach to imposing
conditions on such permits?
77.

Environment Canterbury does not consider that changes are required to the
approach taken by regional councils to imposing conditions on a drinking water
supplier's water permit.

78.

Environment Canterbury understands that the Inquiry might be minded to consider
whether conditions placed on water take and use consents should address matters
associated with whether water suppliers are meeting their obligations under the
Health Act. Based on the existing legislative framework under the RMA and the
Health Act Environment Canterbury does not consider it appropriate (or lawful) to
attach conditions to water take and use consents in relation to testing water quality in
order to ensure that water suppliers meet their obligations under the Health Act 1956.
It considers that it has sufficient authority in terms of the types of conditions it can
impose and that these address the environmental effects associated with permits to
take water for community supply (which reflects regional council functions in relation
to drinking water).

c) In relation to permit conditions, what compliance monitoring approach should
regional councils be required to undertake or provide for?
79.

As is discussed further below under Issue 10 (g), one of the challenges for regional
councils is actually being made aware of potential issues in relation to the
compliance with the conditions of water supply consents.

80.

To address this activities that may affect a water supply (in Environment Canterbury’s
case within a Community Drinking Water Protection Zone) should be monitored more
regularly depending on their risk to the supply. Monitoring should not be limited to
the water supply consent; rather, an holistic approach should be taken to maintain
documented records of any other consents for activities (within a Community
Drinking Water Protection Zone) that have non-compliance and the potential to affect
a water supply.

81.

It is noted that through the adoption of a working group or joint committee approach it
may also be possible to introduce systems that work together, across the entities, to
enable better sharing of information and data.

d) Should Regional Councils consider the potential for increased risks for drinking
water when granting resource consents for controlled activities
82.

Regional councils should consider the potential for increased risks when the status of
the activity is set rather than at the decision stage for controlled activity consents.
Controlled activities cannot be refused and therefore should not be used when the
activity has the potential to contravene the NES Regulations.

83.

Environment Canterbury's planning framework addresses this by not permitting
discharges within Community Water Drinking Protection Zones. Generally, the
default status of an activity located within Community Water Drinking Protection
Zones is restricted discretionary. This enables the effects of the discharge to be
specifically considered and if necessary consent can be declined. The NES could
potentially mandate that certain discharges or activities in a source protection zone
must not be permitted or controlled activities.
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e) Should Regional Councils notify the DHB and DWAs of all resource consent
applications with the potential to impact upon drinking water sources
84.

It is unclear whether this issue refers to 'notification' in the formal sense under the
RMA. Environment Canterbury does not consider that formal public or limited
notification of consent applications that have the potential to impact upon drinking
water sources should be mandated. However, Environment Canterbury sees
benefits in formalising 'consultation' with District Health Boards and Drinking Water
Assessors so that both entities are advised of any applications that have the potential
to impact a supply.

85.

Consent applicants could be required to show how any comments from the District
Health Board or Drinking Water Assessors have been taken into account in the
application. This could apply to applications lodged for discharges and other
specified activities in supply protection zones.

ISSUE 10 – REGIONAL COUNCILS' APPROACH TO FIRST BARRIER
PROTECTION FOR DRINKING WATER – OTHER THAN UNDER NES
REGULATIONS
a) Should first barrier protection be accorded greater recognition and endorsement?
86.

Environment Canterbury considers that first barrier protection is an important way of
ensuring drinking water quality.

87.

However, it considers that the tools are already available in the RMA framework
(through the suite of plan provisions, consenting, monitoring and compliance action),
subject to potentially introducing compulsory source protection zones.

b) Should regional councils have responsibilities for drinking water in addition to
those in the NES Regulations
88.

Not specifically, however, as set out above, Environment Canterbury considers that
the NES Regulations should be extended to address land uses so that water quality
can be protected before abstraction.

c) Should the current indirect or co-incidental responsibility under the RMA be made
more direct in respect of drinking water (this will overlap with the NES Regs
issues, but may not be limited to the NES Regs regime)
89.

Environment Canterbury does not consider that its functions that relate to drinkingwater are indirect or co-incidental and generally considers that there is a clear
delineation of responsibility under the existing legislation. It considers that the issue
relates more to the implementation by the different agencies.

90.

As set out above, Environment Canterbury considers that there would be some
benefit in all responsibilities, functions and powers of the different agencies in relation
to drinking water being regulated via one instrument (for example, either via the NES
Regulations or other legislation).

d) Should regional councils’ responsibility for the protection of drinking water
sources extend to collaboration and consultation with other relevant parties in the
drinking water supply system
91.

Yes, Environment Canterbury agrees that in order to fulfil its functions in relation to
drinking water, at times it will require collaboration and consultation with other
relevant parties. For example, regional councils and territorial authorities need to talk
closely about land use changes occurring (such as subdivision of land or changes to
zoning) where this has the potential to impact on existing drinking water sources.
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92.

Better collaboration would also help ensure that best practice and 'lessons learned'
were shared amongst stakeholders.

93.

It would also assist with emergency planning and help ensure that knowledge was
shared and prioritisation given to those supplies where improvement is needed. In
our experience collaboration/information sharing of this nature helps ensure
necessary action is actually undertaken (due to the name and shame effect).

94.

Possible options to facilitate better collaboration and consultation are set out above
under Issue 8(n).

e) Should the regulatory regime provide for a catchment protection plan and, if so,
how should such a plan be prepared and administered?
95.

We have interpreted this reference to catchment protection plans as relating to what
we term "source protection zone" rather than the traditional catchment definition (i.e.
a basin bounded by natural features).

96.

As explained above, Environment Canterbury does see some benefit in source
protection zones as an effective way of protecting drinking water. Any such plans
based on these zones would require input from territorial authorities along with other
parties. National regulation would likely be needed to ensure all councils introduced
such plans. However, as noted above, Environment Canterbury does not consider
such plans would be a panacea to the issues and implementation will at times still
face challenges due to the complexity of these issues (for example the scientific
uncertainty inherent in predicting effects on aquifers). This is an example, where
other tools, such as joint working groups, are important to ensure complex issues are
addressed.

97.

This highlights that is not that a single tool or entity can be implemented to better
ensure drinking water supply is protected, but rather a suite of improvements needs
to be made to the NES Regulations and their implementation by all stakeholders.

f) In relation to the responsibilities of all agencies for catchment protection, how
should "catchment" be delineated or defined?
98.

Environment Canterbury considers that "catchments" would need to be developed
based on the characteristics of the supply that is sought to be protected.

99.

As noted above, Environment Canterbury has developed its source protection zones
based on pathogens (as the highest risk contaminant). However, it is acknowledged
that source protection zones can be developed for a range of contaminants.
Essentially the source protection zone is drawn to protect a source (including both
bores and surface water sources) from a particular contaminant. If the contaminant
gets into the ground within a source protection zone, it could reach the source intake,
but if it is in the ground outside the source protection zone, then it is likely to be too
far away.

100.

A similar approach is to use one-year time-of-travel approach. In other words, water
within the source protection zone can reach the intake within less than a year, but
water outside the zone takes more than a year to reach the intake. The rationale is
that pathogens cannot survive for a year, so they will die by the time they reach the
intake.

101.

In developing source protection zones, or catchment protection plans, catchments
would need to be defined taking into account the characteristics of the aquifer, its
location, the surrounding land uses and the contaminants which the drinking water is
at most risk of being contaminated by. It is important to consider surface water
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sources in addition to bores, as surface water takes can also be vulnerable to
contamination.
g) Should any changes be made to regional councils’ knowledge and management of
potentially risky bores and other risk activities in the catchment area
102.

One of the real challenges in managing drinking water supply and in particular first
barrier protection relates to what actions are taken to identify 'risky bores' and also
what is done to address any risks.

103.

At the outset is it noted that the greatest risks arise in relation to older bores. For
example, under Environment Canterbury's planning framework new bores have to be
drilled by accredited suppliers, or require resource consent. This means that
generally the Council is well aware of the risks and can utilise the range of existing
enforcement tools as necessary.

104.

For older bores, one of the challenges is actually being aware of the risk in the first
place.

105.

Identifying risky bores or water supplies (from a drinking water perspective) can be
difficult because at present the monitoring of supplies themselves is done by the
supply owners and/or drinking water assessors. Further monitoring by regional
councils of other wells or locations in the vicinity of a drinking water supply intake
does not usually help to identify what is going on at the supply itself.

106.

In order to address drinking water risks, Environment Canterbury considers that a
more integrated approach is required.

107.

Currently, in the Canterbury region these risks are being addressed in an integrated
way through the creation of the Group. The Group (and Environment Canterbury)
consider that there might be some merit in considering whether drinking water groups
or joint committees should be formally required under legislation so that monitoring
and compliance issues can be considered in a holistic manner by all key agencies.
This would allow monitoring results from the suppliers themselves to be considered
alongside State of the Environment monitoring and other investigative and consent
monitoring undertaken by regional councils from time to time.

108.

One issue in particular that Environment Canterbury considers needs addressing is
the fact that presently District Health Boards and Drinking Water Assessors are not
required to notify regional councils when there is a failure to meet a drinking water
standard. While in practice notification generally occurs (and this has been facilitated
by the Group) Environment Canterbury strongly considers that notification should be
mandatory so that the regional council can take action to consider what surrounding
activities might be impacting on the supply. Consideration should also be given to
whether or not District Health Boards and Drinking Water Assessors should be
required to report more broadly on a periodic basis regarding compliance with
drinking water standards.

109.

Our experience with the Group to date is that trust has built between the
stakeholders whereby self-disclosure in a voluntary capacity arises. The joint
approach is also important as it allows joint solutions to be developed, which
recognise the different functions and responsibilities of the stakeholders. With further
refinement and greater direction to have such groups, the protection of drinking water
will be enhanced.

110.

The other issue that requires consideration is whether regional councils and the other
entities concerned have the necessary tools to manage and address systematic
issues when a 'risky' bore has been identified.
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111.

While the current suite of enforcement tools is appropriate for dealing with site
specific issues, the management of risky bore becomes more challenging when the
bore or water source is at risk from a range of activities.

112.

For example, at present if water supply is being impacted by the cumulative effects of
surrounding land uses, tools such as plan reviews and consent reviews are
extremely time consuming and expensive to implement.

113.

Other tools sometimes are not sufficient to compel water suppliers to take action.
For example, Environment Canterbury's planning framework requires bores to be
properly sealed and where risky bores are identified, Environment Canterbury
actively encourages them to be sealed. However, water suppliers can sometimes
be reluctant to take steps that could address the issue.

114.

Environment Canterbury would support the development of tools or regulatory
mechanisms that provided for risks to be identified (potentially through mandatory
working groups) alongside tools to ensure that suppliers then take appropriate action
to mitigate those risks, including securing the intake, defining a source protection
zone, monitoring the supply, and treating as appropriate.

h) Is it sufficient that regional councils’ knowledge and management is carried out
through their SOE monitoring or is more specific action required?
115.

At present information about bores and potential contamination comes from a
number of sources including State of the Environment (SOE) monitoring, consent
monitoring and monitoring by District Health Boards and Drinking Water Assessors
for compliance with the Drinking Water Standards.

116.

SOE monitoring does not currently directly cover drinking water supplies, nor is it
intended to. Environment Canterbury does consider that there could be some
benefit in SOE monitoring being more targeted to drinking water. By doing so, this
could help provide another source of information in terms of identifying risky water
sources.

117.

However, it is noted that regional council knowledge and management is not limited
to SOE monitoring and compliance investigations are undertaken when issues with
consent compliance are identified. Any changes made to the regulatory framework
address the management of information needs to recognise that information in
relation to bores and their risks is not held by one entity. Again, Environment
Canterbury sees a working group or joint committee approach as advantageous as it
allows all information to be considered, including information in relation to surface
water which has its own risks, and appropriate actions agreed in light of the
information.

118.

As set out above, Environment Canterbury considers that through the adoption of a
working group or joint committee approach it may also be possible to introduce
systems that work together, across the entities, to enable better sharing of
information and data relating to drinking water supply.

i)

Are any changes desirable in relation to the involvement of, and responsibility by,
the Ministry for the Environment in respect of drinking water?

119.

j)

Any further role for MfE should be limited to setting standards and ensuring that State
of the Environment monitoring programmes adequately address drinking water
monitoring.

Should there be greater guidance and/or education of regional councils in respect
of their role in drinking water?
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120.

MfE could provide guidance and tools to regional councils, territorial authorities and
the broader public so that consent applicants are not caught out by requirements. As
noted above, Environment Canterbury also considers that it has an important role to
play in educating our communities about the requirements under the NES.

ISSUE 22 – EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS
121.

Environment Canterbury specifically recognises the need for emergency response
plans (ERPs) and the key role these play in managing outbreaks.

122.

Environment Canterbury recognises that this is a multi-agency issue and specifically
endorses the submission made by the CDWRG in relation to ERPs.

123.

The Group has noted the importance of including emergency response plans in
CDEM processes, including Civil Defence simulations. This is deemed a priority by
the Group and illustrates how current mechanisms, aligned with a requirement for
such groups, can generate improved drinking water outcomes for communities.

CONCLUSION
124.

Environment Canterbury thanks the Inquiry for providing an opportunity to comment
on the important issues being considered.

125.

Environment Canterbury would be happy to assist the Inquiry further if the Panel has
any questions arising from this submission or requires any further information.

FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES:
Please contact:
Dr Stefanie Rixecker
Director Science
Stefanie.rixecker@ecan.govt.nz
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8.3. Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan Appointment of
Final Hearing Panel Member

Council Report

Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Portfolio Councillors
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2017
Biodiversity & Biosecurity
Roberts, Cranwell, Lambie
Verity Halkett
Strategy Advisor, Strategic Programmes
Katherine Trought
Portfolio Director, Biodiversity and Biosecurity
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Key points






The Proposal for the Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan (the Proposal) was
notified on 3 June 2017.
A hearing panel will be required to hear submissions on the Proposal, which will require
a delegation of powers.
On 16 June 2017, Council appointed Councillors Cynthia Roberts, Iaean Cranwell and
Tom Lambie (Chairperson for the hearing) as hearing panel members and noted that an
additional hearing panel member will be appointed before the hearing of submissions on
the Proposal.
It is proposed that a technical expert external to Environment Canterbury be appointed
as the fourth and final member of the hearing panel.

Purpose
1. This report seeks a Council decision to;
a. appoint the fourth member of the hearing panel to hear and make recommendations
on submissions on the Proposal and progress the necessary plan making steps
under the Biosecurity Act 1993; and
b. delegate to the hearing panel the necessary powers, functions and duties under the
Biosecurity Act 1993.

Value proposition
2. Delegating powers to a hearing panel will enable the progress of the Proposal through
the statutory process. The proposed fourth member will bring technical pest
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management expertise to the hearings process and complete the selection of the four
person hearing panel.

Recommendations
That the Council:
3. Acting under clause 32 of Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act 2002:
a. Appoints John Simmons as a member of the hearing panel on the Proposal
for the Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan under the Biosecurity
Act 1993;
b. Further to its resolutions of 16 June 2017, delegates to John Simmons
jointly with Councillors Tom Lambie, Cynthia Roberts and Iaean Cranwell:
i. all the powers, functions and duties of the Council set out in Sections 72
to 74 (excluding Section 72(5)) and Sections 100D (6)(b) of the
Biosecurity Act 1993, in respect of the Proposal for the Canterbury
Regional Pest Management Plan;
ii. the powers, functions and duties of the Council set out in Sections 75(1)
and (2) of the Biosecurity Act 1993 to prepare a written report on the
Plan.
c. Directs that the persons named in (b) above provide recommendations to
Council as to Council's decision on the Plan.

Background
Hearing Panel Process
4. On 25 May 2017, Council resolved to publicly notify the Proposal for submissions. This
involved confirming the first three steps in Table 1 below.
5. The submission period ran from 3 June to 3 July. It is proposed that submissions will be
heard by the hearing panel in September 2017.
6. It is proposed that an external technical expert is appointed to provide technical
knowledge and complete the membership of the hearing panel. Mr Simmons has
indicated his availability and willingness to be a hearing panel member and is
recommended by staff on account of his technical expertise and experience.
7. The hearing panel will undertake the third to fifth steps of the plan making process
under the Biosecurity Act 1993, and make recommendations to Council as part of the
sixth step, as outlined in Table 1 below.
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8. Following the hearing, the hearing panel will decide whether it is satisfied that
consultation required under section 72(1) of the Act has occurred and that the issues
raised in all of the consultation undertaken on the Proposal have been considered in
accordance with section 73(1).
9. If it is satisfied in accordance with section 73(1), the hearing panel will then approve the
preparation of a plan. A draft plan will be prepared by Council staff in accordance with
sections 73 and 74 of the Biosecurity Act 1993 and provided to the hearing panel. The
hearing panel will satisfy itself on the contents of the plan and its requirements, before
making recommendations to Council on the submissions lodged and the plan.
Table 1

Steps to “make” a regional pest management plan under the Biosecurity Act 1993
and Environment Canterbury’s approximate timeframes

Prior to public
notification of the
Proposal for the
Canterbury
Regional Pest
Management
Plan

S70, First step

Plan is initiated by a proposal
(s70 prescribes the matters that
must be set out in the Proposal)

25 May 2017

S71, Second step

Satisfaction on requirements
(matters the Council must
consider and be satisfied with
when it approves the Proposal)

25 May 2017

S72, Third step

Council is satisfied with
consultation, or requires further
consultation to be undertaken (for
example through public
notification of the Proposal)

25 May 2017

Public notification of the proposal, receipt of submissions

3 June to 3 July 2017

Hearing of submissions

September 2017

After public
notification and
the hearing on
the Proposal for
the Canterbury
Regional Pest
Management
Plan

S73, Fourth step

Approval of preparation of a plan
and decision on the management
agency (the hearing panel issues
a minute)

October/November 2017

S74, Fifth step

Satisfaction on contents of the
plan and requirements (included
in hearing panel report to Council
as per sixth step)

December 2017

S75, Sixth step

Hearing panel recommendations
to Council on submissions and
the plan.

December 2017

Council makes decision on plan.

Financial implications
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10. Costs for public notification and holding the hearing can be met within existing budgets
for the 2017-18 financial years.
11. Based on similar RMA hearing processes, the cost to undertake the hearing could be
between $300,000 and $500,000. This will depend largely on the configuration of the
hearing panel, the number of submissions received on the notified Proposal and the
number of people wishing to be heard in support of their submission.

Legal compliance and risk assessment
12. External legal oversight and advice has been provided throughout the development of
the Proposal, in particular to ensure that the Proposal and processes followed comply
with the Biosecurity Act 1993 (including the National Policy Direction for Pest
Management 2015), the Local Government Act 2002 and the Local Government
(Rating) Act 2002.
13. This report does not introduce any new risks into the Regional Pest Management Plan
review process.

Significance and engagement
14. The Proposal was available for public submission between 3 June and 3 July.
Submissions will be heard by the hearing panel in September 2017.

Consistency with council policy
15. This report does not propose a departure from Council policy.
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8.4. Urban Development Indicators quarterly monitoring report for
Greater Christchurch

Council Report
Date of Meeting
Portfolio
Portfolio Councillors
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2017
Transport, Greater Christchurch Rebuild And Urban Development
Bedford, Roberts, Skelton
Chrissie Williams
Principal Strategy Advisor
Jill Atkinson
Director, Strategy and Planning
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek Council endorsement of the first Urban
Development Indicators quarterly monitoring report for Greater Christchurch, prepared
as a requirement of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity
(NPS-UDC).

Value proposition
2.

Environment Canterbury is required to give effect to all National Policy Statements.
Council endorsing and approving this first quarterly report gives effect to Policy PC6 of
the NPS-UDC.

Recommendations
That the Council
a.

Endorses and approves the first Greater Christchurch Urban Development
Indicators quarterly monitoring report and the monitoring indicators used in the
report.

b.

Agrees that the framework established for the first Urban Development
Indicators quarterly monitoring report shall form the basis for future reports,
with staff and the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee approved to
make adjustments to the report as appropriate unless Council directs or decides
otherwise.

c.

Agrees that the quarterly monitoring reports will be published on the Greater
Christchurch website.
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Proposal
3.

The NPS-UDC directs all local authorities to provide sufficient development capacity for
housing and business growth to meet demand in the short (3 years), medium (10 years)
and long term (30 years).

4.

Key deliverables and timeframes required by the NPS-UDC are:
 quarterly monitoring of a range of market indicators (commencing June 2017)
 a housing and business development capacity assessment (by December 2017)
 setting minimum targets for housing in regional policy statement and district plans
(December 2018)

5.

The NPS-UDC requires local authorities to begin monitoring a range of market
indicators on a quarterly basis from June 2017. It encourages local authorities to publish
the results of this monitoring.

6.

Partner staff have worked collaboratively to prepare the first Urban Development
Indicators quarterly monitoring report, included as an Attachment to this report.

7.

The indicators specified in the NPS-UDS (Policy PB6) are:
 prices and rents for housing, residential land and business land by location and type;
 the number of resource consents and building consents granted for urban
development relative to the growth in population; and
 indicators of housing affordability.

8.

To assist councils in meeting this requirement the Ministry for Business, Innovation and
Employment and the Ministry for the Environment have made available certain data via
a new Development Capacity Dashboard. The attached report uses data from this
Dashboard and supplements this with data from Statistics New Zealand and other
sources particularly in relation to business indicators. The report includes clarifying
notes and observations to help provide an overall picture of what the indicators might
mean in the local context, and suggests possible improvements for future reports.

Financial implications
Giving effect to the NPS-UDC requires additional resources. These are provided through the
Council’s contribution to the Greater Christchurch Partnership.

Legal compliance and risk assessment
Council has a requirement to give effect to the NPS-UDC. Legal advice provided to the
Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee (GCPC) advises that reports presented to and
endorsed by the GCPC also need to be endorsed or approved by each local authority. If the
resolutions in this Council paper are approved, then Council endorsement or approval for
subsequent quarterly reports would be through the GCPC.
Any risk arising from publishing inaccurate or incomplete information is mitigated by the
inclusion of an appropriate disclaimer in the report.

Significance and engagement
Under the NPS-UDC engagement is not required in developing the indicators report, but
engagement with stakeholders is required in preparing the development capacity
assessment
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Communication
The quarterly monitoring report is publicly available on the Greater Christchurch Partnership
website (www.greaterchristchurch.org.nz).

Attachments
The Greater Christchurch Partnership Urban Development Indicators - Quarterly Monitoring
Report (No.1), June 2017
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Settlement Pattern Review
Urban Development Indicators - Quarterly Monitoring Report (No.1)
meeting the requirements of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity (PB6)

Greater Christchurch Partnership
June 2017
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Introduction
The National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-UDC), which came into effect
on 1 December 2016, identifies the Christchurch City, Selwyn District and Waimakariri District as a
high growth urban area (i.e. projected to grow by more than 10% from 2013 to 2023).
As a result, the NPS-UDC requires the relevant Councils (including the Canterbury Regional Council)
to provide sufficient development capacity to meet demand for residential and business land over a
30-year period, including 15-20% additional development capacity to ensure there is competition in
the housing and business markets.
To determine the required level of development capacity to meet the population growth in the
District, the NPS-UDC requires Councils to undertake three key pieces of work. These are:
•
•
•

quarterly reporting on indicators relating to housing and business development capacity
(PB6 and PB7)
complete a Housing and Business Development Capacity Assessments (PB1)
prepare a Future Development Strategy (PC12)

NPS-UDC and the Settlement Pattern Review
The NPS-UDC encourages local authorities that have been identified as high growth to work together
to implement the requirements of the NPS-UDC.
The four Councils that form part of the Greater Christchurch Partnership (GCP)1 have been
collaborating in this manner since 2004. Over this time, the Partnership has developed the Urban
Development Strategy, Land Use Recovery Plan, the Greater Christchurch Transport Statement and a
2016 Update to the Urban Development Strategy.
At its meeting on 7 April 2017, the Partnership endorsed the scope and arrangements for a
Settlement Pattern Review that will meet the requirements of the NPS-UDC. The first priority of the
Settlement Pattern Review has been to ensure urban development indicators compliant with NPSUDS requirements are being monitored from June 2017.
The GCP Monitoring Group, comprising staff from the Councils and other partners has developed
this first quarterly report and provides advice on data to form part of the Settlement Pattern Review.

Requirements of the Quarterly Report
Policy PB6 in the NPS-UDC seeks to ensure that local authorities are well informed about demand for
housing and business development capacity, urban development activity and outcomes. The NPSUDC identifies that Councils shall monitor a range of indicators on a quarterly basis, including:
•
•
•

prices and rents for housing, residential land and business land, by location and type; and
the changes in these prices and rents over time;
the number of resource consents and building consents granted for urban development
relative to the growth in population; and
indicators of housing affordability.

The policy encourages local authorities to publish the results of the monitoring under policy PB6.
The Partnership is committed to publishing such reports on a quarterly basis on both the Partnership
and the individual Council websites.
1

Previously known as the Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy Partnership
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First Quarterly Report – January to March 2017
The first Quarterly Report contains two sections, residential and business indicators. The residential
baseline indicators are comprised of three groups. These are:
• Housing
• Rentals
• Provision of new houses
The business baseline indicators are comprised of two groups. These are:
• Employment and Growth
• Supply of Business Space
The indicators are presented in groups to help better identify and understand trends, which will
assist in developing an overall picture on what each indicator could mean for the individual local
authorities and the Greater Christchurch area.
For each indicator, the data is shown in a graphical format along with an explanation on what the
indicator is and the identified source for the data. For the first quarterly report, the data for each
indicator is from the end of 2006 to either the end of 2016 or the end of March 2017 (depending on
the availability of the data). At the end of each indicator, some brief observations have been
included.
To help understand the change over time for each of the indicators included in the first quarterly
report, information on the short term (last three years) and medium term (3-10 years) changes have
been included in the observations. These periods align with the NPS-UDC requirements and are
particularly relevant to the Greater Christchurch area to understand the change in the housing and
business markets because of the Canterbury Earthquake sequence and the subsequent recovery.
At the end of each group of indicators, there is a summary table outlining the overall trends. For
future quarterly reports, this will show the change between quarters (should the data be available to
update) and yearly in the fourth quarter report.
Each of the indicators will have data for
Selwyn, Waimakariri, Christchurch and
the Greater Christchurch area (where
available).
Data for each of the individual local
authorities will be for its overall
boundaries. However, for the Greater
Christchurch UDS area this focuses on the
metropolitan urban area of Christchurch
and towns stretching from Lincoln,
Prebbleton and Rolleston in the south to
Kaiapoi, Rangiora and Woodend/Pegasus
in the north2.

2

Data in this report for the “Greater Christchurch UDS” area includes some minor additional data, not part of
the geographic area in the Urban Development Strategy, due to the configuration of StatsNZ Area Units.
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Future Quarterly Reports
The quarterly monitoring report is a new tool for the Partnership to use to improve its
understanding of housing and business markets. The Partnership is committed to improving this
document over time. Some of the improvements being considered include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

inclusion of additional indicators to help further interpret the trends outlined in this first
quarterly report;
comparing indicators between the Greater Christchurch area and other high growth areas that
have been identified by the NPS-UDC, to provide a greater understanding of how the Greater
Christchurch area is responding to housing and business capacity in relation to other areas in
New Zealand. This could be on an annual basis;
engaging external expertise or obtaining input from the development sector through the
Property Council to ensure robust observations of the market indicators are being made;
implementing internal monitoring system improvements to align datasets across the Partner
Councils;
testing the reliability of the datasets sourced from the MBIE/MfE Urban Development Capacity
Dashboard;
developing an understanding of the potential implications for Councils of changes in each
indicator. Specifically, the policy options that could be implemented in reaction to changes in
the indicators; and
improvements to the format of this report.

For this first quarterly report, the Councils have identified challenges in securing data sources for the
business indicators for both Selwyn and Waimakariri. Therefore, the business indicators in this
report are primarily for Christchurch City. The Partnership will focus on addressing this issue for
future quarterly reports.

Disclaimer: Information in this report is sourced from a range of organisations, government departments and
agencies. Some of the data sets are relatively new and will require further refinement over time. As such the Greater
Christchurch Partnership and its constituent partner organisations accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the
information provided or how other organisations might use and rely on this information for their decision making.
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Residential Baseline Indicators
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Residential Baseline Indicators
This summary collates information sourced from the MBIE/MfE UDC Dashboard and Statistics NZ
which provides freely available information on residential trends on supply and demand, and has
been supplemented by specific local authority specific measures of housing capacity.

Residential Indicators - Group 1 – Housing
Indicator 1 - Price for Housing – Dwelling Sales Price (Actual)
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Source: Corelogic – MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This indicator shows the median prices of residential dwellings sold in each quarter. This median
price series is not adjusted for size and quality of dwellings. Prices are presented in nominal terms;
they have not been adjusted for general price inflation. Data for this indicator is up to the end of
March 2017.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch City
Greater Christchurch

Sale Price
March
2007

Sale Price
March
2014

Sale Price
March
2017

$308,931
$262,386
$259,502
$263,622

$541.553
$422,936
$403,491
$413,214

$580,000
$450,500
$435,000
$458,850

Short Term
% Change
(March quarter
2014 - 2017)
7% á
7% á
8% á
11% á

Medium Term
% Change
(March quarter
2007 – 2017)
88% á
72% á
68% á
74% á

While there has been significant increase in the sale prices for all areas over the medium term, the
short-term change has not been as large. This short term trend is likely to be because of the level of
housing development that has occurred since the Canterbury Earthquakes and the market
responding to the increase in supply. Sale prices for different types of dwellings will be included as
part of Indicator 1 for future quarterly reporting.
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard
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Notes
This is the quantity of all dwellings sold in each local authority. Data for this indicator is only
available to the end of March 2017
Observations
Dwellings
Sold
March
2007
Selwyn
256
Waimakariri
396
Christchurch City
2961
Greater Christchurch 3613

Dwellings
Sold
March
2014
237
304
1733
2274

Dwelling
Sold
March
2017
255
276
1152
1683

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2014-2016)
8% increase
9% decrease
33% decrease
26% decrease

Medium Term
Percentage
Change
(2007 – 2016)
0.4% decrease
30% decrease
61% decrease
53% decrease

There has been a decrease in dwellings sold in each of the districts except for Selwyn (in the short
term). This will relate to Indicator 1 and the equilibrium between supply and demand of housing in
these areas. Generally, the number of dwellings traded in the housing market tends to be positively
related to the changes in prices. In a housing market with stagnant house prices, the number of
dwellings traded tends to decrease. For example in Selwyn there has been a decrease in the amount
of dwellings sold over the past twelve months while house prices have stagnated (prices have
stagnated since September 2016). For Waimakariri there was an increase in dwellings sold in the
past quarter. Future quarterly reports will monitor this situation to determine if this is a developing
trend for these Districts.
Currently at the end of March 2017, the level of dwellings sold is at the lowest point since:
•
•
•

June 2014 - Selwyn
December 2013 - Waimakariri and
June 2011 for Christchurch City

It is important to note that there are seasonal fluctuations in this data during the year and between
quarters, which depend on a range of factors. Future quarterly reports will monitor the change
between quarters in the year and for the 4th quarter report, to record changes between the existing
and previous calendar years.
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Indicator 3 - Housing Affordability Measure (HAM) – Buy
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
The Housing Affordability Measure (HAM) measures trends in housing affordability for the first
home buyer household. For potential home-owning households, HAM Buy calculates what their
residual income would be after housing costs if they were to buy a modest first home in the area in
which they currently live. Affordability is affected by dwelling prices, mortgage interest rates and the
incomes of rental households.
There is no data for Greater Christchurch for this indicator. Data for this indicator is only available
to June 2015.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch City
Greater
Christchurch

HAM
End 2006

HAM
End 2013

68%
86%
85%

59%
79%
79%

HAM
Mid 2015

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2014-2016)
55%
3% improvement
74%
4% improvement
78%
1% improvement
No data available

Medium Term
(2007 – 2016)
13% improvement
12% improvement
7% improvement

According to the MBIE HAM Buy indicator, housing affordability has been improving in each of the
areas monitored, however the level remains high. For example in Selwyn, 55% of renters that
would be first homebuyers cannot afford a house in that area. The figures are higher for
Waimakariri (74%) and Christchurch City (78%).
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While the improvement in housing affordability is positive, the level of improvement could be
considered small against the significant increase in land supply in the Greater Christchurch area via
the Land Use Recovery Plan (which occurred in the short-term percentage change timeframe).
Further consideration of the relationship between this indicator and the others contained in this
group needs to be better understood to determine the exact situation in the housing market
(whether it be by comparing between local authorities or the wider Greater Christchurch area).
As Indicator 3 has recently been developed by Central Government, ongoing monitoring of trend and
the reliability of the data from the indicator (and how it changes due to local authorities and
developers’ interventions in the housing market) will need to be reviewed by local authorities and
Central Government on a regular basis to make sure that this indicator is accurately reflecting the
housing market in each City/District.
For example, this indicator is calculated using a 100% mortgage. Most households have a deposit,
which will reduce the costs of buying and increase affordability. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s
loan to value ratio rules mean that it is unlikely that a household could receive a 100% mortgage
from the bank. Therefore, this indicator could be estimating a fictional scenario in terms of
affordability within the City and the Districts which cannot eventuate. There are other factors that
may have a impact on the reliability of this measure, such as:
-

only using the lower quartile dwelling price;
stating that a first home buyer is only a one-person household; and
that first home buyers will only purchase a one or two bedroom house.

In addition, it has been identified that this measure may not be using the correct interest rate that
would be used for first home buyers seeking a mortgage. At the time of writing this report, MBIE
was addressing this particular issue.
Finally, there has been no indication from MBIE on how often this indicator will be updated or when
data for the last two years will become available. This will be difficult for the quarterly reports to
understand the trend in this data if it is not released on a regular basis.
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Indicator 4 - Land Value as Percentage of Capital Value
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This indicator shows the share of house values that are estimated to be related to land prices at each
valuation period. A higher ratio indicates that land is more valuable relative to the buildings that
occupy it.
Data is not provided on an annual basis, but when revaluations occur via Quotable Value (every
three years).
Observations
Land Value as
% of Capital
Value
2006-2008
Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Land Value as
% of Capital
Value
2015-2016

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2012-2016)

Medium Term
Percentage
(2007 – 2016)

46%
44%
49%

Land Value
as % of
Capital
Value
2012-2013
45%
42%
47%

40%
39%
46%

5% decrease
3% decrease
1% decrease

6% decrease
5% decrease
3% decrease

49%

47%

45%

2% decrease

4% decrease

Land value as a percentage of capital value has been slowly decreasing over the past ten years. This
would imply that improvement values to dwellings have increased at a faster rate. This could be
because of the general costs of dwelling construction increasing as capacity within this sector has
been under pressure due to the earthquake rebuild or smaller section sizes in the new greenfield
areas. The following data on average floorspace of new dwellings indicates that the increase in
capital value has not been driven by larger houses being constructed.
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Indicator 5 - Average Floor Size per Residential Building
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Source: Statistics New Zealand (Infoshare), Greater Christchurch Partnership Monitoring Group

Notes
This indicator is taken from data contained in Statistics NZ Infoshare regarding building consents by
territorial authority and selected wards (monthly). The data contains the number, value and floor
area of residential building (building consents). Residential buildings are classified as dwellings,
houses, apartments, townhouses, units and others, retirement villages, flats, units and other
dwellings). From this data, the average floor area for dwellings constructed in a calendar year can
be determined. The data for 2017 is for the first three months only.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Average
Floor Size
2007

Average
Floor Size
2013

Average
Floor Size
2017

240m2
234m2
173m2

217m2
195m2
184m2

205m2
189m2
167m2

Short Term
Floor Size
Change
(2013-2016)
12m2 decrease
6m2 decrease
17m2 decrease

Medium Term
Floor Size
Change
(2007 – 2017)
35m2 decrease
45m2 decrease
6m2 decrease

No data available

Over the last ten years, average house sizes have reduced in all areas monitored. The largest
average residential buildings are constructed in the Selwyn District, followed by Waimakariri and
Christchurch City.
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Indicator 6 - Average value per Residential Building Dwelling Consent
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Source: Statistics New Zealand (Infoshare), Greater Christchurch Partnership Monitoring Group

Notes
This indicator is taken from data contained in Statistics NZ Infoshare regarding building consents by
territorial authority and selected wards (monthly). The data contains the number, value and floor
area of residential building (building consents). Residential buildings are classified as dwellings,
houses, apartments, townhouses, units and others, retirement villages, flats, units and other
dwellings). From this data, the average value for dwelings constructed in a calendar year can be
determined (subject to the accuracy of the costs identified on each individual building consent).
The data for 2017 is for the first three months only.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Average
Value per
Res
Building
2007

Average
Value per
Res
Building
2013

$273,593
$301,735
$220,769

$321,560
$317,780
$313,120

Average
Value
per Res
Building
2016

Average
Value per
Res
Building
2017
(1st
Quarter)
$355,563 $362,407
$296,201 $322,433
$350,729 $389,936

Short Term
Value
Change
(2013-2017)

Medium Term
Value Change
(2007 – 2016)

11% increase 30% increase
7% decrease 2% decrease
12% increase 59% increase

No data available

In terms of the data, for Waimakariri, in 2016, a Ryman’s retirement village (Charles Upham) was
built and with their size of individual dwellings typically smaller in nature, this has reduced the
average value for that year. For the first three months of 2017, the value of residential buildings has
increased as these consents are all for standalone houses. For the City, there was a large increase in
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the level of residential building consents from 174 in February to 278 in March. The value of these
consents was larger and evenly split between houses and apartments, townhouses and other
dwellings and this has resulted in an increase compared with 2016. Ongoing monitoring of this
indicator will be important to understand the potential trends moving through the remainder of
2017.

Summary – Group 1 Indicators
Indicator

1. Dwelling Sales
Price
2. Dwelling Sold
3. Housing
Affordability
Measure - Buy
4. Land value as % of
Capital Value
5. Average House
Size
6. Average Value of
Residential
Buildings

Short
Term
Trend

Selwyn
Medium
Term
Trend

Waimakariri
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend

Christchurch City
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend

á

á

á

á

á

á

á

á

â

â

â

â

Improving

Improving

Improving

Improving

Improving

Improving

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

â

á

á

â

â

á

á

Overall Observations for Group 1 Indicators
Group 1 indicators have shown how complex the housing market is and how challenging it is to
scrutinise the data with any certainty on its interpretation. Many of the indicators provide part of
the picture, but not enough to understand the reasons behind the different results from each
indicator.
For example, while housing affordability has improved in each of the three local authorities and this
would align with the amount of additional land supplied for development (which occurred through
the Land Use Recovery Plan), sales prices for dwellings have increased over the same period. In
addition, the indicators have shown that there is a clear difference in the housing market between
the districts/city. This does raise the question around what the indicators mean for each of the
Districts. For example, there is a clear difference in average sales prices between Selwyn and
Waimakariri/Christchurch yet this does not align with the data regarding “affordability”, especially
when you consider this in relation to Selwyn.
Further information and analysis is required to form a more complete picture of what is occurring in
the Selwyn, Waimakariri and Christchurch City markets and how to interpret the information
provided.
Additional indicators to consider for future monitoring
• improved breakdown of dwelling type for Sale Prices bands
• improved breakdown of the average size/value of specific types of residential buildings
• indicators that could help to improve understanding regarding housing affordability, eg home
ownership levels, interest rates and income levels and alternative measures to housing.
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Residential Indicators Group 2 – Residential Rentals
Indicator 7 – Dwelling Rents
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This indicator reflects nominal mean rents as reported in lodged new rental bonds with MBIE. The
mean used is a geometric mean. The reason for using this mean is that rents cluster around round
numbers, and tend to plateau for months at a time (spiking up by say $10 or $20 at a time). This
makes analysis of time series difficult and using the geometric mean is a way of removing this
clustering effect. Prices are in nominal terms and are not adjusted for general price inflation. The
data is for private bonds only and so excludes social housing.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Mean rents
March 2007

Mean rent
March
2013

Mean rents
March
2017
$446
$375
$370

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2013-2017)
2% decrease
6% decrease
5% decrease

Medium Term
Percentage
Change
(2007 – 2016)
50% increase
43% increase
42% increase

$297
$263
$261

$455
$397
$388

$262

$391

$373

5% decrease

42% increase

Rents have been increasing over the last twenty years (similar to residential sale prices). However,
there is a downward trend in each of the Councils, probably due to the Canterbury earthquakes and
the market responding to the increase dwelling stock in the Districts (see Indicator 11). The highest
mean rents are being paid in the Selwyn District, which could be attributed to a high proportion of
the rental stock being relatively new homes within the Greater Christchurch area of the district.
However, there have been a number of fluctuations in the level of rents over the past three to four
years for Selwyn.
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Indicator 8 - Rentals per dwelling type – Example information for Riccarton and Rangiora/Kaiapoi
Christchurch - Riccarton 01 Nov 2016 - 30 Apr 2017
Flat
Bonds
Lower
Median
Size
received
Quartile
Rent
1 bedroom 12
$240
$260
2 bedrooms 80
$320
$345
3 bedrooms 21
$380
$400
5+
10
$470
$650
bedrooms
Houses
2 bedrooms 61
$340
$365
3 bedrooms 114
$395
$425
4 bedrooms 103
$450
$500

Upper
Quartile
$350
$367
$422

Waimakariri - Rangiora/Kaiapoi 01 Nov 2016 - 30 Apr 2017
Flat
Bonds
Lower
Median
Upper
Size
received
Quartile
Rent
Quartile
1 bedroom 5
$217
$220
$285
2 bedrooms 24
$300
$310
$322
3 bedrooms 6
$360
$432
$435

$720
$386
$470
$560

Houses
2 bedrooms 25
3 bedrooms 83
4 bedrooms 26

$317
$370
$420

$340
$390
$460

$350
$413
$480

Source Tenancy New Zealand – Market Rent Data

Notes
Tenancy New Zealand directly collects data as new bonds are lodged with them. Rental data by dwelling type is only available for the suburbs within
Christchurch and for Rangiora/Kaiapoi. Data for townships within the Selwyn District is unavailable at the present time. Therefore, the information
contained in Indicator 8 is an example of the type of data Councils can currently source.
Observations
Councils will monitor the ongoing trends and source additional data to provide a more comprehensive representation of the residential rental market in the
Greater Christchurch area.
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Indicator 9 - Housing Affordability Measure – Rents
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This indicator addresses whether a household that rents can feasibly afford to live in its current
accommodation.
Observations
HAM
End
2006
Selwyn
54%
Waimakariri
66%
Christchurch City
70%
Greater Christchurch

HAM
End 2013

HAM
Mid 2015

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2014-2015)
9% improvement
6% improvement
7% improvement
No data available

Medium Term (2007
– 2016)

48%
64%
68%

39%
58%
61%

15% improvement
8% improvement
9% improvement

While this data would seem to suggest that rental affordability has improved between 2011 and
2015, the data does not correlate with the data for rents as shown above in Indicator 7. From
September 2010 to March 2015, rents increased by 41% to 44% throughout the Greater
Christchurch area due to the shortfall of rental properties as a result of the Canterbury earthquakes.
This trend in rentals has only recently changed (June 2015 to March 2017). Therefore, it is difficult
to understand the relationship between this indicator and Indicator 7.
As stated by a MBIE official3 that the HAM indicators are “an experimental statistical series”, there
are therefore some concerns around the reliability of this data and the methodology used to
develop both indicators. Further engagement between Central Government, Councils and any
other interested parties is suggested to test and improve the reliability of these indicators.
3

Stuff article by Henry Cooke – June 2017 “Government ignored concerns on new housing affordability
measure before release”
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Indicator 10 - Ratio of dwelling sales prices to rent
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Greater Christchurch UDS
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Waimakariri District

Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This ratio augments the price and rent indicators by providing data about the relationship between
owning and renting dwellings over time. It indicates changes in the ease of moving from renting to
home ownership, and shows trends in investor yields.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Ratio
Dwelling
Sales Prices
to Rent
Dec 06
23.22
22.62
23.46

Ratio
Dwelling
Sales Prices
to Rent
Dec 2013
23.61 times
22.18 times
20.95 times

Ratio
Dwelling
Sales Prices
to Rent
Dec 2016
24.74 times
23.47 times
24.03 times

Short Term
Ratio Change
(2013-2017)

Medium Term
Change
(2007 – 2016)

á by 1.13
á by 1.29
á by 3.08

á by 1.52
á by 0.85
á by 0.57

23.47

21.19 times

25.09 times

á by 3.9

á by 1.62

As an example as to what this indicator shows, a ratio of 24.03 (for Christchurch City) indicates that
the price of a median house is 24.03 times the mean annual rent paid.
While Christchurch City has had a small increase to their ratio over the past ten years, the ratio
dropped between 2006 and 2013 because of the Canterbury earthquakes. As rentals increased by
44% (as discussed in indicator 9) this affected the ratio. Subsequently as the rental price decreased
(as the pressure on the housing market eased with new dwellings coming onto the market and
damaged dwellings being repaired) the ratio increased. The change was not as pronounced in
Selwyn or Waimakariri.
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Summary Group 2 Indicators
Indicator

Short
Term
Trend

Selwyn
Medium
Term
Trend

Waimakariri
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend

Christchurch City
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend

7. Dwelling Rents
â
8. Rentals per
dwelling type
9. Housing
Affordability
Measure – Rent
10. Ratio of dwelling
sales prices to
rent

á

â

TBD

á

â

TBD

á
TBD

â

â

â

â

â

â

á

á

á

á

á

á

Overall Observations for Group 2 Indicators
Over the short term, rents have slowly decreased in all of the areas monitored in this report. This is
due to the amount of development that has occurred in just a short amount of time, which has
contributed to a rebalancing between supply and demand in the housing market and therefore the
beginning of a levelling in rent prices.
As outlined in Indicator 3 and 9, due to the concerns around reliability of the HAM indicators, it is
recommend that results from these indicators should not be relied on at the present time. It is
suggested that Central Government engage with Councils and any other interested parties to discuss
and resolve these concerns.
Additional indicators to consider for future monitoring
• further information needs to be included in Indicator 8 to better understand changes in rental
prices across a range of suburbs in Christchurch and the towns within Waimakariri and Selwyn
Districts (within the Greater Christchurch area).
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Residential Indicators Group 3 – Provision of new Houses
Indicator 11– Subdivision Consents – approved and the number of lots created

Subdivision Consents Approved 2007-2017
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
Waimakariri District

Christchurch City

Selwyn District

Number of lots approved from Subdivision Consents Issued
2007-2017
18000
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
Waimakariri District

Christchurch City

Selwyn District

Source: Waimakariri District Council, Christchurch City Council and Selwyn District Council

Notes
Data collected from each Council on the number of subdivision consent applications approved and
the number of lots that would be created from these approved consents. The approved consents are
for the Greater Christchurch area only.
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Observations
The level of subdivision consents and the lots created from these consents has been considerable
because of initiatives stemming from the response to the Canterbury earthquakes. These were:
• individual Council Plan Changes (e.g. Plan Change 7 from Selwyn District Council)
• the Land Use Recovery Plan; and
• the Christchurch Replacement District Plan Process
For future quarterly reports, this data will be broken down into additional detail, such as the lots
created per year etc. This will require a coordinated effort to align the various data sources
currently being utilised by the three Councils.
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Indicator 12 – New dwelling consents compared to household growth
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Waimakariri District
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Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This indicator approximates the demand for, and supply of, new dwellings. It measures changes in
demand and how responsive supply is. The number of new dwelling building consents is lagged by
six months, to account for the time taken from consenting to completion. It is not adjusted for noncompletions, or for demolitions. It is used as a proxy for demand. The most recent resident
population, divided by the local average housing size, is used as a proxy for demand. Both sets of
data are sourced from Statistics NZ. There is no data available for the Greater Christchurch for this
indicator.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch City

Building
Consents
and Growth
Mid 2007
BC=842
Growth=620
BC=467
Growth=385
BC=2245
Growth=1520

Greater Christchurch

Building
Consent and
Growth
Mid 2013
BC=777
Growth=793
BC=1071
Growth=692
BC=1506
Growth=640

Building
Short Term
Consent and Change
Growth
(2013 and-2016
Mid 2016
years only)
BC=1228
BC=58%á
Growth=1206 Growth=52% á
BC=1207
BC=41%â
Growth=538 Growth=22%â
BC=3969
BC=164%á
Growth=2840 Growth=344%á
No data available

Medium Term
Change (2007
and – 2016
years only)
BC=46%á
Growth=94%á
BC=36%á
Growth=40%á
BC=77%á
Growth=87%á

The Canterbury earthquakes have had a significant impact on this indicator. It can be briefly
summarised by growth being reasonably consistent with building consents up until the earthquakes.
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Once the earthquakes occurred, it affected the areas within the Greater Christchurch in different
ways. For Selwyn, it contributed to significant growth, with building consents largely increasing in
direct correlation with the growth that occurred in the District (as the earthquakes did not affect this
area to the extent of the other areas). For Waimakariri, there was a significant increase in building
consents yet this did not correlate with growth as many of these consents were because of the
rebuilding of dwellings and relocation of households affected by the red zoning in the District. The
City suffered the largest impact from the earthquakes with negative growth directly after the
earthquakes and then as recovery began to occur the number of building consents relating to the
rebuilding of dwellings and relocation of households within the City increased (a similar situation to
Waimakariri).
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Selwyn District

Waimakariri District

Source: MBIE Urban Development Capacity Dashboard

Notes
This is the estimate of the number of dwelling in each of area .
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Indicator 13 – Dwelling Stock
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Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch
City
Greater
Christchurch

Dwelling
Stock
March 2007

Dwelling
Stock
March
2014

Dwelling
Stock
March 2017

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(March 20142017)

9,793
13,578
129,096

14,366
18,169
133,419

17,882
20,102
138,099

24% á
11% á
4% á

Medium
Term
Percentage
Change
(March 2007
-2017)
83%á
48% á
7% á

144,836

156,168

165,603

6% á

14% á

In terms of quantum, the housing stock has increased in all areas monitored by this indicator. This is
a significant result considering the level of decrease to the dwelling stock because of the impact of
the Canterbury Earthquakes.
To put this into perspective for Christchurch City, the estimated dwelling stock was 138,230 in
December 2012. By March 2014, this figure had dropped by 4,811 dwellings (to a total figure of
133,419). By March 2017, the dwelling stock had returned to the level seen in December 2012. Both
Selwyn and Waimakariri Districts have seen large increases to the dwelling stock.

Summary Group 3 Indicators
Indicator
11. Subdivisions
12. Dwelling
Consents /
Growth
13. Dwelling Stock

Selwyn
Short
Medium
Term
Term
Trend
Trend
No Trend Available

Waimakariri
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend
No Trend Available

Christchurch City
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend
No Trend Available

á

á

â

á

á

á

á

á

á

á

á

á

Overall Observations for Group 3 Indicators
The increase in subdivision and building consents activity has naturally given rise to an increase in
the number of dwellings. The level of change is evident in the positive changes in both Group 1 and
2 Indicators for housing provision. For example, the slower increase in dwelling sale prices and the
reduction in rental cost in the Greater Christchurch area.
Additional indicators to consider for future monitoring
• subdivision consents breakdown per year
• land Supply
o quantum of land zoned over the past ten years.
o quantum of vacant residential land in the Districts
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Business Baseline Indicators
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Business Baseline Indicators
This summary collates information sourced from freely available information on business trends on
supply and demand, and specific local authority specific measures of business capacity.
Note: Business Baseline Indicators is limited to Christchurch City only (except in Indicator 3 and 8).

Business Indicators Group 1 – Employment and Growth
Indicator 1 Business sector employment current economy and recent past
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Source: Statistics NZ Longitudinal Business Frame

N
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Notes
Economies are reflective of established investment patterns and the structures of their populations
and institutions. Many of these characteristics or drivers of growth and change evolve slowly over
time. Therefore, the existing structures will play an important role in the short to medium term. The
demand for business space across Greater Chirstchurch is driven by the current economic
characteristics as shown by the employee counts in key sectors between 2000 and 2016.
Observations
Heathcare
Retail
Professional Services
Manufacturing
Construction

Greater Christchurch
á
á
á
â
à

Healthcare, Retail, Professional Services are showing strong growth trends with Manufacturing
showing a declining trend to a current plateau. The construction sector trend is consistent with the
current stage of the earthquake rebuild, with a likely scale down as the (residential) demand for trades
migrates to Auckland. However, this is still held at high levels as the commercial rebuild continues
and as anchor projects and other key central Christchurch (re)builds are initiated.
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Indicator 2 Nominal GDP per capita
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Source: MBIE Regional Economic Activity Web Tool

Notes
This indicator shows the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in Christchurch, Selwyn and
Waimakariri. Data is for the year to March 2016. Broadly, regional GDP is a measure of income
generated within an economy. The GDP per capita indicator is of interest because it provides an
understanding of the changes in average income, which is a key factor in the housing affordability
measures.
Observations

Selwyn
Waimakariri
Christchurch City

Nominal
GDP 2007

Nominal
GDP 2014

$23,671
$13,471
$43,234

$31,608
$19,035
$60,014

Nominal GDP Short Term
2016
Percentage
Change
(2014 - 2016)
$26,981
-15% â
$19,148
1% á
$64,345
7% á

Medium
Term (2007 –
2016)
14%á
42% á
49% á

Nominal GDP has improved for both Waimakariri and Christchurch City in the short and medium
term. Selwyn has seen a decrease in the short term, which could be attributed to the downturn in
dairy prices during the period.
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Summary Group 1 Indicators
Indicator
1 Business sector
employment current
economy and recent
past
2. GDP per capita

Greater Christchurch
Heathcare
Retail
Professional Services
Manufacturing
Construction
Short term – Selwyn â, Waimakariri and Christchurch á
Medium term – All areas á

á
á
á
â
à

Overall Observations for Group 1 Indicators
As shown in Indicator 1, a number of sectors are showing strong growth trends with only
manufacturing showing a declining trend. While the construction sector is flat, it is still held at a high
level as the commercial rebuild and anchor projects continue to occur.
Nominal GDP has improved for both Waimakariri and Christchurch City in both time periods
monitored. Selwyn has seen a decrease in nominal GDP over the past three years most likely to be a
result of the downturn in dairy prices.
Additional indicators to consider for future monitoring
• breakdown for Selwyn and Waimakariri for Indicators 1.
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Business Indicators Group 2 - Supply of Business Space

Hectares

Indicator 3 Christchurch Commercial and Industrial vacant land register.
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Source: CCC Vacant Land Register

Notes
Data collected from Christchurch City Council on the quantum of vacant commercial and industrial
land in Christchurch City.
Observations

CCC Industrial
CCC Commercial

Vacant Land
2007

Vacant Land
2014

Vacant Land
2017

462 Hectares
N/a

727 Hectares
N/a

912 Hectares
123 Hectares

Short Term
Percentage
Change
(2014-end
2017)
75% á
N/a

Medium
Term (2007 –
end 2017)
98% á
N/a

Christchurch City has a significant amount of zoned vacant land for industrial activities. (912
Hectares). Much of the vacant land was zoned because of the Canterbury Earthquakes via the Land
Use Recovery Plan and the Replacement District Plan process. There has also being a gradual
increase in Commercial Vacant Land since 2015, with 123 Hectares currently vacant.
Due to the quantum of vacant land, Council will need to determine with the development market
when feasible development can occur for both commercial and industrial activities.
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Indicator 4 Capacity within existing and new built facilities – Retail

Source: JLL Retail Pulse Q1.2017

Notes
Vacancy rates in the Christchurch CBD by precinct
Observations

CBD
Victoria Street
South Frame

Vacancy Rates
Dec 2015
4.5% TBC
4.2% TBC
1.5% TBC

Vacancy Rates
Dec 2016
18.5% TBC
0.5% TBC
3.5% TBC

Percentage Change
14% á
3.7% â
2%á

New and existing office and retail space in the Christchurch city area have the capacity to fulfil
expansion in these sectors. Retail vacancy rates in the CBD remain high as of December 2016 at
under 20%. This represents a sharp increase in retail supply, which is expected to balance out
throughout 2017 following the traditional stronger take up rates seen in the last 12 months.
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Indicator 5 Capacity within existing and new built facilities – Industrial
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Source: CCC Vacant Land Register

Notes
Data collected from Christchurch City Council on the quantum of vacant industrial land in surburbs
within Christchurch City.
Observations

Middleton / Wigram
Hornby / Sockburn
South City / Sydenham
Bromley / Woolston

Vacant Land
End 2016
5% TBC
4.3% TBC
8% TBC
10.9% TBC

Vacant Land End
March 2017
6.7% TBC
3.9% TBC
7.4% TBC
8.4% TBC

Change between
quarters
1.7% á
0.4% â
0.6%â
2.5%â

Industrial Vacant Land has decreased in the latter half of 2016. The decrease has been focused
mainly within the Eastern and Southern precinct areas of the city; most notably Bromley/Woolston,
which decreased by 2.5%. The Western precinct has seen a 0.6% increase in vacancy rates, mainly
driven by industry movement within Western Precinct areas.
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Indicator 6 Capacity within existing and new built facilities – Commercial / Office

Source: JLL Office Pulse Q1.2017
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Notes
Vacancy rates in Christchurch CBD and Suburban areas for office activities.
Observations
Prime vacancy sits at 14.3% representing 23,500m2 of capacity, while secondary vacancy sits at
11.8% representing 11,500m2 of capacity. The fringe markets have seen a spike in capacity as
tenants opt for more central locations in the CBD.
As at December 2016 total office stock in the CBD sat at 263,000 sqm, 63% of which is prime quality.
There is approximately 101,000 sqm of office still in the development pipeline (42,000 sqm of which
constitutes the Justice Precinct). Once complete the size of the Christchurch CBD office market will
sit at circa 360,000 sqm.
The suburban markets have seen increases in vacancy rates as businesses migrate back to CBD.
Since December 2015, suburban vacancy has increased from 8.2% to 16.3% in December 2016.
Graphs and observations from Christchurch Office Pulse Q1 2017 prepared by JLL.
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Indicator 7 Christchurch City Commercial Consents per square metre
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Source: Christchurch City Council

Notes
Data collected from Christchurch City Council on the number of Commercial building consents issued
by square metre.
Observations

Christchurch City

Building
Consent by
SQM
2007
273,672

Building
Consent by
SQM
2014
560,813

Building
Consent by
SQM
2016
386,455

Short Term
Change
(2014 and
2016)
31% â

Medium Term
Change
(2007 and
2016)
41% á

Christchurch City has seen a large short term increase in Commercial building consents between
2014 and 2015. This increase was as a result of the Canterbury Earthquakes and the recovery of
damaged or demolished buildings in the CBD. As commercial space has been developed in the CBD,
demand for additional floor space has decreased and this can be seen in the level of Commercial
consents per square metre lodged to Christchurch City Council in 2016 and early 2017.
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Summary Group 2 Indicators
Indicator

Short
Term
Trend

3. Christchurch
Commercial and
Industrial Vacant
Land
4.Capacity within
existing and new
built facilities Retail
5. Capacity within
existing and new
built facilities –
Industrial
6. Capacity within
existing and new
built facilities –
Commercial / Office
7. Christchurch City
Commercial Consents
SQM

Selwyn
Medium
Term
Trend
N/a

Waimakariri
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend
N/a

Christchurch City
Short Term Medium
Trend
Term
Trend
á
á

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

â (Short Term Only)

N/a

N/a

á (Short Term Only)

N/a

N/a

á (Short Term Only)

â

Overall Observations for Group 2 Indicators
There is a high level of commercial supply in Christchurch. This oversupply is expected to correct as
businesses continue to return to the central city. CBD rents have been declining since 2015, but are
expected to level out in the next 6 months. The migration of business to the CBD has seen Suburban
vacancy rates double over the last 12 months, placing increased pressure on Suburban rents in the
future.
There is currently 912 hectares of industrial vacant land and 123 Hectares of commercial vacant
land. Industrial vacant land rates has decreased in the last 12 months, mainly resulting from take up
in the Southern and Eastern Precincts.
Additional indicators to consider for future monitoring
• breakdown for Selwyn and Waimakariri for Indicator 4 and 7 and 9
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á

8.5. Canterbury Water Management Strategy Zone Committees
Annual Reports

Council paper
General Information
Meeting Date
Portfolio
Portfolio Councillors
Author
Endorsed by
Legal Review

20 July 2017
Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Caygill, Cranwell, Lowndes, McKay, Pham, Scott
Lesley Woudberg
Team Leader Zone Facilitor
Jill Atkinson
Director Strategy and Planning
Catherine Schache
General Counsel

Purpose
To meet the requirements of the Environment Canterbury Long Term Plan, the Canterbury
Water Management Strategy (CWMS) Zone Committees are required to report annually on
progress in implementing their Zone Implementation Programmes, and on progress in the
ten CWMS target areas.
The Zone Committee chairs from the Kāikoura and Hurunui-Waiau Zone Committees will be
attending this meeting to present their Committee's report.

Recommendation
That the Council:
1.

Receives with appreciation the Kāikoura Zone Committee Annual Report 2016.

2.

Receives with appreciation the Hurunui-Waiau Zone Committee Annual Report
2016.

Attachments
 Kāikoura Zone Committee Report 2016
 Hurunui-Waiau Zone Committee Annual Report 2016
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Kaikōura Zone Committee
Annual Report 2016
Working with the community to deliver their aspirations for fresh water
Kaikōura's distinctive rocky coast and close proximity to high mountains give rise to many short, steep, swift-flowing rivers
and diverse landscapes.
It is also one of the most tectonically active parts of New Zealand as we were reminded in November 2016. The Kaikōura earthquakes had a significant
impact on local people, the environment and our waterways (see more on back page).
CWMS VISION:
The Kaikōura Zone Committee was formed in 2011 and since then some significant
milestones have been achieved. One of the most significant has been the creation of the
Zone Implementation Programme (ZIP), which captures what needs to be done to deliver the
vision of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) in Kaikōura.
The ZIP is based on feedback from the community about how best to manage the
competing uses for water as well as the long-term effects that our daily choices and
actions have on water quality. The ZIP has several areas of focus including the Clarence/
Waiau Toa River, Lyell Creek/Waikōau and the lakes.
Clarence/Waiau-toa River

To enable present and future generations to gain
the greatest social, economic, recreational and
cultural benefits from our water resources within
an environmentally sustainable framework.

Key achievements 2016
The CWMS is not just about words, programmes and plans – the
committee is driving, supporting and celebrating on-the-ground
actions to deliver sustainable benefits for water.

Clarence/
Waiau-toa River
Kowhai
River
Kahutara
River
Oaro River
Conway River

Hapuku
River

Kaikōura
township

▪▪ In 2016 the zone committee focused on the options for the
community in preparing for an extended dry period. As part of this
focus, a ‘Waterwise Brochure’ has been developed as a resource
for the local community to provide advice on water storage and
efficiency.
▪▪ A Biodiversity Action Plan for the Clarence/Waiau-toa (2016–2020)
was drafted to build on the partnership developed over 2014–15 to
implement the weed control programme. This plan will need to be
reviewed as part of assessing the impact of the recent earthquakes
within the catchment.
▪▪ The committee allocated $150,284 of Immediate Steps funding in
2016 across eight projects. This included funding for the three-year
management programme supporting the black-billed gull colony in
the Clarence/Waiau-toa River.
▪▪ Love the Lyell made significant progress in 2015/16 through
esplanade development along Lyell Creek/Waikōau through
riparian planting and walkway development. This work has been
badly damaged by the earthquakes and now the initial focus is on
what can be salvaged and repaired.

Kaikōura Zone Committee
The Kaikōura Zone Committee includes all of the Kaikōura District and
the part of the Hurunui District that is the upper Clarence/Waiau-toa
River catchment above the Acheron River confluence.
The zone is entirely within the takiwā (area) of the tangata whenua Te
Rūnanga o Kaikōura who represent the hapū Ngāti Kuri, from the iwi
Ngāi Tahu. Council Meeting - 20 July 2017

▪▪ The Kaikōura Plains, as a nutrient red zone in the Land and Water
Regional Plan (LWRP), have been another area of focus in 2016.
Support of local farmers and landowners on the plains will be
a priority to determine the level of impact and ongoing risk the
earthquakes represent.
▪▪ The committee’s Nutrient Management and Water Efficiency
Working Group continued to work with industry advisors to identify
priorities for supporting local farmers, including irrigation field
days and farm environment plan workshops.
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Kaikōura Zone Committee

Kaikōura dairy farmers lead the way
In early 2016, each of Kaikōura’s 24 dairy farmers joined with DairyNZ and
Fonterra to complete a sustainable milk plan for their farms.
A workshop followed by farm visits by DairyNZ consultants resulted in
all farmers formally assessing their farms for environmental risks and
developing environmental management strategies to improve their farms.
This collaborative effort resulted in 100 percent of Kaikōura dairy farmers
completing their plans – a first for any large region in New Zealand.
Supply Fonterra programme leader Chris Appleby says the farmers were
keen to get on board quickly and showed they care about the environment.
Major achievements include:
▪▪ 100 percent of farms are providing accurate data for nutrient
budgeting
▪▪ All permanent flowing waterways are stock excluded: 37km of fencing
completed in Kaikōura
▪▪ All regular stock crossing points have culverts or bridges to keep
stock out of waterways.

Photo: Kaikoura Star
Fonterra planting day at Wareham property

Black-fronted tern protection
The formation of better breeding habitats is just one of a series of actions
being taken to protect the Clarence/Waiau-toa River’s black-fronted tern
population.
The black-fronted tern is only found in New Zealand and only breeds in
braided river beds like the Clarence/Waiau-toa River. Black-fronted terns
are nationally endangered, only two steps back from extinction on the New
Zealand Threat Classification System.
In March 2016, river sediment was moved to help water flow more freely
around the natural breeding islands. It is hoped the better water flows
will prevent predators reaching the islands and destroying tern nests. The
islands will also be maintained weed-free and an extensive network of
traps has been laid in the vicinity of the colonies to control predators.
The Kaikōura Zone Committee, Environment Canterbury and the Department
of Conservation have invested in a five-year predator control and protection
programme to help increase the local black-fronted tern population.

Community, stakeholders get behind Lyell Creek/Waikōau
More than 1200 native species were planted throughout the year in
planting days supported by the Kaikōura Water Committee.
The planting days are part of the zone committee’s Love the Lyell
campaign. The campaign was launched in 2013 with a view to improving
water quality in the creek and is done in conjunction with local school
groups, Creation Care Study Programme students, community members
and Environment Canterbury staff.
Riparian planting along Lyell Creek/Waikōau and other waterways
increases stream shade, and creates habitat for insects, birds and fish.
The Love the Lyell subgroup organised two community planting days along
Lyell Creek/Waikōau behind Mitre 10 and Gills in April and on Kaikōura
District Council Esplanade Reserve in September.
The work was funded by Immediate Steps, Mainpower Trust, Fonterra and
Trees for Travellers.
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Progress towards achieving CWMS targets
Ecosystem health and
biodiversity

More than $150,000 of Immediate Steps biodiversity funding has been allocated across eight projects in 2016, with the
Clarence/Waiau-toa catchment being a priority. Water quality in the lowland streams on the Kaikōura Plains is another priority
being addressed through initiatives to improve nutrient management and water efficiency.

Natural character
of braided rivers

The integrated weed control programme funded in the Clarence/Waiau-toa has seen 80km of the lower catchment cleared
of gorse, willow, broom and old man’s beard. An associated 5-year predator control programme seeks to protect endangered
black-fronted tern colonies in the upper catchment (Molesworth), with predator control for black-billed gulls a focus in the
lower catchment.

Kaitiakitanga

Takahanga Marae is connected to the town water supply. Options for connecting Mangamaunu Marae to a community water
supply were investigated in 2016, with current arrangements confirmed as satisfactory at this time. The committee has focused
on ensuring kaitiakitanga is expressed through its communications this year – newsletters, waterwise brochure, story map.

Drinking water

Of the six community drinking water supplies monitored and reported in the Council 2015/16 Annual Report, the Kaikōura
urban supply was assessed as being fully compliant with New Zealand Drinking Water Standards.

Recreational and
amenity opportunities

The two river bathing sites monitored over the 2016/17 summer season were separately reported as acceptable (Kahutara
River mouth) and unacceptable (Lyell/Waikōau lagoon). High scenic and recreational amenity values are an important feature
of the zone, particularly in areas such as the Clarence/Waiau toa. Access and safety will be priorities over the coming 12
months given the significant changes to the landscape caused by the 2016 earthquakes.

Water use
efficiency

A Nutrient Management and Water Efficiency Working Group was established in 2015 to work with local farmers and support
them to maintain or improve their on-farm practices to meet good management practice. Irrigation field days were organised
in 2016 to support local farmers with options to improve irrigation efficiency.

Irrigated
land area

A Strategic Water Study was completed for Kaikōura and presented to the committee in October 2015. This provides a basis for
considering future water demand and efficiency options across the district.

Energy security
and efficiency

There are no current proposals for energy generation in the Kaikōura District.

Regional and
national economies

The earthquakes have highlighted the importance of the transport corridor to the economic activity of the district. Repairing
essential infrastructure is a priority for literally reconnecting the Kaikōura community to the regional and national economies.

Environmental
limits

Kaikōura was scheduled to commence its review of environmental limits, as part of the Canterbury Land & Water Regional
Plan, in July 2018. Following the earthquakes the zone committee is considering whether a statutory planning process is
necessary and whether an increased emphasis on actions on the ground might better achieve water management outcomes in
the zone.

Water management priorities set to deliver community’s water aspirations
The Kaikōura Zone Committee recently confirmed a set of five-year priority
outcomes and milestones to guide the activities of the Kaikōura zone
delivery team and other stakeholders.

▪▪ Manage nutrients to ensure the water-quality outcomes on the
Kaikōura Plains are at an acceptable level as defined by the Land and
Water Regional Plan

The five-year outcomes:

▪▪ Improve in-stream ecosystem health to allow for safe mahinga
kai and recreational use of the Lyell Creek/Waikōau catchment

▪▪ Have a safe water supply (meeting NZ Drinking Water Standards)
from all community water schemes
▪▪ Maintain the unique wilderness and undeveloped character of
the Clarence/Waiau-toa River through maintaining biodiversity,
enhancing natural values and mahinga kai

Meeting
- 20 July
2017in the zone
▪▪ Maintain,Council
protect and
restore remaining
wetlands
allowing for safe mahinga kai

▪▪ Ensure Kaikōura’s EarthCheck status is not undermined by the
declining state of waterways
▪▪ Ensure environmental values of waterways are not undermined by
the transport corridor through the zone
▪▪ Continue to broaden the Kaikōura community’s
awareness
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and involvement in water management issues and initiatives.

Water management in a post-quake environment
November’s earthquakes continue to have significant impacts on both the natural and the human worlds.
Our waterways has been significantly impacted by the numerous shakes and by changes in landscape, and millions of tonnes of
material has been shaken off hill and mountain sides into our creeks and rivers. That material is now waiting for significant flows to
transport it away, which poses its own risks, so we need to make the appropriate preparations.

Ted Howard,
Zone Committee
Chair

As a committee we got together for the first time since the quakes in February to check in to see how everyone was doing and
discuss where to from here for our water management. It was a useful get-together and it became apparent that this is no longer
business as usual.
As a result, our role as a zone committee has expanded to:

▪▪ Creating alignment between the community's recovery post-earthquakes and CWMS priorities
▪▪ Determining the ongoing risks to the community, and helping develop effective risk mitigation strategies
▪▪ Working with partner organisations to address the dramatic changes to the coastal marine environment
▪▪ Reassessing our priority outcomes and milestone targets
▪▪ Considering our involvement with district planning, with the Kaikōura chapter of the LWRP, a District Plan review and Coastal Plan all getting
underway in the next two to five years.
The effects of a traumatic event like this can be long term, and the most serious of these often manifest many years later. We will all need to support
each other for many years to come.

Lyell Creek/Waikōau after Kaikōura earthquakes

Kaikōura Zone Committee
Zone committee members reflect a diverse range of community views.
Each of the Canterbury region’s 10 zone committees includes four to
seven community members whose membership is regularly refreshed
to ensure a wide range of perspectives is reflected.
The Kaikōura Zone Committee 2016 members:
Ted Howard – Chair
Matt Hoggard – Deputy Chair
Jeremy Harnett
John Murray
Tony Blunt
Teri Sonal
Nicky McArthur
Gina Solomon – Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura representative
Ari Boyd – Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura representative
Winston Gray – Kaikōura District Council appointee
Commissioner David Bedford – Environment Canterbury appointee
For a full list of members and their profiles, visit the Kaikōura Zone
Committee page at www.ecan.govt.nz/myzone

There are still important local water
management challenges to be met
While the committee has achieved a lot since its establishment in July
2011, there is still plenty to do and many challenges lie ahead.

Some of the key areas of focus for the committee include:
▪▪ Supporting the community’s recovery post-earthquakes where this
aligns with CWMS priorities and scope
▪▪ Determining the ongoing risks to the community, ranging from ‘post
seismic sediment cascades’ from the numerous slips in the hills
above the town, to the capacity and recovery of the visitor industry,
and support to local farmers
▪▪ Addressing the dramatic changes to the coastal marine environment,
which will probably be an area of collaboration between CWMS
partners and stakeholders such as Te Korowai
▪▪ Co-ordinating Environment Canterbury's Zone Delivery with the
zone committee five-year Outcomes and milestones. Again, the
earthquakes necessitate a reassessment of the zone committee and
zone delivery team priorities over the next two to five years
▪▪ Determining the planning approach for the district given the Kaikōura
chapter of the LWRP, a District Plan review and Coastal Plan are all
scheduled to be prepared over the next two to five years.
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Hurunui Waiau Zone Committee
Annual Report 2016
Working with the community to deliver their aspirations for fresh water
The Hurunui Waiau Zone Committee was formed in 2010 to
work with the community, rūnanga and councils to develop
and implement water management recommendations that
deliver the vision of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy (CWMS).

Our zone features Lake Sumner, the alpine Hurunui and Waiau
rivers, the hill-fed Waipara and Conway Tūtaeputaputa rivers, as
well as the north Pegasus Bay coastal wetlands and coastal hills.

CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY VISION:
To enable present and future generations to gain the
greatest social, economic, recreational and cultural benefits
from our water resources within an environmentally
sustainable framework.

Hurunui River

Key achievements 2016
The CWMS and the zone committee support, drive and celebrate onthe-ground actions to deliver sustainable benefits from water.

Hanmer Springs
Waiau Waiau River
Culverden
Cheviot
Hurunui River
Hawarden
Waikari
Amberley

Waipara River

▪▪ Contact recreation grades improved at popular swimming sites
on the Hurunui River, with the sites at State Highway 1 and State
Highway 7 now graded as “swimmable”.
▪▪ The Hurunui District Landcare Group was established, with
membership of over 100, mainly dryland, farmers to increase the
update of good environmental farm management practices and
to work toward a fair regulatory outcome for farmers with low
environmental impact.
▪▪ Amuri Irrigation Company (AIC) continues to take a lead role in
improving nutrient management. Audits have been done on more
than a third of the 150 farm environment plans (FEPs) completed
by AIC’s shareholders.
▪▪ The Cheviot Irrigators Group was established. Most of the 30
irrigated farms in the lower part of Waiau and Hurunui rivers are
now a Nutrient Management Collective under the Hurunui Waiau
Rivers Plan. All farms will have audited FEPs.

Hurunui Waiau Zone
The Hurunui Waiau Zone covers all Hurunui District (except that part of the district in the upper Clarence River) and is a joint committee of Hurunui

Council
MeetingCanterbury.
- 20 JulyIt2017
District Council
and Environment
is in the rohe of Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga and Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura.
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Hurunui – Waiau Zone Committee

Delivering community water aspirations

Improving the Waipara River mouth
The Waipara River mouth and associated hāpua (lagoon) form an
important recreation area and is highly valued by Ngāi Tūāhuriri
particularly as a source of mahinga kai.
Neighbouring landowners are concerned about flooding when the river
mouth is closed, public access to the north of the lagoon is difficult, and
significant damage has been done by recreational 4WD “mud pluggers”.
An action strategy for the Waipara River hāpua was developed following a
recommendation of the zone committee’s working group. To get action on
the ground to resolve the issues, Environment Canterbury’s Hurunui Waiau
Kaikoura Zone team led an intensive consultation with rūnanga, Hurunui
District Council, neighbouring landowners, Department of Conservation
(DOC), Fish and Game and Environment Canterbury’s river engineers and
park rangers.

An opening protocol, centred around flooding and fish passage, has
been agreed and a consent application lodged for opening the Waipara
River mouth. The consent will be “owned” by the District Council, while
the neighbouring landowner contributes to the cost of openings to
reduce flooding.
A designated vehicle accessway is being constructed on the boundary
of the farmland, with the farmer fencing one side of the access and
Environment Canterbury Parks and Reserves installing bollards on
the other side. Once the accessway has been established, DOC and
Environment Canterbury ecologists will identify ecological values and work
to enhance and protect biodiversity.

A strong collective voice
Many North Canterbury farmers were shocked when they realised
the implications of the Hurunui and Waiau River Regional Plan
(HWRRP) for land use. As well as having very limited scope to
develop in future, they found that seasonal variations in pasture
production could be considered "land use change", meaning
they needed to apply for a resource consent to farm. A group of
committed and passionate dryland farmers worked with the zone
committee and Environment Canterbury to develop an acceptable
way forward until the “10% rule” can be properly addressed in the
2018 plan review.
The issue showed the power of acting collectively, especially in a
collaborative framework, and the importance of being at the table,
rather than being on the menu. It also showed the value of good
information.
In response, the Hurunui District Landcare Group was formed
to be a collective voice in demonstrating and promoting the
sound stewardship of its farmers, to more regularly update good
environmental farm management practices and to collect and
collate robust evidence.
The Landcare Group has over 100 members, runs workshops and
field days, Council
and will appoint
a paid-coordinator
in early 2017.
Meeting
20 July 2017
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Progress towards achieving CWMS targets
Ecosystem health and
Biodiversity

Revision of the Hurunui District Plan introduced new regulation to protect biodiversity and manage vegetation clearance.
$27,000 of Immediate Steps funding was allocated by the committee this year to projects to protect and enhance biodiversity.

Natural character
of braided rivers

HWRRP protects flushing flows for Hurunui and Waiau rivers.

Kaitiakitanga

HWRRP prohibits major water storage in upper parts of Hurunui and Waiau rivers.
Mana whenua participation in the zone committee has significantly increased local understanding of cultural values, though
there remains a slow pace of improvement in terms of mahinga kai.
The Hurunui and Waiau Rivers Regional Plan (HWRRP) protects the mauri of waterbodies.

Drinking water

Hurunui District Council continues to manage risks to community drinking water. Recent drought has led to difficulties in
security of supply.

Recreational and
amenity opportunities

The contact recreation grading improved on the two swimming sites on Hurunui River. New minimum flows in HWRRP provide
more flow for recreational uses, though these new flows will only be implemented as consents are renewed.

Water use
efficiency

Amuri Irrigation Company (AIC) is working on piping its irrigation distribution system, which will reduce losses from races.

Irrigated
land area

Hurunui Water Project consent has been granted, which provides for additional irrigation development, mainly on the south
side of Hurunui River.
AIC has been granted a land use consent that allows for a 6% increase in its irrigated area in Waiau catchment.

Energy security
and efficiency

AIC is working on piping its irrigation distribution system. This will provide water under pressure to irrigators, reducing the
need for pumping.

Regional and
national economies

Economic growth has occurred through land use intensification on farms with consent to take water for irrigation and further
intensification is expected as new irrigation development occurs. This intensification is taking place within the water quality
limits of the HWRRP.

Environmental limits

Water quality and quantity limits are set in HWRRP.

Delivering water management priorities through key work programmes
The committee’s vision is to deliver economic growth and healthy rural
communities in the zone through additional irrigation, while ensuring
environmental, rūnanga, local community and recreational values are
maintained and, where possible, enhanced.
The committee has championed and supported work programmes by
Environment Canterbury and a wide range of other organisations to deliver
this vision.

1. Improving nutrient management
▪▪ Over 330 farms in the zone have FEPs including all dairy farms and all
AIC shareholders. Over 60 of the AIC FEPs have been audited.
▪▪ As farmers work towards industry-approved Good Management
Practice standards, AIC, DairyNZ, Beef and Lamb and Hurunui District
Landcare Group have held workshops and field days to support wide
uptake ofCouncil
GMP.
Meeting - 20 July 2017

2. Integrated irrigation development
▪▪ The Hurunui Water Project is at the feasibility stage, working to prove
that the proposed irrigation development is commercially viable.
The proposed scheme now focuses on irrigating parts of each farm,
rather than whole farms. It is expected that around 70% of the new
irrigated land will be used for arable, sheep and beef production.
▪▪ AIC started work in December 2016 on piping its irrigation schemes.
▪▪ The Hurunui Water Project, Ngāi Tahu Farming and AIC resolved their
differences on allocation of consented nitrogen loads. This paved the
way for the three companies to work together on integrated water
infrastructure including the best option for major water storage.
The zone committee has asked Environment Canterbury for an
assessment of all options for major water storage against the CWMS
targets and other criteria. The committee considers Lake Sumner
is off the table as a water storage and expects the assessment of
storage options to help proponents understand
why
the committee
208 of
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believes Lake Sumner is off the table.

Opportunities and challenges
Natural disasters
On going drought and the Kaikoura earthquake made 2016 a challenging
year. The impact of these varied from place to place. The earthquake was
devastating in the north-east of the district.

Healthy rivers – productive land project
The Hurunui Waiau Zone Committee, with Environment Canterbury, is
starting the development of a long-term water management solutions
package for the zone – “Healthy rivers – productive land”. As part of the
solutions package, a plan change will be notified in mid 2019 with zonespecific limits and rules for the Hurunui Waiau Zone where required. The
Hurunui Science Stakeholders Group has been established to help access
all relevant information and get buy-in on what the monitoring results and
science mean.

Biodiversity protection

Key events for 2017
The “Healthy rivers – productive land” project will develop a long-term
water management solutions package for the entire zone. This will
include notifying a plan change in mid 2019. As part of this process
the Hurunui Science Stakeholders Group will meet frequently and will
focus for the first part of the year on water quality in the Hurunui River.

Attitudes shaped more than 15 years ago in a battle over significant natural
areas on private land mean that it is very difficult for the zone committee
and Environment Canterbury to make progress on increasing biodiversity
protection on private land. The committee has underspent its Immediate
Steps Biodiversity Funding, with only $27,500 allocated in 2016. The
committee is developing a multi-year flagship project, possibly for the
Hurunui River above SH7, to improve management of the braided river.

A Waipara Stakeholders Group will be established to work on longterm water management solutions for the catchmen,t including
nutrient management regulation and limits.
There will be community meetings on what we know about
water quality in the Hurunui, Waipara and Waiau rivers and their
catchments.

Zone committee membership 2016
Each of the region’s 10 zone committees includes four to seven
community members whose membership is regularly refreshed to
ensure a wide range of perspectives is reflected.
John Faulkner (Chair, community member)
James McCone (Deputy Chair, community member)
Ben Ensor (community member)
Dr Michele Hawke (community member)
Dan Shand (community member)
Professor Ken Hughey (community member)
James Costello (community member)
Olmec Sinclair (community member)
Raewyn Solomon (Kaikōura Rūnanga)

Makarini Rupene ( Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga)
David Bedford (Environment Canterbury Councillor)
Vincent Daly (Hurunui District Council)
Mayor Winton Dalley (Hurunui District Council)
Towards the end of the year there were changes in membership with
Olmec Sinclair resigning and Councillor Cynthia Roberts replacing David
Bedford as the Environment Canterbury representative. The Kaikōura
Rūnanga position is vacant.
If you would like more information on the Hurunui Waiau Zone
Committee contact Ian Whitehouse:
email: Ian.Whitehouse@ecan.govt.nz or phone: 027 500 1833
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9. Exclusion Of The Public From Part Of The Council
Meeting
Council paper
General Information
Meeting Date
Councillor
Author

20 July 2017
Lowndes
Louise McDonald
Committee Advisor

Recommendations
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Council minutes – 29 June 2017
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee report – 6 July 2017
Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee report – 21 June
2017
Leave of Absence

The general subject of the matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
Item
No.

Report

General subject
matter

1

Council minutes – 29
June 2017

Six monthly report to
Ministers

2

Performance, Audit &
Risk Committee report
– 6 July 2017

3

Greater Christchurch
Public Transport Joint
Committee report – 21
June 2017
Leave of Absence

Internal Audit report
Risk report
Tag-on Tag—off
update
Tag-on Tag—off
update

4

Councillors’ leave

Reason for
passing this
resolution in
relation to each
matter
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for
the passing of
this resolution

Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Section 48(1)(a)

Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Section 48(1)(a)

Section 48(1)(a)
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole
or relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
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Item
No.
1

2
3
4

2.

That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the
meeting would be likely to result in the disclosure of information the public disclosure of
which would be contrary to the provisions of a specified enactment (Section 48(1)(b)(i))
Protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person
has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment,
where the making available of the information would be likely otherwise to damage the
public interest - (Section 7(2)(c)(ii))
Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations)- Section
7(2)(i)
Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations) - Section
7(2)(i)
Protection of privacy natural persons- Section 7(2)(a)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
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10. Extraordinary And Urgent Business
11. Notices Of Motion
12. Questions
13. Next Meeting
14. Closing Karakia
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